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ABSTRACT:
De novo genomic sequencing, which is the process of discovering the sequence of a genome
which has not previously been elucidated, provides unique challenges, especially for larger
genomes. Modern high-throughput sequencing technologies have addressed the issue of
covering the entire genome in a reasonable time by fragmenting the genome into portions that
can be examined in a massively-parallel approach. While these have saved considerable time
and cost for the chemical process of determining the sequence of a genome, they result in sets of
many tens of millions of sequence fragments called reads, each of which is typically on the order
of just 100 to 300 bases long. Assembling these reads into a genomic sequence is highly
computationally complex.
A variety of assembly software packages are readily available for this purpose. In this project,
a set of genomic assemblers was selected for examination. These programs were then tested
with an Illumina data set for the grape species Vitis romanetii. Experimental runs with this
dataset were performed to evaluate the run time required as well as the contiguity, completeness,
and accuracy of the resulting assemblies. Different approaches to quality control preprocessing
of the sequence data were also explored and evaluated. The results strongly recommend the use
of the program MaSuRCA, run with data which has not been preprocessed for quality control.
The second highest recommendation would be the use of ABySS with data preprocessed via
QuorUM error-correction.
In the process of these tests, it was also hoped that at least the beginnings of a draft genome
for V. romanetii would be produced. The assemblies which came closest to publication quality
were produced by MaSuRCA. Examination of these using the assessment software BUSCO
suggest that the best of these assemblies may well be approaching publishable quality.
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INTRODUCTION:
Sequencing of DNA and cDNA have become widely-used and critical tools for the
biological sciences, including medicine. The need to obtain enormous lengths of nucleic acid
sequence in a practical amount of time demands approaches which examine numerous sections
of the overall genome or transcriptome in parallel, since a serial method would be far too slow.
Various high throughput or “next generation” sequencing technologies (HTS or NGS – Table 1
contains a list of all abbreviations used in this thesis) have been developed in order to provide
this parallel analysis capacity. Each of these has its own strengths and limitations, but all of
them achieve parallelization of the task by breaking the template into many small fragments.
The resulting sequence data is composed of relatively small “reads” (segments of sequence)
which must be reassembled into a reproduction of the overall sequence, a task which has given
rise to a number of software solutions based on variations of three algorithms. Just as the
different sequencing technologies each has its own advantages and disadvantages, so too do
these algorithms and programs. (Miller, Koren, & Sutton, 2010)
High throughput sequencing methods have greatly expanded in both frequency of use and
range of applications in recent years. The increasingly higher performance and lower cost of
such processes have clearly been the driving forces behind their broadened application. These
technologies generate enormous amounts of sequence data in relatively short periods of time.
Depending upon the specific sequencing methodology in question, run times vary from a few
hour to roughly two weeks, and the number of reads generated can vary from roughly 50,000 to
nearly 3 billion (Quail et al., 2012). This can result in nearly a trillion bases of data, much of it
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representing overlapping or duplicated stretches of sequence, and occupy hundreds of gigabytes
of storage

Topic
Assembly
algorithms

Sequencing
data

Sequencing
Technology
Computer

Abbreviation
DBG
OLC
MP
nt
PE
QC

Meaning
“De Bruijn Graph”
“Overlap Layout Consensus”
“Mate Paired”
“Nucleotide”
“Paired End”
“Quality Control”

QC0
QC1
QC2
QC3
QC4
HTS
NGS
SMRT
ZMW
CPU

Raw Sequencing Data
FastX-Preprocessed Data
BBDuk Entropy Filtered QC1 Data
QuorUM Error-Corrected Data
BBDuk Filtered QC3 Data
“High Throughput Sequencing”
“Next Generation Sequencing”
“Single Molecule, Real-Time sequencing”
“Zero-Mode Waveguide”
“Central Processing Unit”

Table 1: The abbreviations used in this document.

space. As a result there can be hundreds of millions of reads from which a usable overall
sequence must be reconstructed. (Buermans & den Dunnen, 2014)

SEQUENCING TECHNOLOGIES:
Illumina sequencing by synthesis:
Currently the dominant technology in the high throughput sequencing market, Illumina is
one of the methods known as sequencing by synthesis. These are approaches which record the
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nucleotide sequence of the template being examined during the process of synthesizing the
complementary strand. The Illumina sequencing reaction occurs within a flow cell. (Quail et al.,
2012) This device has a substrate for attachment of template fragments which is optimized for
use with this particular chemistry. As such, it is designed to provide good adhesion of the
template DNA, exhibit low affinity for unincorporated nucleotide-terminator molecules, and
allow free access of nucleotides and enzymes to the template fragments. The template molecules
are first bound to this substrate at one end. The amplification method called “solid-phase
amplification” (Technology Spotlight: Illumina® Sequencing) then generates multiple copies of
each template fragment within a small area immediately surrounding the initial fragment. This
process can yield nearly one thousand identical copies within a roughly one micron diameter area
around the original template molecule. (Technology Spotlight: Illumina® Sequencing)
The sequencing chemistry used by the Illumina method is based on the use of reversible
terminators. These terminators are attached to the nucleotides provided for incorporation during
each cycle of the reaction, and can be removed enzymatically at the conclusion of each such
cycle. The terminator acts to block the incorporation of any additional nucleotides, thus ensuring
that only one base may be added to the strand being synthesized at each reaction cycle. Each of
these removable blocking groups also contains a fluorescent tag which is color-coded by the
identity of the base associated with that particular terminator. Reading of these tags provides the
means by which the bases are called. This combination of color labeling by base and prevention
of multiple incorporation events within one sequencing cycle allows all four bases to be added
simultaneously in each cycle and each strand being synthesized to grow by exactly one
nucleotide per cycle. This provides for faster sequencing cycles than would be possible if only
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one base could be available in solution at a time, as well as generating reads that tend to be of a
more consistent length. Any confusion as to the actual length of a homopolymer run is also
reduced or eliminated by the blocking action of the terminators. (Technology Spotlight:
Illumina® Sequencing)
Each cycle of the Illumina process begins with the addition of a solution containing a mixture
of all four bases, each with its own base-specific color fluorophore-labeled terminator. The
nucleotides are allowed time to be incorporated, then the excess is washed away. At this point
the base identities of the newly incorporated nucleotides within each spot on the flow cell are
determined. An optical sensor system is used to detect the colored fluorescence of the reversible
terminators for this purpose. Following the calling of the incorporated bases, the terminators are
cleaved away from their associated nucleotides, then washed away. The strands being
synthesized are now accessible for the next round of nucleotide incorporation. (Technology
Spotlight: Illumina® Sequencing)

454 Pyrosequencing:
The original commercial form of high throughput sequencing, 454 pyrosequencing is
another form of sequencing by synthesis (Pyrosequencing Technology and Platform Overview).
Unlike Illumina, there are no special groups such as terminators or color-coded fluorophores
involved in this process, nor is there a separate step in each cycle for base calling. 454
pyrosequencing instead detects any incorporation event as it happens. The environment in which
454 reactions occur also differs from Illumina. The actual reactions occur within micro wells on
a fiber optic chip known as a “Pico Titer Plate”. Each well is sized to accommodate just one
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template bead along with a number of much smaller enzyme beads. Each template bead is
coated with identical copies of one sequencing template fragment, produced by emulsion PCR.
The enzyme beads are bound to ATP sulfurylase and luciferase, which are required for the
incorporation detection process. Centrifugation is used to ensure that beads are securely
positioned within wells. (Margulies et al., 2005)
The 454 process uses a series of chemical reactions to detect the incorporation of a
nucleotide into the strand being synthesized during the sequencing run. Each time a nucleotide is
incorporated, pyrophosphate is released. The ATP sulfurylase and luciferase which are present
on the enzyme beads use this pyrophosphate and release a pulse of light. The light signals, and
the wells in which they occurred, are then detected by the CCD optical sensor which is joined to
the Pico Titer Plate by a set of fiber optic elements. (Margulies et al., 2005)
Since the chemistry used by 454 sequencing does not provide an inherent method for calling
the specific bases being added to the synthesized strands, only one of the four possible bases is
provided at any given time. The base provided changes with each iteration, repeating only when
all four have been cycled through. The lack of terminators on the nucleotides in solution also
means that multiple incorporation events can occur when homopolymers in the template are
encountered (Margulies et al., 2005). In such situations the number of bases which were
incorporated is determined by the relative intensity of the chemiluminescent signal. This method
of determining the number of identical consecutive nucleotides is somewhat error prone,
especially for longer homopolymer runs, and has been reported to become non-linear at about
eight nucleotides. (Margulies et al., 2005) In addition to these potential errors, the occurrence of
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multiple incorporations in 454 sequencing also yields reads of greatly varying length. (Margulies
et al., 2005)

Ion Torrent:
Ion Torrent sequencing functions in a manner similar to 454 in a number of ways. Template
fragments are attached to beads and emulsion PCR is used to cover each bead with identical
copies of the initial fragment. Sequencing is performed in wells on a reaction slide such that
each well contains only one template bead. Ion Torrent is also similar to 454 in the fact that it
detects incorporation events and lacks terminators or color-coded labels. It therefore also
requires a process of providing one particular base for incorporation per cycle, with washing
steps between, in order to establish the identity of the nucleotides being incorporated. (Merriman,
Ion Torrent R&D Team, & Rothberg, 2012)
Due to these similarities, Ion Torrent sequencing has some of the same potential issues as
does 454. This is particularly true in the case of homopolymer runs, which result in multiple
nucleotides of the same base being incorporated in a single cycle. As with pyrosequencing,
signal intensity is the only means of determining the number of sequential nucleotides added in a
particular cycle of sequencing. This results in an estimate of the incorporation count rather than
an exact number. Hence the reported lengths of homopolymer runs, especially those longer than
8 bases, are highly error-prone. (Quail et al., 2012)
Ion Torrent differs from 454 primarily in the method used to detect the incorporation of
bases. This approach, rather than using an optical sensor to detect a chemiluminescent reaction,
monitors for the chemical reactions associated with the addition of bases by an electrical means.
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The process of nucleotide incorporation releases a hydrogen ion (H+) into solution, which results
in a decrease in pH. A sufficient number of such ions will lower the pH of a small volume
sufficiently that it can be detected by a pH probe. Each well of an Ion Torrent slide acts
essentially as a highly miniaturized pH meter, and the resulting signals from these devices are
used to determine which wells experienced incorporation events for the currently available
nucleotides. (Merriman et al., 2012)

PacBio single-molecule real-time sequencing:
Pacific Biosciences (PacBio) offers a system that they refer to as Single Molecule, RealTime (SMRT) sequencing (Roberts, Carneiro, & Schatz, 2013). The data produced by this
approach differ in two critical ways from other currently available high throughput sequencing
methods. One of these differences is the read length, which they describe as having a
distribution which approaches log-normal and possesses a long right-hand tail. This yields an
average read length of 3,000 to 6,000 bases and has been reported to reach a maximum of over
40,000 bases. These lengths are far greater than the 50 to 800 nucleotide (nt) range produced by
most other HTS methods. While this increase in the amount of sequence covered by each read is
clearly an advantage, the reduction in base calling accuracy seen in this approach is not. The
accuracy of SMRT reads has been reported to be in the vicinity of 87%. This is far lower than
the 98% to 99.9% claimed for technologies such as 454, Ion Torrent, and Illumina. Roberts et al.
(2013) point out, however, that the errors in SMRT data tend to be randomly distributed
throughout the length of a read, whereas most other sequencing technologies are prone to errors
which are biased toward specific regions. They further claim that this random occurrence of
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errors can provide a highly accurate consensus sequence if a sequencing depth of at least 8-fold
is used. If these claims are correct, or if the error rate of this sequencing method is eventually
brought down to a level comparable to that of the methods more commonly in current use, the
complexity of the task of de novo assembly will be significantly reduced. This could be
accomplished either by combining SMRT data with other NGS data, such that the longer reads
act as a guide for joining smaller contigs into larger ones, or by the use of SMRT data alone. In
either case the assembler software used must be capable of handling a wide range of read sizes,
since the distribution of read lengths generated by SMRT is very broad. (Roberts et al., 2013)
Eid et al. (2009) state that SMRT sequencing is performed within the micro wells of an
optical device known as a SMRT Cell. Each of these wells, or “zero-mode waveguides”
(ZMWs), is claimed by the manufacturer to occupy the lowest volume that still allows for optical
detection. Each of these has a template fragment bound to a DNA polymerase, which in turn is
attached to the bottom of the well. The physical form of the well is claimed to minimize the
volume being observed by the sensor system within the ZMW. Thousands of these reaction well
waveguides are used in parallel during SMRT sequencing. (Eid et al., 2009)
The sequencing chemistry underlying SMRT is based upon the use of nucleotides with
phospholinked fluorophores which are color-coded by the nucleotide’s base identity. Bases are
thus called as incorporation occurs based on the color of the fluorescence detected. The
manufacturer claims that the small volume being monitored for fluorescence within the ZMW,
which is limited to the immediate vicinity of the polymerase, reduces the noise from background
interference by roughly one thousand times. This is due to the very narrow 50nm diameter of the
ZMWs, as well as the construction of the sensor system. (Eid et al., 2009)
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A mixture of all four of the possible nucleotides, each with its base-specific color-coded
label, is continuously provided in solution. Each nucleotide’s fluorophore is removed by the
cleavage of the phosphate bond during the incorporation process. The extremely limited distance
which light can reach into the ZMW from the excitation source beneath means that only
fluorophores in very close proximity to the base of the well, and therefore to the polymerase, are
stimulated. As each nucleotide is incorporated, it therefore releases a pulse of base-specific
color-coded light, allowing the identity of the nucleotide to be called by the sequencing machine.
(Eid et al., 2009)

Converting reads into usable genomic information:
Most of the current high throughput sequencing techniques have the limitation of producing
their results in the form of a large number of very short sequences known as reads. The different
sequencing chemistries and machines being employed produce a variety of read lengths.
Illumina, one of the most commonly used of the high throughput sequencing technologies,
generates reads in the 50 to 500 base length range, depending upon the specific machine and
chemistry used. Ion torrent yields reads up to 400 nucleotides in length, while the now less
common 454 pyrosequencing produces reads up to 700 bases long. By contrast, the Pacific
Biosciences (PacBio) single-molecule real-time sequencing method has been reported to be able
to output reads with a mean length of 3,000 to 6,000 nucleotides and a maximum length
exceeding 40,000 bases.
In order to be of use, these reads must be converted into a representation of the genome of
the subject(s) being studied. For situations in which the genome of the species in question is
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already known, this “reference genome” can be used to guide the process of identifying the
locations of the segments of sequence data. This process, known as alignment, cannot be used
for organisms for which no reference genomic sequence is available.
In contrast to this, de novo genomic assembly provides a mechanism that allows
construction of the sequence of genomes for which no reference is available. An additional
advantage of this approach is its ability to potentially detect previously unknown genes and
sequences. There are some notable disadvantages to this method, however. One is that the
assembly process is slower than mapping. Another issue is the intensive demand for
computational resources, both processor power and memory. Furthermore, this process may
generate errors or may fail to reconstruct portions of the genome. All of these concerns are
particularly pronounced when working with large genomes, as the complexity of the process
becomes greater. (Imelfort & Edwards, 2009)
The underlying concept of de novo assembly involves fitting the vast number of extremely
short reads together in such a way that the result represents as much of the genome as can be
determined from the data present in the sequencing files. A key challenge in this process is to
perform the assembly as accurately and completely as possible while minimizing the time and
computer resources consumed in the process. Two of the commonly used algorithms are the
overlap layout consensus (OLC) method and the de Bruijn graphs. Each of these approaches has
its own distinct advantages and disadvantages in terms of both accuracy and efficiency, and the
choice of which is used may be determined largely by the size of the genome to be assembled.
(Miller et al., 2010)
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ASSEMBLY ALGORITHMS:
Overlap layout consensus (OLC):
The overlap layout consensus (OLC) assembly algorithm begins with the performance of all
possible pairwise alignments between the reads of sequencing data. The results of these are used
to generate a directed overlap graph based upon the overlapping portions of reads found in the
alignments. The reads are depicted as nodes in the graph while overlaps between reads become
edges. Contigs are constructed from paths within the overlap graph. The sequence of
nucleotides with the highest probability for a given possible contig is the consensus for that
portion of the sequence, and this is adopted as the result for that portion of the genome being
assembled (Miller et al., 2010).
Within the OLC process, the initial stage of pairwise alignments of reads is particularly
computationally intensive and time-consuming. Although aligning any two particular reads is
not in itself enormously demanding, it does require some computational resources and time. The
limitations of this method become clear when considering the millions of reads present, and thus
the staggering number of alignments that must be performed in order to find the overlaps. The
total number of such pairings can be calculated as (Miller et al., 2010):

N ( N −1 )
2

where N =total number of reads

This leads to the pattern seen in Table 2, which illustrates the magnitude of this issue. The rapid
increase in the number of pairwise alignments required is clearly shown. Even for a set of ten
million reads, which is substantially less than is typically produced by modern systems, the
number of alignments reaches almost fifty trillion.
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De Bruijn graphs:
The de Bruijn graphs employed by many assembly tools are of the sub-type known as k-mer
graphs. In such a graph, all of the possible portions of a given length from the overall sequence
are depicted as nodes, while all of the given-length overlaps between sequence portions
correspond to edges. The overall sequence as a whole is therefore described by the path through
the graph created by following the edges (Miller et al., 2010).

Table 2: The number of pairwise alignments required by the overlap layout
consensus (OLC) algorithm for de novo assembly of increasing numbers
of PE reads. The row highlighted in yellow shows the number of PE reads
in the raw data provided for this project and the resulting number of
pairwise alignments that would be required.

In practice, any given read causes the creation of a path through the graph. Any two reads
which share a perfect overlapping region of at least the specified overlap length exist on the same
path rather than creating two separate paths. By extension, any set of reads which are all
connected by perfect overlaps of at least the minimum length will generate just one shared path
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representing the sequence assembled from those reads. This approach has the advantage of
finding overlaps between reads by the inherent nature of the graph rather than requiring a large
number of pairwise sequence alignments to be performed. The disadvantages of k-mer graphs
include the need for overlaps to be exact in order for such detection to occur; any sequence errors
in the overlap regions can create spurious paths. These graphs can also cause errors due to
sequence repeats which are far shorter than those which are problematic for OLC methods
(Miller et al., 2010).

Greedy extension:
Some genomic assemblers, including the earliest tools for this task, use the greedy extension
algorithm. This process is based on the idea of joining reads together into contigs by iteratively
adding reads to those contigs. All of the overlaps between reads are scored based upon factors
such as length and quality of the region of overlap. In each cycle of iteration, the highest scored
overlap is used to join the associated reads or contigs to each other (Miller et al., 2010). The
reads or contigs that were just joined are then removed from the pool under consideration and are
replaced by the product of that merging. The next highest scoring overlap then becomes the next
joining point to be so processed (Miller et al., 2010).
This approach has advantages and drawbacks due to the way in which the joins are assigned.
By pursuing only those overlaps with the highest score, greedy extension reduces the complexity
and computational requirements of the assembly process. This simplification can, however, lead
to inaccuracies. The mechanism of joining at the highest-scoring overlap, without examination
of its impact on the overall sequence structure, may result in the algorithm becoming trapped in a
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local optimum solution. In addition, repeated sequences may create artificially high overlap
scores and thereby lead to false joins (Miller et al., 2010).

Sources of error:
For all of these algorithms there are two common sources of assembly errors; sequencing
errors and repetitive sequences. Sequencing errors can result not only in the obvious potential
consequence of having one or more bases of the genomic sequence being incorrectly represented,
but it can also cause errors in the assembly process. Any miscalled bases within the overlap
region between reads can interfere with the software’s ability to correctly join those reads, as
illustrated in Figure 1. This may result in the reads in question not being joined at all, or in a
misjoin if the error yields an overlap which coincidentally matches that of a read from a different
portion of the genome. (Miller et al., 2010)
Repetitive sequences are very common, naturally-occurring features in the genomes of
many eukaryotes. These regions of duplication have a variety of origins and often are
substantially longer than the reads produced by HTS technologies. Such repeats are difficult or
impossible for genomic assembly software to successfully incorporate into contigs and scaffolds
due to the ambiguity that they introduce into the process of assigning their position within the
assembly. Reads that represent sequence entirely from within the range of the repeat leave the
assembler with no way of determining the length of the repetitive region. This can easily lead to
deletions, sometimes very large, in the assembled sequence of such regions. Such deletions can
potentially lead to the loss of other sequences which are closely flanked by such repeats. An
additional problem occurs if a particular repetitive sequence is present in more than one location
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within the actual genome. The presence of such repeat regions, even in just a portion of the
reads, can lead to ambiguity as to where these reads, as well as other reads which overlap
between them, truly belong within the genome. (Imelfort & Edwards, 2009)

ATCCGAGCTCAGTT
CAGTTCCATATGGC
Exact overlap →
fragments joined

ATCCGAGCTCAGTTCCATATGGC
ATCCGAGCTCAGTT
CAGATCCATATGGC

X
ATCCGAGCTCAGTTCCATATGGC
X
Single base error →
fragments not joined

Figure 1. Mismatches in overlap regions due to sequencing errors can
lead to failure of an algorithm to find correct joins between reads /
contigs.

ORGANISM:
The genus Vitis:
The genus Vitis contains 79 accepted species of grape vine plants. (The Plant List) These
are divided between cultivated species with high quality fruit but limited resistance to
environmental stress and pathogens, and wild forms with low fruit quality but much greater
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resilience. The most commonly cultivated species is V. vinifera, which constitutes the bulk of
grape, raisin, juice, and wine production. This crop is of enormous economic importance
worldwide, with over 75,000 square kilometers of land devoted to its production on six
continents.
Contrary to the classical definition of a species, many of these species are so similar as to
allow for fertile hybrids to be produced between them. This fact has been exploited in the
pursuit of creating strains with greater resistance to pathogens such as powdery mildew, while
retaining the commercially desirable fruit characteristics. These efforts have largely been based
upon the generation of hybrids between V. vinifera and various wild grape species, including V.
romanetii (Mahanil et al. 2012).

V. romanetii compared to V. vinifera:
The genome of V. romanetii has not been well characterized at this point. The closelyrelated species V. vinifera, however, has been far more extensively studied and has a published
genomic reference sequence available. Vinifera originates from the region extending from the
Mediterranean into parts of western and central Asia. This species displays little resistance to
pathogens or temperature stresses such as frost. Since its fruit is particularly in demand,
especially for wine production, this species has been extensively studied. The less wellexamined romanetii originates from eastern Asia. Although the fruit of this variety is considered
to be inferior to vinifera, it is far more resistant to pathogens such as the powdery mildew
Erysiphe necator. Due to the high environmental impact and financial cost of chemical
applications commonly used against such pathogens, the prospective benefits of introducing
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romanetii’s resistance into cultivated strains has sparked increased interest in this species
(Mahanil et al. 2012).

ASSEMBLERS EXAMINED:
De novo assembly software packages to be tested in this study were selected based on their
ability to be used with genomes of the size of the plant species to be examined and how recently
the software has been updated and maintained. Many of the assembly tools that were
encountered in the initial search were eliminated due to their having been created for use with
smaller genomes such as bacteria or fungi. Several others were excluded because they had not
been updated for over a year, sometimes several years. The final list of assembly programs to be
tested was thus narrowed down to four: MaSuRCA, ABySS, Platanus, and SOAPdenovo2.

MaSuRCA:
MaSuRCA uses a hybrid approach combining elements of the de Bruijn graph and OLC
methods, and is described as appropriate for mammalian and plant-sized genomic assembly
projects. This assembler, which can be downloaded from http://masurca.blogspot.com/,
functions in four major stages. The first of these consists of an initial sequencing data error
correction process. The second stage involves compilation of the corrected reads into superreads. This is followed by joining of the super-reads first into contigs and then into scaffolds.
Finally scaffold gaps are filled where possible. (Zimin et al., 2013)
The error correction step is performed by the QuorUM software package (Zimin et al.,
2013), which performs two operations on the raw data, base correction and error-directed read
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trimming, in a combined process. The QuorUM documentation states that this program was
designed specifically to avoid overly-stringent filtering and trimming of the reads in the raw
sequence data files. The authors state that this commonly occurs with many other approaches,
and leads to fragmented assemblies. QuorUM’s approach is therefore set up to correct data in a
conservative manner, only changing bases when there is strong evidence of an error and a clear
correct value to which they must be changed, and trimming only where many corrections would
be required. The examination of the data is performed as k-mers for which three statistics are
examined: the frequency with which the k-mer occurs in reads of the data file, the base quality
scores within the k-mer, and the continuity of coverage within that region. The authors of
QuorUM recommend that this be the only QC preprocessing for data to be used for genomic
assembly. They support this statement by citing up to four-fold improvement over other
preprocessing approaches in contiguity statistics achieved with assemblers such as
SOAPdenovo2. (Marçais, Yorke, & Zimin, 2015)
Generation of super-reads is performed using a look-up table of k-mer frequencies generated
using the Jellyfish k-mer counting software. This is used for a k-mer extension process which
generates “k-unitigs”, such that a given k-mer can occur in only one k-unitig. These sequences
are then used in the construction of the maximal super-reads. The authors of MaSuRCA state
that the greater length and far lower number of these super-reads, which can be hundreds of
times fewer, greatly reduce the complexity of the assembly task. (Zimin et al., 2013)
Assembly of the super-reads is performed using a customized variant of the CABOG
assembler. An option is provided to substitute the use of SOAPdenovo2 in place of CABOG for
the generation of contigs and scaffolds. This provides faster execution times at the expense of
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lower assembly quality, but may be required for very large genomes. The final stage attempts to
fill scaffold gaps that lack highly repeated sequences and are not very large. This involves
referencing the original raw sequencing reads, since gaps may have occurred in part due to
trimming performed during error-correction. This fact, combined with MaSuRCA’s use of an
integrated QC preprocessing stage, reinforce the authors’ claim that MaSuRCA will provide the
best results when used with raw rather than preprocessed data. (Zimin et al., 2013)

ABySS:
The ABySS software uses the de Bruijn graph methodology for de novo assembly. This
program is described as capable of assembling genomes similar in size to that of the human
genome and can be installed on many linux-based operating systems using the “sudo apt-get
install abyss” command. It can also be downloaded from
http://www.bcgsc.ca/platform/bioinfo/software/abyss. (Simpson et al., 2009)
The form of de Bruijn graph algorithm used here has some features that distinguish ABySS
from most other assemblers. One such characteristic is the iterative application of the steps in
which short graph branches and graph bubble structures are removed. This repeated application
of these simplification steps is meant to address situations in which sequencing errors or
confounding sequence characteristics occur close to one another so that the nodes of the graph
can be more accurately merged into an assembly. The second distinguishing feature is that this
de Bruijn graph can be readily distributed over multiple machines, allowing the resources of a
cluster computing facility to be more effectively utilized. To achieve this, the locations of kmers within this graph are determined using a hash function which allows independent machines
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to reproducibly assign a given k-mer the same location. The data regarding the adjacency of
these k-mers is also recorded separately, and is not dependent on their graph locations. The
overall structure of the graph is broken into portions, with each being assigned for storage on a
separate machine within the cluster. (Simpson et al., 2009)
The process of graph construction ignores any reads which contain unknown bases. A given
k-mer and its reverse complement are stored as a single entry in the graph, and the adjacency of
k-mers is explored via messages sent between machines to establish the presence or absence of
neighboring k-mers. Short dead end branches of the graph are then removed iteratively, using
incrementing length threshold values, in order to avoid assembly problems resulting from
sequencing errors. This process becomes exceedingly stringent and may lead to assembly
fragmentation if ABySS is run with an excessively high k-mer length value. In the event of
bubble structures in the graph caused by heterozygosity or sequencing errors, ABySS uses only
the path with higher representation in the reads. The nodes of this graph are then merged into
contigs where unambiguous links between them have been established. (Simpson et al., 2009)

Platanus:
Platanus, or the “PLATform for Assembling NUcleotide Sequences”, is another de Bruijn graphbased assembler. This program, which can be obtained from http://platanus.bio.titech.ac.jp/, has
been used to assemble plant and mammal genomes. According to the authors, this software
requires twice the data coverage as do many other assemblers. This additional coverage is
needed because Platanus is specifically designed to deal with samples containing high
heterozygosity. The presence of differing alleles in homologous chromosomes leads to bubble
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structures in the de Bruijn graphs of assemblers where regions of homozygosity surround regions
of heterozygosity. Other methods of resolving this problem often do not function well with
genomes containing large numbers differences between homologous chromosomes, and typically
ignore the less common alleles in favor of the most common. (Kajitani et al., 2014)
This software functions in three main steps. These steps are assembly of contigs,
construction of scaffolds, and closure of scaffold gaps. Each of the steps in this process is
performed by its own sub-program within the Platanus software package. (Kajitani et al., 2014)
This results in the need for each stage of the total assembly process to be called using its own
separate command. (Platanus Tutorial)
Assembly of contigs is achieved using a de Bruijn graph, and short graph branches with
little coverage are discarded. The graph is then refined through an iterative optimization process
involving incrementing the k value by the amount specified in the user-selectable variable “kstep”,
followed by rebuilding of the graph. This process allows simplification of the graph as well as
effective handling of confounding sequencing data features such as errors, heterozygous regions,
and relatively short repeated sequences. Remaining bubble structures are then removed, but this
information is retained to assist in the process of creating scaffolds. (Kajitani et al., 2014)
Construction of scaffolds uses information from both the mate-paired data files and the
saved bubble structure data. These are used to assign an order to the contig sequences. A graph
is constructed to guide scaffold assembly. This operation proceeds using the data from each pair
of MP data files in order of library insert length. Short branches and bubbles are removed once
more during this scaffolding process. (Kajitani et al., 2014)
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Closure of the gaps in the scaffolds just assembled is the final step performed by Platanus.
This is done by re-examining the sequencing data reads. This process searches for reads which
provide sequence information which can be used to fill the gaps by mapping the reads to the
scaffolds. Filling in the sequence corresponding to these gaps is completed using a mixture of de
Bruijn graph and overlap-layout-consensus-based methods. (Kajitani et al., 2014)

SOAPdenovo2:
SOAPdenovo2 is a well-established de novo genomic assembly tool using the de Bruijn
graph methodology. This program can be obtained from the Source Forge website at
https://sourceforge.net/projects/soapdenovo2/. Its documentation describes this software as
having been created specifically for assembly of Illumina data for genomes in the plant to animal
size range. Memory use is reduced through the use of a sparse form of the de Bruijn graph. (Luo
et al., 2012)
Groups of read k-mers are stored together when possible, which saves memory space that
would be consumed if each was stored separately. This graph strategy is applied in an iterative
fashion using k-mer lengths which start at a low value and are incremented with each cycle.
Each step following the initial graph construction involves read mapping to the existing graph in
order to construct a new graph using a higher k-mer length. This process preserves the error
filtering ability and low coverage region resolution provided by the use of a short k-mer while
also providing the longer k-mers’ capacity to facilitate correctly interpreting repetitive sequence
features. (Luo et al., 2012)
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Construction of scaffolds from the contigs involves a number of features meant to improve
scaffolding accuracy. Heterozygosity in the sequencing data can lead to the creation of
heterozygous contigs. Such contigs are identified by SOAPdenovo2, which discards the lower
coverage contigs of these pairs. Scaffolding errors are also detected and corrected by referencing
information from longer insert MP reads. Furthermore, contigs that were not strongly associated
using PE data can be linked using topology information. (Luo et al., 2012)

MATERIALS AND METHODS:
The data set used for this project was provided by the lab of Dr. Lance Cadle-Davidson, and
consists of twelve data files in six pairs. Two pairs of these files are paired-end (PE) data files
composed of 260bp and 500bp insert libraries. These were generated using pairs of sequencing
primers directed inward toward each other. Three of the other pairs are mate-pair (MP) data files
including 5kb, 10kb, and 20kb insert libraries. The MP data resulted from the use of pairs of
outward-directed primers. Table 3 summarizes the information for these files.

Table 3: Details of all sequencing data files used in this project.
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PROJECT LAYOUT:
The initial plan for this project was a fairly simple pipeline composed of three major stages.
These steps consisted of quality control preprocessing of the raw data, assembly of the
sequencing reads into contigs and scaffolds, and finally assessment of the quality of the
assemblies. Flowchart 1 illustrates this original project layout. At various stages of this project a
number of changes were made to this early plan in order to accommodate a variety of
complicating factors.

Flowchart 1: The initial plan for this project. This pipeline falsely
assumed that all assemblers would work well with the same data QC
preprocessing.

Flowchart 2 depicts the actual pipelines executed in this thesis project. The first of the
changes to the original plan was that raw data rather than QC preprocessed data was provided to
MaSuRCA for its assembly runs. This was done due to the fact that the documentation for this
program specifically recommends the use of raw sequencing data. This software package
conducts its own QC preprocessing, and the manual claims that the results of assembly with raw
data input will be superior to any obtained using data upon which the user has conducted QC
processing separately. This claim was tested and confirmed with MaSuRCA by conducting
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initial test assembly runs both with raw paired-end (PE) data and with PE data QC preprocessed
with FastX. As a result, part of the project pipeline consists of raw data being passed directly to
MaSuRCA, with the output of this program’s runs being contigs and scaffolds of the
corresponding assemblies. These assemblies were in turn subjected to assessment.

Flowchart 2: The finalized set of processing pipelines used in this project.
Note that the key differences between this layout and the initial plan
involve the QC preprocessing stages. These include the use of raw (no
QC preprocessing) data for MaSuRCA and the four QC preprocessing
approaches tested with the other three assemblers.

EXECUTION:
Computer operations performed in this project were performed on a new server in the RIT
Bioinformatics department called Sequoia. All QC preprocessing, assembly, assessment, and
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other processes were executed using BASH scripts, Java programs, and Python programs. This
was done in order to ensure consistency of option settings, allow proofreading of commands and
arguments, and to maintain a complete record of all commands and arguments used. The
complete code of all of these scripts and programs, as well as configuration and reference files
used, are presented in Appendix B of this document. Details and usage information are provided
immediately preceding each such script, program, or file.

DATA PREPROCESSING:
The other changes to the project plan were made in an attempt to improve the contiguity of
the assemblies produced by ABySS, Platanus, and SOAPdenovo2, since these assemblers did not
perform as well with the initial quality control processing (referred to here as “QC1”) as
MaSuRCA did with raw data. MaSuRCA shows a much higher N50 and NG50 than either
ABySS or SOAPdenovo2, and clearly has a greater than two-fold larger contig length sum than
any other assembler used here. Additionally, long stretches of repeated sequence were visible to
the eye in the assembly output of Platanus. All of the subsequent QC preprocessing measures
undertaken were intended to correct these deficiencies in the non-MaSuRCA assembly results.
The first QC preprocessing approach used, QC1, employed FastX for all of the QC
preprocessing conducted on all of the reads in the entire set of 12 raw data files. This was
executed using a BASH script named “QC1_stage_A---run_all_fastx_adapter_trimming_201707-03-A”, which was written for this purpose. The processing stages consisted of adapter
trimming, quality trimming, and length filtering. Each of these stages was conducted as one or
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more individual runs of FastX, as needed. Following these steps “orphaned” reads, those that
had lost their partners in their associated paired files, were removed.
Adapter trimming, which removes know adapter and other unwanted sequences from the
ends of reads, was conducted as a set of FastX runs iterating through a list of adapter sequences.
This list was created based on the over-represented sequences in Table 4, reported by FastQC in
the raw data files. Due to the fact that FastX will not recognize partial sequence matches or
reverse-compliments of sequences, each adapter on this list was represented by four separate
entries in the list of adapters to be trimmed. These entries were the 5’ and 3’ halves of both the

FastQC Over-Represented Sequences Used for Adapter Trimming
OverRepresented
Sequence
Sequence Identity Sequence

TruSeq6

Illumina TruSeq
Adapter, Index 6

GATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCACGC
CAATATCTCGTATGC

TruSeq12

Illumina TruSeq
Adapter, Index 12

GATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCACCT
TGTAATCTCGTATGC

Illumina Nextera
Transposase
NexteraTrans1 Adapter, Read 1

TCGTCGGCAGCGTCAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAG

Illumina Nextera
Transposase
NexteraTrans2 Adapter, Read 2

GTCTCGTGGGCTCGGAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAG

“No Hit 1”

pGEM-3Zf(+)(-)

GGGCGAATTCGAGCTCGGTACCCGGGGATCCTCT
AGAGTCGACCTGCAGG

“No Hit 2”

pBluescript

TCCCCGCGCGTTGGCCGATTCATTAATGCAGCTGG
CACGACAGGTTTCCC

Table 4: Identities of the over-represented sequences reported in the raw
sequencing data by FastQC.
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forward and reverse-complement of each adapter. The halves were provided in an attempt to
accommodate situations in which the adapter sequence was truncated at one end of a read.
Once the adapter trimming steps were completed, reads were quality trimmed to a Q value
of 20. This process removes bases from the 3’ end of a read until it reaches a base with a quality
score at least equal to the specified threshold value (FastX Documentation). Trimming
operations such as those for removal of adapters and low-quality bases can significantly shorten
some reads. Reads that have been shortened excessively can be of little value to, or even
interfere with, the assembly process. To avoid causing difficulty for the assembly software,
length filtering was applied to remove all reads that were shorter than 100nt after all other FastX
processing was completed.
Assemblers being examined here require paired read data as the primary input. QC
preprocessing steps that are capable of removing whole reads from files may, however, remove
one member of a pair while leaving the other as an “orphaned” read. FastX does not currently
have a built-in facility for correcting this unpaired loss of reads (FastX Documentation). For this
reason the final step of this process was the removal of orphaned reads, leaving only those which
continued to have a corresponding partner in the paired file. This was accomplished using a java
program called “RemoveOrphanedReads4.java”, which was created specifically for this project.
A great deal of repetition was visible in some of the contigs produced by Platanus when
portions of the assembly output files were examined by eye. In response to this, and in the hope
of increasing the lengths of the contigs being produced, the FastX-processed data files were then
filtered for low-complexity regions. This second pipeline of QC preprocessing is referred to here
as “QC2”. Low-complexity regions consist of numerous, simple repeats. These can be
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homopolymer stretches or runs of dinucleotide or trinucleotide repeats. Examples of these lowcomplexity sequences are shown in Figure 2.

Homopolymer:

AAAAAAAAAAAA
Dinucleotide repeat:

ATATATATATAT
Trinucleotide repeat:

CATCATCATCAT
Figure 2: Examples of runs of low-complexity
(low entropy) sequence.

The BBDuk software package from the BBMap toolkit was selected for its ability to filter
out reads with low complexity, also known as low entropy. This is done by calculating an
entropy score for each read, which is an estimate of how nearly random the sequence is. The
entropy scores assigned by BBDuk range from 0 to 1, where 0 represents an entirely
homopolymer sequence and 1 describes a completely random sequence. The user selects the
threshold entropy value using the “entropy=<N>” option, where the placeholder “<N>” is
replaced by any floating-point value ranging from 0.0 to 1.0. BBDuk then removes any reads
which are determined to have an entropy score below the selected threshold. (BBDuk Guide)
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Based on the information given in the BBDuk documentation (BBDuk Guide), one would
expect that a threshold value of 0.0 would result in no filtering, since an entropy of 0.0 represents
a sequence entirely composed of a homopolymer – the lowest-complexity sequence possible.
One would also expect a threshold of 1.0 to be far too stringent, as this describes a completely
random sequence, which is not what actual biological sequences contain. The filtering
performance of intervening values, however, are substantially more difficult to predict from this
information alone. A series of experiments were therefore conducted in order to better
characterize the stringency of a range of possible threshold values. These tests used simulated
sequencing read files, “low-complexity_test_R1.fastq” and “low-complexity_test_R2.fastq”.
These files were generated by a Python script named “generate_LC_test_fastq_L.py”, which was
written specifically for this task. An initial read sequence was first generated as a random string
of DNA bases 160 characters long, which is the full length of the untrimmed reads in the pairedend and mate-pair data files for this project. The entirety of this random sequence was used as
the full-length control reads, while the same sequence truncated to 100 characters was used as
control reads equivalent in length to the shortest FastX-trimmed reads used in assembly runs in
this project. A reference set of low-complexity regions were generated as all possible six
character long homopolymer, dinucleotide, and trinucleotide repeats. Simulated reads containing
low-complexity regions were then created by replacing part of a copy of each control read with
various numbers of repeats of each sequence in this reference set. Such modified reads were
generated with low-complexity regions at either the 5’ or 3’ ends. These reads were also paired
between the R1 and R2 files, with either the R1 read, the R2 read, or both modified to contain
low-complexity regions.
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The BBDuk entropy filter was then run with these simulated data files as input and entropy
threshold values ranging from 0.0 through 1.0 in increments of 0.1. The output files were then
examined to determine how many reads had been removed. The nature of the reads was
summarized by grouping them into categories based on the type of low-complexity region, the
number of contiguous repeats of that region, and the overall length of the read. The proportions
of reads of each category which had been removed by the various test conditions was then
calculated in order to help guide decisions about the appropriate settings to use with BBDuk
entropy filtering of actual data.
The proportions of various categories of simulated reads removed by BBDuk at various
entropy thresholds are shown in Table 5. In this table three different kinds of low-complexity
regions are represented, homopolymers, dinucleotide repeats, and trinucleotide repeats. These
repeats were generated in six nucleotide long blocks for uniformity. The total lengths of these
simulated low-complexity regions used in this test are 24, 48, 72, and 96 nucleotides, which are
labeled across the top of each half of the table.
Table 5 is divided into two sections, one of which shows results for these low-complexity
regions in reads of 100nt total length and the other shows results with reads of 160nt total length.
It is clear from these results that reads containing a large proportion of low-complexity sequence,
such as 96 bases out of 100, are removed at very low entropy thresholds of 0.1 to 0.3. Reads
with less low-complexity content require higher entropy thresholds, as expected. Also per prior
expectations, homopolymers are removed at a lower threshold than are similar-sized runs of
dinucleotide repeats, which in turn are removed at lower entropy thresholds than are trinucleotide
repeat regions of the same size. Reads with any of these low-complexity sequence types
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comprising 48% or more of their length are efficiently removed at an entropy threshold of 0.8,
while higher thresholds may risk being excessively stringent with real sequencing reads. These
facts would lead to the 0.8 entropy threshold chosen for the final (“QC4”) preprocessing
approach described later in this section.

Table 5: The proportions of simulated reads removed during experiments
with BBDuk’s low-complexity filtering capability. The upper portion of
the table shows results for 100nt long reads, while the lower portion of the
table contains results for 160nt long simulated reads. Colored data bars
reflect the proportions indicated in the cells.
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After the results of the experiments with simulated reads were examined, BBDuk’s entropy
filter was run on the FastX-processed data files in two batches. The first of these sets used
entropy thresholds ranging from 0.0 (as a control) through 1.0 in steps of 0.1, just as the
simulated data experiments had. The second set explored the range from 0.9 through 1.0 in more
detail by incrementing the entropy setting by 0.01 per step. An example of the commands used
to run BBDuk entropy filtering is:
Command:
$path_BB/bbduk.sh \
in1=19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq \
in2=19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq \
out1=260bp-clean-0.8-R1.fastq out2=260bp-clean-0.8-\
R2.fastq ordered entropy=0.8 t=6
Where:
path_BB="/home/lars/bin/low_complexity_filters/bbmap"
“\” represents continuation onto next line (original command is all one line)

After each such group of runs, the numbers of all reads remaining per data file were
determined and the pattern of read removal was examined. Test assemblies were also performed
on the output files of some of these entropy filtering experiments in order to determine the
impact upon the contiguity of the resulting assemblies. Since running such test assemblies for all
of the BBDuk output files that were generated would be very time-consuming, roughly evenlydistributed sub-samples of each set of BBDuk outputs were selected for test assembly. These
consisted of the 0.00, 0.30, 0.60, 0.90, 0.92, 0.94, 0.96, 0.98, and 1.00 entropy threshold values.
The output files from these test assemblies were then examined for basic contiguity statistics
such as NG50, N50, N20, N80, mean length, maximum length, and sum of lengths.
Due to the fact that improvements in contiguity statistics were not seen with the addition of
low complexity filtering of the FastX-processed data files, other means of data QC preprocessing
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were sought. Since MaSuRCA had yielded what seemed to be the best assembly results so far,
its built-in preprocessing method was examined. According to the authors, the only data quality
control used by MaSuRCA is QuorUM error-correction (Zimin et al., 2013). This lead to the
idea of attempting to run the assemblers other than MaSuRCA using QuorUM error-correction as
the only QC preprocessing step.
In this preprocessing pipeline, known here as “QC3”, QuorUM error-correction was applied
to the raw data files using six parallel threads and the "--paired-files" flag. The latter setting was
included in order to ensure that no reads were orphaned during this preprocessing. No other data
quality control was performed at this point. An example of the commands used for QuorUM
error-correction is:
Command:
$pathQ/quorum --threads 6 --prefix 260bp_quorum_out \
--paired-files 260_raw_R1.fastq 260_raw_R2.fastq
Where:
pathQ=”/home/lars/bin/MaSuRCA-3.2.2/bin”
“\” represents continuation onto next line (original command is all one line)

The error-corrected data files were then used as input for assembly runs with ABySS and
Platanus, and the resulting assemblies were then examined to determine contiguity statistics.
These statistics were compared with the results obtained with the other data preprocessing
efforts. Attempts to run SOAPdenovo2 with QC3 data were not successful.
The potential effectiveness of adding more traditional QC preprocessing to QuorUM errorcorrection was addressed next. To this end the data files that had been processed with QuorUM
were then to be subjected to adapter trimming, quality trimming and filtering, entropy filtering,
and length filtering. Unfortunately only the adapter trimming, entropy filtering and length
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filtering functions could be performed with QuorUM error-corrected data. This is due to the fact
that QuorUM outputs corrected data files in fasta format rather than fastq. Since fasta files do
not include the base call quality scores present in fastq files, there is no information for QC
processing software to reference when performing quality trimming and quality filtering. These
processing steps were therefore not able to function.
BBDuk was selected for this processing due to its ability to handle all of these functions in
an efficient manner (BBDuk Guide). This software was also chosen due to the way in which it
handles adapter trimming. BBDuk performs adapter trimming using a k-mer based method of
identifying target sequences for removal. There are also user selectable options for k-mer length,
mismatch-tolerance for a k-mer match, minimum length shorter k-mer match, and mismatch
tolerance for these shorter k-mer matches (BBDuk Guide). The settings related to the use of
shorter k-mer matches accommodate the occurrence of truncated adapter sequences at the ends
of reads. The reverse complements of adapters and partial adapters can also be automatically
detected. Use of BBDuk eliminated the need for multiple runs of adapter trimming with partial
adapter sequences and their reverse-complements, as was done with FastX. All of these features
combined allowed for a far less complex process to be used for this preprocessing stage, while
simultaneously providing more thorough adapter trimming and additional cleanup not possible
with FastX. Since k-mer based adapter trimming and all other QC preprocessing must be
executed using two separate commands, the QC preprocessing efforts involving BBDuk
trimming and filtering comprised two stages. “QC3.5” describes QuorUM error-corrected data
which was then adapter-trimmed by BBDuk. “QC4” refers to QC3.5 data which was then
length-filtered and entropy filtered using BBDuk.
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Since k-mer based adapter trimming must be performed as a separate step from all other
functions (BBDuk Guide), this was done in the first step. All adapter or other over represented
sequences to be removed can be included in the same adapter trimming run, with the target
sequences being specified in a reference fasta file. For this project an existing adapter fasta file
was modified to include the sequences reported by FastQC as over represented and/or potential
adapters. This file, named “adaptersLJO.fa”, retained all of the TruSeq and Nextera adapters
listed in the example “adapters.fa” provided with BBDuk. Many of the sequences reported by
FastQC were already included in this set. Two sequences which were not already present,
“NexteraTrans1” and “NexteraTrans2”, listed in Table 4, were added to create the custom adapter
list. An example of the commands used to run adapter trimming with BBDuk is:
Command:
$path_BB/bbduk.sh in1=260bp_quorum_out_1.fa \
in2=260bp_quorum_out_2.fa \
out1=260bp_quorum_out_1_BBDuk_intermed.fa \
out2=260bp_quorum_out_2_BBDuk_intermed.fa ordered t=1 \
ref=$path_BB/resources/adaptersLJO.fa ktrim=r k=23 \
hdist=1 mink=11 hdist2=0 tpe tbo stats=260bp_stats.txt
Where:
path_BB="/home/lars/bin/low_complexity_filters/bbmap"
“\” represents continuation onto next line (original command is all one line)

The other preprocessing performed using BBDuk, to prepare the QC4 data, was combined
into a single command for each pair of data files. This command incorporates 3’ end quality
trimming and whole read quality filtering, both to a threshold Phred score of 10. As mentioned
previously, these quality-based processing steps did not function due to the nature of the fasta
data files being used as input. Also included were entropy filtering to a threshold of 0.8, and
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finally length filtering to a minimum of 100nt. An example of the command used for this stage
of processing is:
Command:
$path_BB/bbduk.sh \
in1=260bp_quorum_out_1_BBDuk_intermed.fa \
in2=260bp_quorum_out_2_BBDuk_intermed.fa \
out1=260bp_quorum_out_1_BBDuk_final.fa \
out2=260bp_quorum_out_2_BBDuk_final.fa ordered t=1 \
qtrim=rl trimq=10 minlen=100 maq=10 entropy=0.8
Where:
path_BB="/home/lars/bin/low_complexity_filters/bbmap"
“\” represents continuation onto next line (original command is all one line)

Two of the option settings are common between the two stages of processing. These are the
“t=1” and “ordered” flags. The first of these instructs BBDuk to run on a single thread, which
was selected to avoid excessive server loading since other jobs were running at the time that this
processing was performed. The second preserves the order of the reads through the various QC
preprocessing functions. Although specifying “ordered” is unnecessary when using a single
thread, it was included in the script as a precaution in the event that BBDuk processing was
conducted again in the future using a copy of this script with parallel execution.

ASSEMBLY:
Once each sequencing data QC preprocessing pipeline was completed, genomic assembly
with the output of that pipeline was performed. Since MaSuRCA provides its own data quality
control, it was run with the raw data provided for this project. The other three assemblers,
ABySS, Platanus, and SOAPdenovo2, were run in turn with data from each preprocessing
approach examined. Each one of these programs was run using scripts specifically set up for it
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and providing the required settings and options. Runs of the programs were timed and other run
time statistics were gathered for the purpose of estimating the time and system resources
consumed during generation of the various assemblies.

MaSuRCA:
As with all of the genomic assembler programs examined in this project, MaSuRCA has a
number of user-specified parameters, some required and some optional. Whereas many others
accept all of these pieces of information as command line arguments, MaSuRCA uses a text
format configuration file which must be created by the user. This file includes details of the
input data files, the k-mer size to be used, the hash size to be used for the k-mer counting
program “Jellyfish”, and the number of parallel threads to be run. Information the user must
provide in this file regarding the raw sequencing data files to be used cover the path(s) to and
names of the files, a two-character nickname for each pair of files, and the expected library insert
size and insert size standard deviation for each file pair. A well-commented example
configuration file is provided with the software to assist in the creation of usable configuration
files. (Zimin et al., 2013)
The next step requires the operator to compile an assembly script named “assemble.sh”
which will in turn be called to execute a run of MaSuRCA. This compilation step is
accomplished by calling “masurca” and providing a single argument consisting of the path and
name of the configuration file for this particular run. This should be done within the directory
which the user intends to contain the temporary and final output files generated by running this
software (Zimin et al., 2013). An example of this command is:
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Command:
/home/lars/bin/MaSuRCA-3.2.2/bin/masurca sr_config_PE.txt
Where:
/home/lars/bin/MaSuRCA-3.2.2/bin/ # Is the path to masurca
sr_config_PE.txt # Is the name of the configuration file

Once this run-specific assembly script is compiled, it contains all of the information needed
to run MaSuRCA with the specified files and settings. It can then be used to perform an
assembly at any time and can be re-used, provided that there are no changes made to any of the
details it specifies, which includes file paths, file names, and the various operational settings
(Zimin et al., 2013). In order to collect data on the time and system resources used by execution,
this script was called using the verbose option of the Linux “/usr/bin/time” timing function:
Command:
/usr/bin/time -v ./assemble.sh
Where:
/usr/bin/time # Is the timing function
-v # Selects the “verbose” option to provide more detail
./assemble.sh # Is the assembly script being called

A set of initial runs was conducted with MaSuRCA to examine its performance using
subsets of the PE data as well as to assess how well it functions with raw versus QCpreprocessed data. The program was run with PE data subsets including just the 260bp insert
library, just the 500bp insert library, and both. This was repeated with QC-processed data and
with raw data files. Examination of the results of these tests was used to determine how
MaSuRCA would be run for the full set of performance assessments in this project. Runs
intended for assessment were then conducted with raw data files comprising only the PE data,
the PE data plus the MP data, and all of the data files.
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ABySS:
Run time parameters for ABySS (Simpson et al., 2009) include the paths and names of the
QC-preprocessed sequencing data files, the library pairs to which those files belong, the k-mer
size to be used, the number of parallel threads to be run, and a name for the particular run being
executed (ABySS README File). All of these are provided as command line arguments with the
call to “abyss-pe” with the format:
Command:
/usr/local/bin/ABySS/bin/abyss-pe -j 6 k=47 \
name=”abyss_run_260-500” lib='pe260 pe500' \
pe260='260bp_R1.fastq 260bp_R2.fastq' \
pe500='500bp_R1.fastq 500bp_R2.fastq'
Where:
/usr/local/bin/ABySS/bin/abyss-pe # Is the full path to
abyss-pe
-j 6 # Selects six parallel threads
k=47 # Sets the k-mer size to 47
name=”abyss_run_260-500” # Is the name for this run
lib='pe260 pe500' # Specifies the library pairs of files
pe260='260bp_R1.fastq 260bp_R2.fastq' # The file pair in
this library
“\” represents continuation onto next line (original command is all one line)

Since the “/usr/bin/time” functionality would not work with commands structured this way,
ABySS was called from within separate worker scripts created for each individual run to be
performed. These worker scripts were called in turn from a master script using the following
format:
Command:
/usr/bin/time -v abyss_run_260-500.bash
Where:
/usr/bin/time # Is the timing function
-v # Selects the “verbose” option to provide more detail
abyss_run_260-500.bash # Is the assembly script
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ABySS was run with a variety of data portions and QC preprocessing. Among these were
raw (QC0) PE data, FastX-processed (QC1) PE, PE plus MP, and the full set of data files.
FastX-preprocessed PE files which were then entropy filtered using BBDuk at various thresholds
(QC2) were also included. Furthermore, PE files processed via QuorUM error-correction (QC3),
QuorUM plus BBDuk adapter removal (QC3.5), and QuorUM plus full BBDuk preprocessing
(QC4) were also used.

Platanus:
Similarly to ABySS, Platanus (Kajitani et al., 2014) also uses command line arguments to
provide required and optional settings for execution (Platanus README File). Unlike ABySS,
the overall process of assembly with Platanus is divided into three separately-called stages.
These are contig assembly, scaffolding, and gap closure. Each of these stages is run in turn with
its own individual commands and parameters (Platanus README File, Platanus Tutorial). The
parameters of the second and third steps must include the names of the output files of their
respective immediate predecessors. As with ABySS, the commands for running this program
were given in a separate script which was in turn called from a main script, allowing the use of
the “/usr/bin/time” feature. The three stages were called in order as individual commands
within the subordinate script. An example of this format is:
# Assembly:
# Command and Options:
#
platanus --> command to run Platanus
#
assemble --> run assembly stage of software
#
-t 6 --> parallel threads = 6
#
-s 1 --> kmer step size = 1
#
-f $pe_in --> input PE fastq data files for contig assembly
#
2>asm_log.txt --> redirect stderr output to a file named "asm_log.txt"
platanus assemble -t 6 -s 1 -f $pe_in 2>asm_log.txt
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# -------------------------------------# Scaffolding:
# Command and Options:
#
platanus --> command to run Platanus
#
scaffold --> run scaffolding stage of software
#
-t 6 --> parallel threads = 6
#
-c out_contig.fa --> contig file from contig assembly
#
-b out_contigBubble.fa --> bubble seq. file from contig assembly
#
$all_in --> input fastq files of PE and MP data for scaffolding
#
2>scf_log.txt --> redirect stderr output to a file named "scf_log.txt"
platanus scaffold -t 6 -c out_contig.fa -b \
out_contigBubble.fa $all_in 2>scf_log.txt
# -------------------------------------# Gap closure:
# Command and Options:
#
platanus --> command to run Platanus
#
gap_close --> run gap_close stage of software
#
-t 6 --> parallel threads = 6
#
-c out_scaffold.fa --> scaffold file from scaffolding stage
#
$all_in --> input fastq files of PE and MP data for gap closure
#
2>gap_log.txt --> redirect stderr output to a file named "gap_log.txt"
platanus gap_close -t 6 -c out_scaffold.fa $all_in \
2>gap_log.txt
Where:
“\” represents continuation onto next line (original command is all one line)

Platanus generates an output file for each of its three stages of execution. (Platanus
README File, Platanus Tutorial). The contig assembly stage creates a file named
"out_contig.fa", while the scaffold assembly and gap closure processes create files named
"out_scaffold.fa" and "out_gapClosed.fa", respectively. Platanus was run with the same set of
data portions and preprocessing methods previously described for ABySS. Only the first runs of
this assembler, those with QC1 data, included the scaffold and gap closure steps. This was done
in order to save time on the server when large numbers of QC methods were being examined, as
well as due to the poor contig assembly performance seen with Platanus in all of these cases.
Good scaffold sets cannot be constructed from the very small numbers of short contigs seen with
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the Platanus runs conducted here. Thus the decision was made that pursuing scaffolding and gap
closure steps would be a waste of server resources unless better contig results could be obtained.

SOAPdenovo2:
SOAPdenovo2 (Luo et al., 2012) runs using a configuration file somewhat similar to the one
used by MaSuRCA. This file can have any name but must have the “.config” suffix (Manual of
SOAPdenovo2). The first non-comment line of the configuration file specifies the maximum
read length for all data files in the data set to be assembled. The remainder of the configuration
file is divided into sections used to specify details of each individual library’s pair of data files.
A line containing only “[LIB]” must be present to mark the beginning of each library’s section of
the file. The required library information includes the average length of the inserts used in the
creation of each library as well as the paths to and names of the pair of files of the particular
library. Also included is the “rank” setting, which allows the user to specify the order in which
the contents of the data files are used in the process of constructing scaffolds. Additionally,
using the “asm_flags” setting with an integer ranging from 1 through 4 for each library, the user
can specify whether that library is to be used for contig construction only (1), scaffolding only
(2), assembly of contigs and scaffolds (3), or for closure of gaps only (4). (SOAPdenovo2
Example Config File)
Other parameters for the execution of a SOAPdenovo2 assembly run can be provided as
command line arguments. These include the number of parallel threads to be run, the k-mer
length to be used, whether repeats should be resolved by read data, and a prefix for the names of
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output files. The path and name of the configuration file to be used must be provided among
these arguments. (Manual of SOAPdenovo2)
Since the “/usr/bin/time” function of Linux does not seem to accept commands with
multiple parameters as input, timing was accomplished by calling SOAPdenovo2 from a script
which was in turn called from a master script using the desired timing command. The master
script iterated through the set of configuration files for assembly runs with various portions of
the data. For each such configuration file, this script then iterated through the number of
replicate runs to be done, which in this case was three. For each replicate run of each
configuration file, the script “run_SOAPdenovo2” was called with “/usr/bin/time -v” and passed
the name of the configuration file to be used and a run name variable composed of the data set
specification code and the replicate number. Examples of the commands used are:
Master Script Command:
/usr/bin/time -v ./run_SOAPdenovo2 $this_config $name
Call to SOAPdenovo2:
$soap63 all -s $config -p 6 -K 47 -R -o $graph_prefix
Where:
/usr/bin/time # Is the timing function
-v # Selects the “verbose” option to provide more detail
this_config # Is the config file path and name for this run
name # Is the name for this run, including the code for the data subset and the
replicate number
soap63 = "/usr/local/bin/soapdenovo2/SOAPdenovo-63mer" # The
path to SOAPdenovo2 with maximum kmer = 63nt
all # Specifies that the entire assembly process is to be run
-s $config # Sets the path and name of the configuration file to be used
-p 6 # Specifies use of 6 parallel threads
-K 47 # Selects k-mer size of 47nt
-R # Specifies that repeats should be resolved by reference to read data
-o $graph_prefix # Sets a prefix string to be used as the name (not including
file type suffix) to be used for output files

The sets of data and QC methods used with SOAPdenovo2 are similar to those used with
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ABySS, except that runs using QuorUM output failed to execute.
ASSESSMENT:
Efforts to assess the quality of the genomic assemblies produced by each combination of QC
pipeline and assembler and fell into two general categories; contiguity and completeness.
Contiguity was estimated using descriptive statistics generated regarding the contigs or scaffolds
of each assembler’s output, while completeness was gauged by the presence and condition of the
members of an established set of highly-conserved genes via BUSCO.
Contiguity measures that were examined include the NG50, N20, N50, N80, mean length,
maximum length, and the sum of the lengths of the contigs or scaffolds. These statistics were
collected using a combination of the abyss-fac utility, which is included in the ABySS software
package (ABySS README File), as well as the “get_fasta_stats” function within the script
“get_assembly_stats_NG50.bash”, which was written specifically for this project. Each
contiguity statistic addresses aspects of the distribution of the lengths of the contigs or scaffolds
comprising the genomic assembly. The idea behind the use of these is to gain some insight into
how successful the software was at assembling the reads into longer stretches of sequence. In
general, longer contigs and scaffolds are considered to be indicative of a more successful
assembly process.
The N50 statistic is one of the most commonly used of all contiguity measures for draft
assemblies. It gives the sequence length such that 50% of the total length of the assembly being
assessed is represented by contigs or scaffolds of this length or larger (Earl et al., 2011).
Likewise the N20 and N80 represent the contig or scaffold lengths corresponding to the sizes
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comprising 20% or 80% of the assembly, respectively. The sum values simply refer to the sum
of the lengths of all contigs or scaffolds in the assembly.
A more recently added statistic, which was used in this project, is the NG50 (Earl et al.,
2011). This is determined in a manner similar to that of the N50, except that an estimate of the
actual genome length is used rather than the length of the assembly. The NG50 is thus the
sequence length such that 50% of the total estimated genome length is represented by contigs or
scaffolds of this length or larger (Earl et al., 2011). Since this genomic length estimate is
independent of the lengths of the assemblies generated by the various programs, this statistic
provides a more objective comparison tool. By contrast, N50, N80, and N20 are strongly biased
by the length of the individual assembly being examined, and therefore are unreliable when
comparing assemblies of differing total lengths. For this reason NG50 scores were considered to
be a more valid method of comparing the contiguity of assemblies. (Earl et al., 2011)
Assembly completeness was estimated using the BUSCO (Benchmarking Universal SingleCopy Orthologs) software and associated reference data, which was specifically curated for such
assessment purposes (Simão, Waterhouse, Ioannidis, Kriventseva, & Zdobnov, 2015). This
approach uses databases of genes which have been demonstrated to be highly-conserved within
their respective phylogenetic groups. There are therefore specific reference databases for groups
of organisms such as plants, animals, protists, fungi, and bacteria. The BUSCO software uses
the NCBI BLAST search functionality to determine which of the genes in the selected database
occur in the assembly being examined and where they localize. The genes which are found to
exist in the assembly are further classified by their condition, including whether they are
complete or fragmented and whether they occur as a single or multiple copies (Simão et al.,
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2015). These results were included in the assessment data as percentages of the BUSCO plant
database genes which fell into each of the categories reported. Those categories are complete
genes, complete and single-copy genes, duplicated complete genes, fragmented genes, and
missing genes.

RESULTS:
DATA QC PREPROCESSING:
Any QC preprocessing which can trim or remove reads clearly can result in reduction of the
amount of data available for the assembly process. This is evident in the counts of reads
remaining following application of each data QC pipeline used here. Table 6 shows the data
remaining after each QC preprocessing method was applied. Section A of this table contains the
initial counts of reads in the raw (QC0) data files as well as the numbers of reads in the data files
following all of the QC paths other than QC2, which is shown in a separate figure. Section B
shows the mean read lengths after each of these QC pipelines – note that for QC1 and QC4 these
values are influenced by the fact that length filtering has removed any reads shorter than 100nt.
Section C of Table 6 contains the sums of the read lengths for each file after each QC pipeline
has been applied.
It is clear in Table 6 that all of these preprocessing methods except QuorUM error-correction
alone (QC3) result in some loss of reads. QC1, the FastX QC pipeline, shows the most loss of
data. This is particularly acute in the MP data files, where roughly 73% of all original reads have
been removed. This is probably due to the relatively lower quality scores and higher rates of
over represented sequences seen in the MP and H9W2 files compared to the PE files. Both of
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Table 6: Data remaining in each data file after QC preprocessing,
including raw data (QC0), FastX-preprocessed data (QC1), QuorUM
error-corrected data (QC3), QC3 data with BBDuk adapter trimming
performed (QC3.5), and QC3.5 data with BBDuk length filtering and
entropy filtering (QC4). Section A shows number of reads remaining,
section B presents the mean read lengths, while section C depicts the sums
of the read lengths.
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these quality issues were seen in initial FastQC inspection of these files. The read length sum
results for QC1 data closely follow the trend seen in the read counts for that pipeline, while the
mean length values do not. The latter is most likely due to the fact that these reads were length
filtered to a minimum of 100nt as part of the QC1 pipeline. The removal of reads shortened to
less than this threshold length would tend to reduce the impact seen on mean read lengths while
increasing the negative effects on both read counts and read length sums.
The application of QuorUM error-correction in QC3 shows no loss of reads, but does show
some loss of mean read lengths and read length sums. This would be explained by the fact that
QuorUM corrects bases and trims sections from reads that require too many corrections, but does
not filter out whole reads. This software was also designed to avoid being too stringent in its
data preprocessing operations. This less stringent processing would explain the fact that this
pipeline lead to substantially lower loss of total data in each file, as shown by the read length
sum data in Table 6C, than did QC1.
Use of BBDuk QC processing, even the full set of trimming and filtering performed for the
QC4 standard, showed noticeably lower loss of reads than did QC1. This reduced loss of data is
also reflected in the mean read length and read length sum data. This lower loss of data is not
surprising due to the lack of successful quality trimming and quality filtering in this pipeline.
BBDuk low-complexity filtering functions by removing entire reads whose entropy scores
fall below the specified threshold (BBDuk Guide). As such, some degree of read loss is naturally
expected in this process. Table 7 shows the percent of reads which were removed from each data
file resulting from the QC2 pipeline at various entropy thresholds. Filtering was performed at
threshold values of 0.00 and 1.00 as controls, since no reads should be removed at a value of
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0.00 and nearly all should be removed using a 1.00 threshold. This pattern is seen in Table 7. As
can also be seen in the table, over 99% of the reads remain up to an entropy threshold of 0.80.
Read loss increases in the entropy threshold range from 0.90 to 1.00, starting with relatively low
losses in the lower part of this range and accelerating rapidly above 0.96. All files had lost more
than a quarter of their reads at an entropy threshold of 0.97, by which point so much of the
sequencing data was lost that a negative impact on assembly would seem unavoidable. Such
data loss would likely lead to issues including fragmentation of the assemblies, reduced total
assembly length, and a far higher rate of missing or fragmented genes.

Table 7: The percents of reads lost to BBDuk entropy filtering from each
PE data file (260bp and 500bp insert libraries) at various thresholds.
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ASSEMBLY RESULTS
Tables 8 and 9 contain all of the timing, contiguity, and BUSCO results compiled for the
contigs and scaffolds, respectively, for every experimental assembly performed in this project.
The data bars within the table cells represent the magnitudes of the corresponding values. For
BUSCO results this is based on the percent values relative to a maximum of 100%, while for the
other statistics the data bars are scaled to a maximum equal to the largest value seen for that
statistic in this study. Each individual statistic occupies its own column, and the data bars in
these columns are color coded in order to make them easier to distinguish. The percent of
available CPU cycles devoted to the run is colored in blue. Statistics that are considered to
reflect poorer assembler performance at higher values, such as execution time, processor effort
(“%cpu” x “wall clock time” in hours), and missing BUSCO genes are all colored red. The total
number of contigs or scaffolds produced is denoted with purple data bars. Values that are
considered to be the most valid for comparison of assembly contiguity and completeness are
depicted with green data bars, including NG50, sum of contig or scaffold lengths, and percents of
BUSCO genes found either complete or complete and as single copies. The data bars for
contiguity statistics which are likely to be less valid for comparisons between assemblies appear
with cyan data bars. Finally, percents of BUSCO genes which were found duplicated or
fragmented, both of which could suggest assembly problems if high values were present, have
yellow data bars.
Immediately visible is the fact that MaSuRCA assemblies have the highest scores in a
number of values, both good and bad. This assembler clearly and consistently has the highest
NG50 and length sum values for both contigs and scaffolds. Some of its assemblies also have
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Table 8: Combined timing, contiguity, and BUSCO data for contigs from
all experimental runs of all assemblers tested in this project.
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Table 9: Combined timing, contiguity, and BUSCO data for scaffolds from
all experimental runs of all assemblers tested in this project.
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the highest scores for BUSCO genes found, both complete and complete single copies, as well as
maximum and mean lengths of contigs and scaffolds. Unfortunately, some of these assemblies
also have the highest execution times and processor effort levels by a substantial margin.
Another eye-catching feature in data Tables 8 and 9 is the poor performance seen from
Platanus with this data set. Most noticeable is the fact that no BUSCO reference genes were
found in any Platanus assembly, not even in fragmented form. Also of note is the fact that the
sums computed for both the contig and scaffold lengths for each of these runs were orders of
magnitude smaller than the predicted size of the genome being examined. Interestingly,
traditional contiguity measures such as N50, N80, and N20 were far higher for Platanus than for
the other assemblers. This is most likely due to the fact that these contiguity measures use the
total length of the assembly as an estimate of the genome size. Thus for very short assemblies,
such as those created here by Platanus, these particular contiguity scores may be greatly inflated.
These tables provide a condensed view of the entire collection of data obtained in these
experiments. Despite the use of data bars to make patterns stand out more easily, however, the
task of discerning trends in the data from these tables is not as straightforward as could be
desired. In order to more clearly illustrate patterns in these values a number of plots were
created.

ASSEMBLY STATISTICS PLOTS
Figure 3 shows the NG50 of the contigs from each run of each assembler plotted against the
wall clock run time in hours. Note the obvious difference between MaSuRCA and the other
assemblers tested, both in terms of time and the NG50 contiguity statistic. While ABySS,
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Platanus, and SOAPdenovo2 all consistently produced assemblies with contig NG50 scores of
almost exactly 500, MaSuRCA yielded NG50 scores for its assembly contigs ranging from 3,972
to 8,207. The execution time required for the runs of ABySS, Platanus, And SOAPdenovo2 all
fell within the range of 1.6 to 11.26 hours. The run times seen for MaSuRCA, by contrast, varied
far more widely than did those of all of the other assemblers. These assemblies required times
ranging from 6.90 to 82.98 hours for completion.

Figure 3: Plot of all contig NG50 values versus time, color-coded by
assembler.

In contrast to the NG50 data, quite different patterns are visible in the data for N80, N50,
and N20 statistics plotted against time, as seen in Figures 4, 5, and 6. Each of these plots is
broken into two sections. The sections, A and B, provide two different views of the data in order
to accommodate the difference in scale between Platanus and the other assemblers in the values
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attained in these statistics. Part A of each of these figures contains all of the assembler data for
that particular statistic plotted against hours of run time. Since the very high scores Platanus
achieved in these plots tend to obscure the differences between the values for the other
assemblers, this one view of the data was considered inadequate. Furthermore, as all other
measures of assembler performance strongly indicate poor performance of Platanus with this
data set, plots of the N80, N50, and N20 without Platanus included were deemed important. The
part B portions of Figures 4 through 6 were therefore created, each containing all of the same
data as part A except for the exclusion of Platanus. These second plots are also re-scaled to
better depict the differences between the scores achieved by the remaining assemblers. The
advantages of this approach to the display of the N80, N50, and N20 data for these assemblers is
clear when examining the result of removing Platanus from each plot. The visual clarification of
the differences in the performance of the other assemblers is substantial.
In each part A of these plots the highest scores by far are achieved by Platanus, with N80
scores ranging from 623 to 9,397, N50 scores of 856 through 22,151, and N20 values from 1,254
up to 35,839. The execution times for the Platanus runs which achieved these scores ranged
from 1.6 to 9.91 hours. Although these scores seem promising at first examination, they contrast
sharply with the impression given by other statistics obtained in this project.
Part B of each of these plots shows MaSuRCA consistently producing the second highest
scores for these contiguity statistics. MaSuRCA achieved N80 values of 1,547 to 1,798. Its N50
scores were in the range of 3,893 to 6,331. MaSuRCA’s N20s range from 8,922 to 15,768. For
these statistics ABySS had the third highest scores with N80s of 623 to 1,207, N50s of 894 to
3,641, and N20s of 1,573 to 8,308. The lowest of these scores were obtained by SOAPdenovo2
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Figure 4A: N80 values plotted against time for all assemblers.

Figure 4B: N80 values plotted against time for all assemblers except
Platanus.
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Figure 5A: N50 values plotted against time for all assemblers.

Figure 5B: N50 values plotted against time for all assemblers except
Platanus.
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Figure 6A: N20 values plotted against time for all assemblers.

Figure 6B: N20 values plotted against time for all assemblers except
Platanus.
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with N80 values ranging from 586 to just 682, N50s of 781 to only 1,239, and N20 scores in the
range of 1,208 to a mere 3,019.
The plot of mean contig lengths against time, seen in Figure 7, shows a pattern somewhat
reminiscent of that seen in the plot of NG50 values vs time in Figure 3. Here again MaSuRCA
yields scores clearly superior to all of the other assemblers examined, with mean contig lengths
on the order of 2,169 to 2,434 nucleotides. Platanus produced contigs with the second highest
mean lengths in the range of 210 to 771 nucleotides. ABySS and SOAPdenovo2 yielded mean
contig lengths in the ranges of just 139 to 154 nucleotides and 123 to 126 nucleotides,
respectively.

Figure 7: Plot of all contig mean length values versus time, color-coded by
assembler.
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The plot of maximum contig lengths against run time, seen in Figure 8, shows a somewhat
less clear advantage for MaSuRCA at the lower end of the execution time range. Although the
longer running MaSuRCA tests produced maximum contig lengths in the range of 94,093 to
117,128 nucleotides, the runs which required a similar amount of time to those of the other

Figure 8: Plot of all contig maximum length values versus time, colorcoded by assembler.

assemblers yielded maximum contig lengths of 55,501 and 67,634 nucleotides. These are very
close to the higher end of the range of maximum lengths produced by Platanus, which run from a
low of 3,774 to a high of 61,683 nucleotides. The third highest values for maximum contig
length are those from the runs of ABySS, which ranged from 8,192 to 40,827 nucleotides. The
lowest range of values for this statistic were produced by SOAPdenovo2, running from a
minimum of 6,740 to a maximum of just 22,825 nucleotides.
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Figure 9 shows the sums of the lengths of all contigs produced by each run of each
assembler plotted against execution time. Both the longer execution time and shorter running
groups of MaSuRCA assemblies clearly produced far larger contig length sums than did the other
assemblers examined in this project. These values occupy a high but relatively narrow range
from 5.07x108 to 6.32x108 nucleotides.

Figure 9: Plot of all contig length sum values versus time, color-coded by
assembler.

Both ABySS and SOAPdenovo2 are the next highest scoring assemblers in terms of contig
length sums, occupying almost identical ranges of values at 7.17x107 to 2.18x108 and 7.65x107
to 2.21x108 nucleotides, respectively. The main difference between the results of these two
assemblers is execution time. This was shorter for SOAPdenovo2 than for ABySS. This is most
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notable at the highest end of the contig length sum range, where run times ranged from 7.12 to
11.26 hours for ABySS. Slightly better contig length sums (2.21x108 versus 2.18x108
nucleotides) were obtained by SOAPdenovo2 in as little as 3.68 hours. By far the lowest scores
for this statistic were obtained by Platanus, with sums ranging from a mere 2.46x105 to a high of
just 9.50x105 nucleotides, despite some of these runs taking nearly ten hours to complete.
The percents of highly-conserved, single-copy plant reference genes found in these test
assemblies by BUSCO are plotted against hours of run time in Figures 10 and 11. Figure 10
shows the BUSCO genes found complete while Figure 11 shows those found complete and
single-copy. Both of these plots show MaSuRCA’s scores to be the highest, with percents
ranging from 68.8% to 81.8% for complete genes and 66.4% to 77.7% for complete, single-copy
genes. ABySS had the second highest scores for these statistics, with the far broader ranges of
16.3% to 64.2% for complete BUSCO genes and 15.7% to 63.2% for complete, single-copy
BUSCO genes. The third highest percentages were obtained by SOAPdenovo2, with values
ranging from 10.5% to 29.4% of complete BUSCO genes and 9.9% to 28.5% for those found to
be complete and single-copy. Platanus showed surprisingly poor performance here with scores
of zero percent in both complete and complete and single-copy categories.
Each of these plots contains an orange line representing the percentage of reference genes
found in that category when the curated, published sequence of Vitis vinifera
(GenBank_GCA_000003745.2) was examined using BUSCO. This was done in order to provide
a benchmark against which this project’s assemblies could be compared. An assembly generated
from a single set of sequencing data with one run of any assembly software could hardly be
expected to achieve BUSCO scores equal to those of such a long-established and curated,
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Figure 10: Plot of the percents of BUSCO reference genes found complete
in the contigs of each assembly versus time, color-coded by assembler.

Figure 11: Plot of the percents of BUSCO reference genes found complete
and occurring only once in the contigs of each assembly versus time,
color-coded by assembler.
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published genome. Some of the scores achieved by MaSuRCA, however, do come within 17
percentage points of these benchmark scores.
The additional plots below were generated in order to better visualize and clarify the relative
performances of each assembler with the various quality control preprocessing methods and data
portions examined. Due to the fact that all of the runs of Platanus were unable to assemble any
of the BUSCO genes or produce contigs who’s lengths summed to even one percent of the
expected length of the V. romanetii genome, this assembler was not included in these additional
analyses. MaSuRCA, ABySS, and SOAPdenovo2 are each represented by its own set of figures.
In these figures various statistics are plotted against time for each experimental run of a given
assembler.
Figure 12 shows the NG50 scores for each experimental run of MaSuRCA plotted against
execution time in hours. The MaSuRCA documentation states that in order to obtain the best
results this software should be run with raw rather than QC preprocessed data. This is consistent
with the difference seen between the results of MaSuRCA runs with raw versus FastXpreprocessed PE data. Although the raw data required just over 8.6 hours to assemble compared
to just over 6.9 hours with the preprocessed data, the resulting NG50 scores were slightly over
5,090 as opposed to just over 3,972. This clear advantage to using raw data informed the
decision to use only non-preprocessed data files for all of the remaining runs of this program.
Both of the sets of runs performed with only the paired-end data required far less time than
was used by the other experimental MaSuRCA runs, all of which included at least some of the
remaining data in addition to the PE files. The longest run time with only PE data was 8.73
hours. By contrast, the range of times required using additional data files beyond just the PE
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data ran from 73.61 to 82.98 hours. These runs also yielded the best NG50 scores of the entire
project, ranging from 5,901 to 8,207. The highest of these, at 8,199 and 8,207, were obtained
using only the 5kb mate-pair data in addition to the paired-end data. Interestingly, adding the
remaining MP data or all of the sequencing data resulted in lower NG50 scores of 7,645 and
5,901, respectively. This is likely due to the fact that longer insert MP libraries tend to have a
higher incidence of read pair orientation errors. This creates erroneous data regarding the
distances between reads in the mate-pair leading to a decline in scaffolding accuracy. (Sahlin,
Chikhi, & Arvestad, 2016)

Figure 12: Plot of all MaSuRCA assembly contig NG50 values versus
time.
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The sums of the lengths of all of the contigs in each MaSuRCA assembly is plotted against
run time in Figure 13. The differences in these scores between the runs executed with various
portions of the sequencing data are less pronounced than they were for the NG50 statistic, but a
vaugely similar pattern remains. The lowest sums were produced using FastX-preprocessed PE
data only, with a value of 5.07x108 nucleotides, while slightly higher sums of 5.37x108
nucleotides resulted from the use of raw PE data. The addition of the 5kb MP data, all MP data,
and the use of all of the provided data files produced higher sums which all fall within the
relatively narrow range of 5.37x108 to 6.32x108 nucleotides.

Figure 13: Plot of MaSuRCA assembly contig length sums versus time.

The plot of percent of BUSCO reference genes found complete and intact versus time in
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Figure 14 somewhat echos the pattern seen in Figure 12. The lowest scores, ranging from 68.8%
to 69.2%, were again obtained by the runs in which only FastX-preprocessed PE data files were
used. Far higher scores of 78.5% to 78.9% resulted from the use of only raw PE data.
Interestingly, not all of the MaSuRCA runs performed with additional data beyond the paired-end
data yielded higher values for this statistic than those with only raw PE data did. Most
noticeably, the use of the entire raw data set resulted in an assembly in which BUSCO found

Figure 14: Plot of the percents of BUSCO reference genes found complete
in the contigs of MaSuRCA assemblies versus time.

only 74.8% of its set of plant reference genes as opposed to 78.5% to 78.9% for raw PE data
alone. Use of raw PE data plus all of the raw MP data files yielded a score of 79.0%, which is
nearly identical to that obtained by using raw PE data alone while requiring over nine times the
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execution time. As was the case for the NG50 values, the highest of these scores were obtained
using raw PE data plus the raw 5kb MP data files. These results ranged from 80.5% to 81.8%,
while using slightly less time for program execution than the use of the raw PE and all raw MP
data files did – 73.61 to 81.92 hours compared to 82.98 hours.
Figure 15 contains a plot of the percents of BUSCO genes found to be both complete and
occurring only once in the experimental MaSuRCA assemblies versus time. The overall pattern
here is somewhat similar to that in Figure 14. Again, the scores resulting from the use of raw PE

Figure 15: Plot of the percents of BUSCO genes found complete and
single-copy in the contigs of MaSuRCA assemblies versus time.

data are greater than those for the use of FastX-preprocessed data, ranging from 75.0% to 75.4%
versus 68.8% to 69.2%, respectively. Also repeated here is the fact that the highest percentages
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were obtained when running MaSuRCA with raw PE data plus raw 5kb MP data, with the values
here ranging from 76.2% to 77.7%. The degree to which the performance in this statistic
decreases with the inclusion of data beyond the PE and 5kb MP files is even more pronounced
than was seen in Figure 14. Here the value obtained with raw PE data plus all raw MP data was
lower than that for raw PE data alone, at 73.0% compared to 75.0 to 75.4%. More surprisingly,
the score of 66.5% of BUSCO genes found complete and single-copy using all of the raw data
used in this study was roughly the same as that resulting from the use of FastX-preprocessed PE
data alone.
The contig NG50 scores for experimental runs of the assembly software called ABySS are
plotted against time in Figure 16. Regardless of the combination of data set portion and quality

Figure 16: Plot of all ABySS assembly contig NG50 values versus time.
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control preprocessing used with this assembler, the contig NG50 scores achieved with the
estimated genome size of 500 million bases remained constant at 500. The execution times
required for completion of these assemblies, however, varied considerably. The longest run time,
not surprisingly, is seen with the use of the entire FastX-preprocessed data set at 11.26 hours.
The other two runs using FastX quality-controlled data were also among the longest-running,
with execution times of 10.58 hours and 7.97 hours. Interestingly, the shorter of these two times
corresponds to the run using both PE and MP data, while the longer time is that used with pairedend data only. The ABySS assembly performed with raw PE data only also is among the
longest-running, with an execution time of 9.65 hours. The series of ABySS experiments
performed with PE data that had been processed first with FastX and then with the lowcomplexity filtering function of BBDuk at various entropy settings almost all required an
execution time within the relatively narrow range of 6.77 to 7.42 hours. The one exception to
this being the data that was filtered at the very stringent entropy threshold of 0.98, the assembly
of which was concluded in a mere 3.65 hours. The ABySS runs using PE data files that were
preprocessed via QuorUM error-correction alone, QuorUM plus BBDuk adapter filtering, and
QuorUM plus both BBDuk adapter filtering and other BBDuk QC processing all show execution
times that fall into a narrow range. This runs from a low, with the full set of preprocessing, of
6.92 hours to a high, with QuorUM only, of 7.38 hours.
Figure 17 shows a plot of the contig length sums of the various ABySS assemblies plotted
against time. All of these runs with the exception of those using entropy-filtered data fall into a
extremely narrow range of scores from 2.11x108 to 2.18x108 nucleotides. The highest of these
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contig length sum values result from the use of raw PE data. This is likely due to the greater
amount of PE read data present, allowing for an overall greater length of contigs to be
assembled. This greater quantity of sequence in contigs is, however, not necessarily more
accurate. The assemblies performed with PE data which had been entropy-filtered yielded sums
ranging from a high of 2.15x108 nucleotides to a low of just 7.17x107 nucleotides. A clear
pattern can be seen here such that less stringent entropy filtering results in higher contig length
sums, while more stringent entropy threshold values yield assemblies with lower contig length
sums. This pattern follows the expectation that the increasing loss of data created by filtering
with higher entropy thresholds would lead to reduced assembly performance.

Figure 17: Plot of all ABySS assembly contig length sum values versus
time.
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The percents of BUSCO reference genes found in a complete and intact form in the contigs
of ABySS assemblies is plotted against time in Figure 18. The highest scores seen for this
statistic correspond to the assemblies generated from PE data files processed via QuorUM errorcorrection, QuorUM plus BBDuk adapter removal, and QuorUM plus the full set of BBDuk
preprocessing. These scores are 64.1%, 64.2%, and 63.7% respectively. The use of raw PE data
alone yielded the next highest score at 61.3%, while all data portions preprocessed with FastX
alone produced identical scores of 56.9%. As was the case for contig length sums, the percents

Figure 18: Plot of the percents of BUSCO reference genes found complete
in the contigs of ABySS assemblies versus time.

of BUSCO genes found complete shows a trend of inverse correlation to the stringency of the
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entropy threshold when BBDuk low-complexity filtering is applied. These scores range from
16.3% to 56.9%. The high of 56.9% seen in the least stringent entropy filtering experiments is
the same as the result obtained with QC1 data, which is to be expected since QC1 output was
used as input for all of the QC2 low-complexity filtering.
The percents of BUSCO genes found complete and as single copies plotted against time in
Figure 19 mirror the same trends seen for complete BUSCO genes in Figure 18, with each score
here being roughly one percentage point lower than its equivalent in that figure. Here again the

Figure 19: Plot of the percents of BUSCO genes found complete and
single-copy in the contigs of ABySS assemblies versus time.

highest score, at 63.2%, was obtained using PE data which had been QuorUM error-corrected
and then BBDuk adapter-trimmed. QuorUM error-correction alone (QC3) and QuorUM
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followed by the full set of BBDuk preprocessing (QC4) were the next highest at 63.1% and
62.6%, respectively. This similarity to the pattern seen in complete BUSCO genes continues for
all of the other ABySS runs, with raw PE data use yielding a score of 60.3%, all data sets of QC1
(FastX) achieving a consistent value of 55.9%, and QC2 scores ranging from 55.9% down to a
low of 15.7%.
As was the case for ABySS, all of the experimental runs of SOAPdenovo2 yielded the same
NG50 score of 500. This can be seen in the plot of SOAPdenovo2’s NG50 scores against time in
Figure 20. The execution times required to complete these assemblies ranged from a low of 3.52

Figure 20: Plot of all SOAPdenovo2 assembly contig NG50 values versus
time.

hours to a high of 6.36 hours. Counter-intuitively, the cluster of SOAPdenovo2 runs with the
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longest execution times (ranging from 6.03 to 6.36 hours) all were performed with PE data only,
while those runs using both PE and MP data or all of the data had shorter run times of 3.68 and
4.57 hours respectively. Only the two assemblies performed with PE data that had been lowcomplexity filtered with the two most stringent entropy thresholds had execution times short
enough to be similar to those of the runs with PE and MP files or all of the data files. These
times were 4.77 and 3.52 hours.
The sums of the contig lengths for the various experimental SOAPdenovo2 assemblies are
plotted against time in Figure 21. Six of these have identical scores of 2.21x108 nucleotides for
this statistic. These are the runs performed with a variety of input data including The FastX-

Figure 21: Plot of all SOAPdenovo2 assembly contig length sum values
versus time.
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preprocessed versions of the PE, PE and MP, and all of the data files, as well as the FastXprocessed PE data files which were then subjected to low-complexity filtering at entropy values
of 0.00 (control), 0.30, and 0.60. Slightly lower contig length sums were yielded by the use of
raw PE data and FastX-preprocessed PE data files which were entropy filtered at thresholds of
0.90, 0.92, and 0.94. These assemblies have sums ranging from 1.91x108 to 2.14x108
nucleotides. Lower values of 1.62x108 and 7.65x107 were obtained using entropy thresholds of
0.96 and 0.98 respectively.
The pattern of percents of complete BUSCO genes found plotted against time in Figure 22
follows a somewhat similar pattern to that of the sums of contig lengths. Here again the six

Figure 22: Plot of the percents of BUSCO reference genes found complete
in the contigs of SOAPdenovo2 assemblies versus time.
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highest-scoring assemblies share the exact same value, in this case 29.4%. Three of these used
data which was preprocessed only with FastX, one of which used PE data only, another used PE
and MP data, and the third used all of the data files. The other three used data files which had
been QC processed both with FastX and with BBDuk’s low-complexity filtering capability, with
entropy threshold values of 0.00, 0.30, and 0.60. The percent of BUSCO genes found complete
in the assembly generated using raw PE data was far lower at just 14.8%. As was the case for
ABySS, when low-complexity filtered data was used with SOAPdenovo2 the trend of decreasing
percents of complete BUSCO genes found with increasing entropy values can be seen. The
lowest of these scores obtained with SOAPdenovo2, 10.5%, corresponds to the use of data
filtered with an entropy threshold of 0.98.
Figure 23 show the percents of BUSCO genes found to be both complete and occurring as
single copies in the SOAPdenovo2 test assemblies plotted against time. The overall pattern here
is virtually identical to that seen in Figure 22. The only differences are the slightly lower
percentage scores seen for the single-copy genes. These differences are relatively minor, ranging
from 0.7% to 1.0%.
Additional plots were generated for the results of this project. These plots include
contiguity and BUSCO data for the scaffolds produced by all of the assemblers tested here.
These data are plotted against time and against “processor effort” (time in hours x %CPU) in
pairs of figures. Plots for BUSCO data include an orange line representing the value obtained
for that statistic by running BUSCO with the curated genome of V. vinifera as a benchmark for
comparison. These figures are shown in Appendix A of this document.
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Figure 23: Plot of the percents of BUSCO genes found complete and
single-copy in the contigs of SOAPdenovo2 assemblies versus time.

DISCUSSION:
Initially the performance seen with the assemblers tested here was expected to differ by
relatively small margins. All of these software packages are publicly available and have existed
for some time, during which they have been subjected to review and revision. It therefore
seemed reasonable to believe that all of these programs would perform quite well with
sequencing data of good quality. What was actually observed was not only substantial
differences in assembler performance, but also a great deal of difference in the relative assembly
quality ratings a given assembly would receive when using different assessment statistics. The
impacts of various QC preprocessing methods and sequencing library insert sizes were also not
initially anticipated. Ultimately, the degree to which MaSuRCA would distinguish itself in these
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tests was one of the greatest surprises. The complete failure of Platanus to function successfully
with this data set was another such surprise, although in hindsight it might well have been
anticipated if this software’s higher coverage needs had been noticed at the start of this project.
Evaluating and ranking the performance of these assemblers with this data set is a somewhat
complicated process which must take into account several important factors. The contiguity,
completeness and accuracy of the results, as well as the execution time for the assembly process
must all be considered. The amount of time required to complete the process of assembling an
initial draft genome from sequencing data is obviously of concern, both in terms of having
results ready for potential publication and for the results to be available for further refinement
and use. If great differences exist in the time required to complete the process, being able to
obtain the finished product earlier is clearly preferable, but the measurement of this factor is
somewhat complicated by the fact that multiple steps are involved.
It is generally accepted that all raw sequencing data benefits from some form of
preprocessing before it is used for de novo assembly (Marçais, Yorke, & Zimin, 2015). This
itself requires a certain amount of time, which may be increased by the need to check the quality
of the results and possibly subject them to further processing. The issue of timing is further
complicated by the fact that some assembler packages, such as MaSuRCA, perform their own
quality control preprocessing internally (Zimin et al., 2013). Direct comparisons of run times
between assemblers that perform their own preprocessing steps and those that do not would
therefore not be valid, unless the time required by those without built-in preprocessing included
the separate quality control processing times. Such quality control may involve some trial and
error experimentation for the purpose of optimizing the quality of the sequencing data.
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Therefore the times for this process obtained in this project may not be at all representative of
those that another user might incur with a different data set, or even with the same data set.
Timing comparisons are further confounded by the fact that MaSuRCA adds a stage of “super
read” construction after data preprocessing and before contig assembly begins (Zimin et al.,
2013). This step is intended to provide the assembly stage software with a more manageable
task, both by increasing the lengths of the sequences being assembled into contigs, which should
allow more opportunity to find unique overlaps between them, and by reducing the total number
of sequences which must be examined in the assembly process. Thus the effect that this step will
have on overall timing is difficult to account for, since adding a step will add to the overall time,
but the simplification of the assembly step this achieves probably reduces the time used by that
stage substantially.
Although faster completion of the overall assembly process is certainly desirable, it would
be of no real value if the resulting draft genome is highly incomplete or inaccurate. De novo
assembly results can be assessed in terms of the contiguity of the contigs and scaffolds (Earl et
al., 2011) and by the completeness and accuracy of the overall genomic assembly (Simão et al.,
2015). These methods allow for a means of gauging the relative usefulness of the outputs of
various assembly programs and options.
Contiguity, which is an estimate of the degree of success achieved in merging sequencing
reads into contigs and scaffolds, is typically measured in terms of N50 and, to a lesser extent,
N20, N80, and mean length of these output sequences (Earl et al., 2011). The NG50, which is
scaled to the expected size of the actual genome rather than the size of the overall assembly, is a
contiguity statistic which is seeing increasing use (Earl et al., 2011). The increasing use of this
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statistic is likely due to the fact that it provides a valid and reliable relative measure that can be
used to compare draft assemblies. Values such as N50, N20, and N80 use the size of the
assembly being assessed as their only estimate of the size of the genome being sequenced. The
total size of such draft assemblies will vary significantly with the level of success achieved by
the assembler in the process of reconstituting the genome in question from the sequencing data.
Thus factors such as the appropriateness of the assembler software and settings used for the
particular project, the quality of the sequencing data, and the amount of sequencing data used
will not only affect the quality and completeness of the resulting assembly, they will impact the
only estimate of genome size used in the calculation of statistics such as N50, N20, and N80.
Therefore the use of such contiguity measures for comparing different assemblies, even of the
same genome, will yield invalid conclusions. This is due to the fact that the values used to
represent the intended genome size will differ between those assemblies. Since calculation of the
NG50 uses an independently-specified value as the estimate of genome size, it allows valid
comparisons to be made between differing assemblies. This is true even where settings,
assembly software, and sequencing data vary, as long as the genome being sequenced and the
estimate provided for its length are the same. Due to these facts, the NG50 was considered a
more reliable estimate of relative assembly contiguity than were N50, N20, or N80 for the
purposes of this project. (Earl et al., 2011)
By far the longest execution times for any assembler examined in this project were
associated with some of the runs of MaSuRCA. Specifically these were the assemblies
performed incorporating additional raw data beyond the four paired-end fastq files. While the
time used for MaSuRCA runs with raw PE data only was comparable to that of other assemblers
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tested, the mean time required by the longer-running MaSuRCA tests was just over nine times as
long. The output of these longer-running experiments was, however, the best in this study in
terms of both contiguity and completeness.
One point that is immediately of concern when examining CPU usage and execution times
of MaSuRCA runs in Table 8 is the substantial inconsistency in the percent CPU usage among
the runs of this assembler. Since the total time used by a program will certainly be influenced by
the amount of CPU processing power available to it at the time, variations in this value could
confound conclusions drawn from the timing data. In an attempt to standardize for the percent
CPU usage a column was added to Table 8 containing values of the percent CPU multiplied by
the hours of run time. This statistic, which could be referred to as “processor effort”, is meant to
provide an estimate of the overall computational resources devoted to each assembly run in the
project. When examining the trend of these values for all of the MaSuRCA runs the pattern seen
is more intuitive than that seen for the timing data alone. One would expect that assembly of
larger numbers of reads, especially substantially larger numbers, would require more processing
time than would be needed for smaller numbers of reads. It would seem that this should be the
case even if the increased numbers of reads did not yield any improvement in the final assembly,
since the need to compare a larger number of such sequences for overlaps and attempt to assign
them all correct locations within the assembly will require more steps. This pattern is clearly
followed when examining the processor effort exerted for various MaSuRCA runs compared to
the input data for those runs. The data files which were preprocessed using FastX clearly
contained fewer reads than did the raw data files, as can be seen in Table 6. The MaSuRCA runs
performed with FastX (QC1) PE data therefore received less input data than did those using the
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raw PE data files. Likewise, the addition of raw data beyond the raw PE data files further adds
to the assembly load. This results in a ranking from fewest reads to most reads of: FastX PE
data, raw PE data, raw PE plus 5kb MP data, raw PE plus all MP data, and all raw data. As
would be expected, the processor effort values for these assemblies follow this same ranking. By
contrast, the timing data do not exactly follow this pattern, particularly for the longer run time
assemblies.
The NG50 values for all of the MaSuRCA assemblies were far higher than those seen for the
other assemblers examined here. The contig NG50 scores obtained by all of the runs of all other
assemblers in this project ranged from 500 to 504. The mean contig NG50 value for MaSuRCA
assemblies that included raw PE data files and at least some of the raw MP data files is 7,488.
This is roughly 1.5 times that of the MaSuRCA runs using only raw PE data, which are the next
highest scoring set of assemblies in this entire project. The highest contig NG50 score in the
entire study, obtained by MaSuRCA using the raw PE and 5kb MP data files, is 8,207. This is
1.6 times the highest such value yielded by MaSuRCA operating with the raw PE data alone.
MaSuRCA also greatly exceeded the success of the other assemblers in terms of the sums of
the lengths of the contigs it generated for each assembly. The sums yielded by MaSuRCA
ranged from 5.07x108 to 6.32x108 nucleotides, compared to a range of 2.46x105 to 2.21x108
nucleotides for all of the other programs examined here. This amounts to from 2.2 to almost 2.9
times the best value in this statistic for any other assembler in this study. The sum of the contig
lengths provides some indication of the relative completeness of an assembly. Although this
statistic provides some estimate of the overall length of the assembly, it does not provide any
indication of its accuracy. Misleadingly large sums may result even where large numbers of
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assembly and / or sequencing errors have occurred. Thus this value alone is not a sufficient
assessment of the completeness or accuracy of a genomic assembly.
Better assessments of the completeness and accuracy of assemblies can be obtained from the
results generated by BUSCO. This software tool’s use of curated databases of highly-conserved,
single-copy genes for various phylogenetic groups facilitate this, according to Simão et al.
(2015). The presence of a given percentage of these genes in an assembly provides a reasonable
estimate of its completeness, where a more complete assembly should contain more of the
BUSCO genes. Also, the occurrence of these genes in a complete and single-copy form tends to
indicate greater accuracy than if they were fragmented or duplicated. Although some degree of
duplication could be expected during speciation, particularly in plants, large numbers of such
events are not likely to reflect the actual sequence of the genome being examined. (Simão et al.,
2015)
As was the case with contig NG50 and contig length sum scores, MaSuRCA has the highest
values for percents of BUSCO reference genes found complete and those found complete and
occurring as single copies within its assemblies. Here the differences between the scores yielded
by MaSuRCA and the next best performing assembler are not quite as dramatic as they are for
some of the other statistics discussed. MaSuRCA’s percents of complete BUSCO genes ran in
the 68.8% to 81.8% range, while single-copy complete BUSCO genes ranged from 66.4% to
77.7%. In both the complete and complete and single-copy BUSCO categories the lowest scores
obtained by any run of this assembler were at least three percentage points higher than the
highest values yielded by any other assembler. The highest BUSCO percentages in these
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categories for any MaSuRCA run were more than 14 percentage points higher than the best such
scores from other programs.
Although these highest MaSuRCA contig scores for complete and single-copy complete
BUSCO statistics strongly suggest that these are the most complete and accurate of all of the
assemblies generated for this project, they also required nearly ten times the run time on the
server as the MaSuRCA runs with raw PE data alone did. This substantial additional time
requirement yielded a relatively modest increase in those BUSCO percents. The highest of these
being 81.8% for complete genes and 77.7% for single-copy, complete genes. This is a fairly
small increase over the 78.9% and 75.4%, respectively, for the faster-running MaSuRCA
assemblies with raw PE data alone.
When scaffold statistics are considered, MaSuRCA’s advantages continue to be clear. The
best results for MaSuRCA scaffolds, as for contigs, are seen in the assemblies performed with
raw PE data combined with raw 5kb insert MP data. The scaffold length sum, complete BUSCO
gene percent, and single-copy complete BUSCO gene percent scores here are 6.03x108, 88.1%,
and 83.6%, respectively. By comparison, the highest overall values for these scaffold statistics
among the other assemblers were obtained by ABySS using the full data set, with scores of
2.15x108, 77.3%, 76.2%, respectively. These ABySS scaffold statistics are still marginally lower
than the scores obtained for MaSuRCA, even when compared to contigs generated from raw PE
data alone.
The improvement seen between contig and scaffold data for MaSuRCA seem to be
dependent upon the presence of MP data in addition to PE data. This is to be expected as
assemblers typically use PE data for contig assembly and both PE and MP data to guide the
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process of merging contigs into scaffolds. While the MaSuRCA runs which used only raw PE
data show only a roughly two percentage point improvement in BUSCO percents when
comparing scaffolds to contigs, those which used raw PE and raw 5kb insert MP data show a six
to seven percentage point improvement.
As was noted previously, the next highest scores for some of the most informative
assessment statistics were achieved by ABySS. This is not evident in its contig NG50 scores,
which were a consistent 500; essentially the same as all of the assemblers examined here with the
exception of MaSuRCA. Nor was this true for the contig length sum data, which is little better
than SOAPdenovo2. The BUSCO values, however, show a clear advantage over both
SOAPdenovo2 and Platanus. The highest BUSCO percents achieved by ABySS scaffolds, both
for complete and for single-copy complete genes, were obtained using the full data set with
FastX QC preprocessing. Both of these scores were over 30% higher than those of the best
assembly produced by SOAPdenovo2.
Interestingly, the full FastX-preprocessed data set did not yield the highest BUSCO scores
for ABySS contigs. These were obtained instead using QuorUM error-correction and BBDuk
adapter trimming of the PE data alone. Since assembler programs do not typically use MP data
in the contig construction process, it is not surprising that an assembly performed using PE data
alone could have more complete contigs than one employing the entire project data set. Indeed,
all of the contig BUSCO percents for FastX-preprocessed data are identical whether all, some, or
none of the MP data was included. These higher scores for QuorUM and BBDuk-preprocessed
data file use do, however, suggest that if the entire data set had been used with this QC pipeline
the results of assembling that data with ABySS could have yielded noticeably better scaffolds
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than are seen here using FastX. The fact that the contig BUSCO percents achieved with
QuorUM error-corrected PE data are superior to those seen for the use of either FastX
preprocessed or raw PE data suggests not only that FastX preprocessing may have indeed been
too stringent, as suggested by Marçais et al. (2015), but also that the more conservative
processing performed by QuorUM did indeed improve the assembly process.
The third best performance seen in these experiments was attained by SOAPdenovo2. The
length sum values for both contigs and scaffolds are fairly similar to, and in some cases higher
than, those of ABySS. Although the percents of BUSCO genes found either complete or singlecopy and complete for this assembler’s contigs are little more than half those seen for ABySS
and less than half those of MaSuRCA, the values for the scaffolds are substantially better.
Scaffold NG50 scores are also better than for any assembler other than MaSuRCA. Since efforts
to run SOAPdenovo2 using QuorUM output were unsuccessful it is unclear if the QC
preprocessing pipelines involving that software would have improved the performance of this
assembler further.
Multiple assessment metrics clearly show that Platanus did not perform successfully in the
experiments that were conducted in this project. These include both contig and scaffold length
sum values which never reached one million bases. Considering that the size of the V. romanetii
genome is probably similar to that of V. vinifera, and therefore approximately five hundred
million bases, even if all of this sequence was correct it would comprise less than 0.2% of the
complete genome. Furthermore, BUSCO failed to find any of its reference genes in any of the
Platanus assemblies, even in fragmented form. Although it is not entirely clear what caused this
software to fail in these experiments, it would seem most likely that the PE data coverage used
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here was insufficient. Platanus was specifically designed to handle highly heterozygous data. A
consequence of how this is achieved is that this software requires twice the coverage of other
assemblers and works best with greater than 80-fold coverage (Platanus Tutorial). Since the PE
data files used in this project provide roughly 34-fold coverage, this seems to be the most likely
explanation for the failure of Platanus here.

Best Performing Assembler
Although many factors must be taken into consideration when selecting the best-performing
de novo assembly software in this set of tests, MaSuRCA would appear to clearly stand out as the
first choice in nearly all considerations. This program produced by far the highest scores for
important statistics including NG50, assembly length sum, complete BUSCO genes, and singlecopy complete BUSCO genes for both contig and scaffold output files. Furthermore, it was able
to do so with processor effort levels that were on the order of just four times that of the other
assemblers when PE data alone was used, despite having additional initial processing steps to
perform.
MaSuRCA performs its own QC preprocessing, and the time and processor use expended by
the QC preprocessing used for the other assemblers was not recorded. Thus the overall
computational demands of performing assemblies with these programs are probably far more
similar than the time and processor effort data suggest. The preprocessing performed as the
initial stage of MaSuRCA execution also did not require any user specification of settings to
achieve the results seen here. When one factors in the user time spent setting up the QC
preprocessing options for FastX, as well as the need to confirm the results of that preprocessing
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via FastQC, simply running MaSuRCA directly on the raw data likely saves time overall and
clearly reduces user effort. This further reinforces the suggestion that MaSuRCA was the best of
the assembly programs tested here under these conditions.
In order to provide a form of benchmark to which the results of these assembly experiments
could be compared, BUSCO was also run with the curated genomic sequence for the closelyrelated species V. vinifera. As was mentioned previously, the best scaffolds produced in this
study were those from MaSuRCA run with raw PE data plus raw 5kb insert MP data. While the
output of one of these experiments could hardly be expected to equal such a well-established,
published genome, the differences in BUSCO scores are not enormous. The percent of BUSCO
genes found simply complete and the percent found to be both complete and single-copy for this
set of MaSuRCA scaffolds are 7.5 and 10.2 percentage points lower than those obtained for the
curated sequence. This would seem to be a very respectable performance for a single assembly
run using only part of a single sequencing data set. Although generation of this assembly
required almost 82 hours of run time, the user time and effort needed was fairly minor.

Recommendations
Based on the results of this project it would seem clear that MaSuRCA should be
recommended for use, at least as one of the assemblers to be used in any de novo assembly
project of a similar genome size using Illumina sequence data. In addition to its advantages in
output quality, it can be run immediately on raw sequencing data once it is available. This
strongly suggests that MaSuRCA should be used as the first and possibly only assembler for data
of this kind.
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An alternative recommendation based on the results of this study would be the use of
ABySS with a complete sequencing data set of PE and MP data files, all of which had been
error-corrected using QuorUM. This QC preprocessing method seems to have provided the best
results with ABySS and also shows the least data loss. It also would seem reasonable to expect
that the loss of data with QuorUM when applied to the MP data files might well be lower than
that seen for MP data preprocessed with the other methods examined here. Additionally, BBDuk
preprocessing could be added to this approach. Although the results of the experiments
performed here with PE data alone show no clear advantage to this additional QC step, it is
possible that a benefit would be seen with the inclusion of MP reads. The individual user would
have to decide whether they thought the additional time spent on preprocessing was warranted.
Ultimately, the best possible de novo assembly results that could be obtained with minimal
user effort would likely result from the use of a combined approach. In this scenario, both
MaSuRCA and ABySS are employed. MaSuRCA would simply be run with the raw data set
directly. QuorUM would then be used to error correct all of the data set files, following which
the resulting files would be used in an ABySS assembly. If sufficient system resources or more
than one machine are available these two branches of the pipeline could be executed in parallel
with one another. To avoid memory use issues or disk input/output bottlenecks, separate
machines are likely the preferred approach for such parallelization. The resulting assemblies
from these two programs could then be merged using software available for this specific purpose.
Since the two assemblies are likely dissimilar in some regions due to differences in the methods
employed by the software, merging them has the potential to fill in assembly gaps, join some
scaffolds into larger ones, and possibly correct or at least detect some miss-assembled regions.
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This pipeline would provide a method which should be able to at least approach the optimum
assembly attainable with the data set in question while requiring minimal project-specific
customization of settings by the user.

Future Directions
A number of options exist for avenues of further examination in this study if additional time
were available. One area of interest is presented by MaSuRCA’s superior performance with raw
PE and 5kb MP data when compared to the full data set. As previously mentioned, this is likely
due to rearrangements occurring within the larger insert size MP libraries. In this study only
MaSuRCA was run with this all PE + 5kb MP data subset. An interesting future set of
experiments could be performed to test ABySS and SOAPdenovo2 with this same data subset,
with QC preprocessed rather than raw files. It is possible that significant improvements in the
scaffolds generated by these programs could be seen with the larger insert MP libraries omitted.
This could also extent to examining the use of all PE and MP data except for the 20kb insert
library. As the largest insert size, the 20kb library would be clearly the most susceptible to
rearrangements and therefore the most likely to interfere with assembly.
Another line of further inquiry that could prove valuable would be to explore the use of
ABySS using the full data set after a number of preprocessing stages of interest. Two of these
would be QuorUM error-correction and QuorUM followed by BBDuk adapter trimming. Both
of these were tried with just the PE data files and proved to yield slightly better results than the
equivalent data after FastX processing. It would be interesting to see how the scaffolds produced
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by these methods with the entire data set would compare to those assembled from the same data
prepared with FastX.
The pipeline executed by runs of MaSuRCA presents another possibility. The files of superreads that are constructed prior to assembling contigs are stored in specific files which remain
after MaSuRCA execution is completed. Since these super-reads were created specifically to
improve the efficiency and accuracy of contig assembly, it would be interesting to observe the
results of using them as input for an assembler such as ABySS. In such an experiment the superreads would probably take the place of the PE data, and inclusion of the MP data files to guide
scaffolding may still be necessary. For this to work the assembler would need to be able to
accommodate a wide range of input sequence (read) lengths, since the super-reads would be of
highly variable sizes.
The H9W2 data files provided for use in this project pose an interesting possibility that
could be explored. These files were described as containing a similar amount of data and library
insert sizes as all of the other files used in this project combined. Since these files contain PE
reads, experiments with Platanus using these files as input could be performed. This might
provide sufficient coverage to allow this assembler to perform properly. Since Platanus does not
require the user to provide estimates of the library insert sizes used to generate the pairs of data
files, the variation in insert sizes would not pose a problem. The remaining files of the data set
could be added, to increase PE coverage in the case of the PE files, as well as to facilitate
scaffolding in the case of the MP files.
It would also be of interest to experiment with merging of assemblies. The degree to which
the various assemblies are similar would provide an estimate of the confidence that can be placed
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in them. The merging process could also fill gaps, potentially correct errors, and hopefully yield
an improved draft genomic sequence.
Additional assessment methods could also be applied to the assemblies generated here, in
order to better evaluate their completeness and accuracy. BUSCO is typically used with a
curated set of highly-conserved, single-copy genes. It would be interesting to explore the
possibility of substituting a database of the known genes of a closely-related species, such as V.
vinifera, for the usual reference gene sets. Since one would expect such relatively similar
species to have a fairly high degree of genomic similarity, this process could provide further
insight into the quality of the genomic assemblies produced in this project. NCBI BLAST could
also be used for a somewhat similar comparison of these assemblies to the established V. vinifera
genome.
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Appendix A
Scaffold Data Plots

A-1

Supplemental Figure 1: Plot of the scaffold NG50 values obtained by the
various assemblers vs. hours of run time.

Supplemental Figure 2: Plot of the scaffold NG50 values obtained by the
various assemblers vs. processor effort.

A-2

Supplemental Figure 3: Plot of the scaffold N80 values obtained by the
various assemblers vs. hours of run time.

Supplemental Figure 4: Plot of the scaffold N80 values obtained by the
various assemblers vs. processor effort.

A-3

Supplemental Figure 5: Plot of the scaffold N50 values obtained by the
various assemblers vs. hours of run time.

Supplemental Figure 6: Plot of the scaffold N50 values obtained by the
various assemblers vs. processor effort.

A-4

Supplemental Figure 7: Plot of the scaffold N20 values obtained by the
various assemblers vs. hours of run time.

Supplemental Figure 8: Plot of the scaffold N20 values obtained by the
various assemblers vs. processor effort.

A-5

Supplemental Figure 9: Plot of the mean scaffold lengths obtained by the
various assemblers vs. hours of run time.

Supplemental Figure 10: Plot of the mean scaffold lengths obtained by the
various assemblers vs. processor effort.

A-6

Supplemental Figure 11: Plot of the maximum scaffold lengths obtained
by the various assemblers vs. hours of run time.

Supplemental Figure 12: Plot of the maximum scaffold lengths obtained
by the various assemblers vs. processor effort.

A-7

Supplemental Figure 13: Plot of the sums of scaffold lengths obtained by
the various assemblers vs. hours of run time.

Supplemental Figure 14: Plot of the sums of scaffold lengths obtained by
the various assemblers vs. processor effort.

A-8

Supplemental Figure 15: Plot of the percent complete BUSCO genes
found in the various assemblies vs. hours of run time.

Supplemental Figure 16: Plot of the percent complete BUSCO genes
found in the various assemblies vs. processor effort.

A-9

Supplemental Figure 17: Plot of the percent complete single-copy BUSCO
genes found in the various assemblies vs. hours of run time.

Supplemental Figure 18: Plot of the percent complete single-copy BUSCO
genes found in the various assemblies vs. processor effort.

A-10

Appendix B
Thesis Project Scripts and Programs

B-1

SCRIPT / PROGRAM NAME:
MaSuRCA 3 replicate per configuration script:
timed_MaSuRCA_runs.bash
PURPOSE:
Executes 3 replicate timed runs of MaSuRCA with each of the configuration files in the working
directory.
APPLICATION IN THIS PROJECT:
Perform replicate test assemblies using MaSuRCA with raw and QC1 (FastX-preprocessed) PE
data files.
USAGE INFORMATION:
Call this script from within a directory which contains all of the configuration files
(“sr_config_<SPECIFIC_NAME>.txt”) to be used. The number of such configuration files can
be any integer greater than or equal to one. Please note that all configuration files within the
working directory will be used.
Call:
timed_MaSuRCA_runs.bash
(Note: no parameters need be passed with this script call.)
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54

timed_MaSuRCA_runs.bash

1

#!/bin/bash
#*********************************************************************
#*********************************************************************
#**
**
#**
SCRIPT TO CONDUCT REPLICATE TIMED
**
#**
MaSuRCA RUNS ON VARIOUS DATA SETS
**
#**
**
#*********************************************************************
#*********************************************************************
echo "____________________________________________________________"
echo
echo "$0 execution begins "$(date "+%Y/%m/%d_%H:%M:%S")
echo "____________________________________________________________"
echo
# Iterate through all sr_config_<data_set(s)>.txt files:
for i in sr_config*.txt
do
# Extract the short names of the data sets to be used:
data=${i##sr_config_} # Remove "sr_config_" prefix from file name.
data=${data%%.txt} # Remove ".txt" suffix from config file name.
echo $data # Print core (data-identifying) name of config file.
# Execute j replicates of timed assembly runs.
for j in {1..3}
do
# Create and move to directory named for the data set and
# replicate run number:
directory=$data"_"$j
echo $directory
echo $(pwd)
mkdir $directory
cd $directory
echo $(pwd)
echo
# Compile assembly script:
call="/home/lars/bin/MaSuRCA-3.2.2/bin/masurca ../$i"
echo $(date "+%Y/%m/%d_%H:%M:%S")
echo $call
$call
echo
# Run MaSuRCA assembly using assembly script from above:
call="/usr/bin/time -v ./assemble.sh"
echo $(date "+%Y/%m/%d_%H:%M:%S")
echo $call
$call
echo
# Return to parent directory:
echo $(pwd)
cd ..
echo $(pwd)
file:///home/lars/ALL_SCRIPTS_READY/timed_MaSuRCA_runs.bash
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timed_MaSuRCA_runs.bash

2

echo "-------------------------------------------------------"

done

done

# Pause script execution for 60 minutes to allow the server
# time to cool:
sleep 60m

echo "___________________________________________________________"
echo

echo "$0 execution concluded "$(date "+%Y/%m/%d_%H:%M:%S")
echo "____________________________________________________________"
echo
# ********************************************************************
#
END PROGRAM
# ********************************************************************
exit 0

file:///home/lars/ALL_SCRIPTS_READY/timed_MaSuRCA_runs.bash
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SCRIPT / PROGRAM NAME:
MaSuRCA configuration files:
sr_config_QA_QB.txt
sr_config_RA_RB.txt
PURPOSE:
These are configuration files required by MaSuRCA.
APPLICATION IN THIS PROJECT:
These particular configuration files specify runs of MaSuRCA with the QC1 (FastXpreprocessed) and raw PE data files for this project.
Configuration file
sr_config_QA_QB.txt
sr_config_RA_RB.txt

Data specified
QC1 PE files
Raw PE files

USAGE INFORMATION:
Since these are configuration files rather than scripts, there is no way to execute these files. They
exist solely for the purpose of setting options for MaSuRCA runs.
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sr_config_QA_QB.txt

1

# example configuration file

# DATA is specified as type {PE,JUMP,OTHER,PACBIO} and 5 fields:
# 1)two_letter_prefix 2)mean 3)stdev 4)fastq(.gz)_fwd_reads
# 5)fastq(.gz)_rev_reads. The PE reads are always assumed to be
# innies, i.e. --->.<---, and JUMP are assumed to be outties
# <---.--->. If there are any jump libraries that are innies, such as
# longjump, specify them as JUMP and specify NEGATIVE mean. Reverse reads
# are optional for PE libraries and mandatory for JUMP libraries. Any
# OTHER sequence data (454, Sanger, Ion torrent, etc) must be first
# converted into Celera Assembler compatible .frg files (see
# http://wgs-assembler.sourceforge.com)
DATA
PE= QA 260 40 /home/lars/QC-processed_data/
19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq.gz /home/lars/QCprocessed_data/19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq.gz
15 PE= QB 500 75 /home/lars/QC-processed_data/
19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq.gz /home/lars/QCprocessed_data/19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq.gz
16 END
17
18 PARAMETERS
19 #this is k-mer size for deBruijn graph values between 25 and 127 are
supported, auto will compute the optimal size based on the read data and GC
content
20 GRAPH_KMER_SIZE = auto
21 #set this to 1 for all Illumina-only assemblies
22 #set this to 1 if you have less than 20x long reads (454, Sanger, Pacbio)
and less than 50x CLONE coverage by Illumina, Sanger or 454 mate pairs
23 #otherwise keep at 0
24 USE_LINKING_MATES = 1
25 #this parameter is useful if you have too many Illumina jumping library
mates. Typically set it to 60 for bacteria and 300 for the other organisms
26 LIMIT_JUMP_COVERAGE = 300
27 #these are the additional parameters to Celera Assembler. do not worry
about performance, number or processors or batch sizes -- these are computed
automatically.
28 #set cgwErrorRate=0.25 for bacteria and 0.1<=cgwErrorRate<=0.15 for other
organisms.
29 CA_PARAMETERS = cgwErrorRate=0.15
30 #minimum count k-mers used in error correction 1 means all k-mers are used.
one can increase to 2 if Illumina coverage >100
31 KMER_COUNT_THRESHOLD = 1
32 #auto-detected number of cpus to use
33 NUM_THREADS = 12
34 #this is mandatory jellyfish hash size -- a safe value is
estimated_genome_size*estimated_coverage
35 JF_SIZE = 16000000000
36 #set this to 1 to use SOAPdenovo contigging/scaffolding module. Assembly
will be worse but will run faster. Useful for very large (>5Gbp) genomes
37 SOAP_ASSEMBLY=0
38 END
39

file:///home/lars/ALL_SCRIPTS_READY/sr_config_QA_QB.txt
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sr_config_RA_RB.txt

1

# example configuration file

# DATA is specified as type {PE,JUMP,OTHER,PACBIO} and 5 fields:
# 1)two_letter_prefix 2)mean 3)stdev 4)fastq(.gz)_fwd_reads
# 5)fastq(.gz)_rev_reads. The PE reads are always assumed to be
# innies, i.e. --->.<---, and JUMP are assumed to be outties
# <---.--->. If there are any jump libraries that are innies, such as
# longjump, specify them as JUMP and specify NEGATIVE mean. Reverse reads
# are optional for PE libraries and mandatory for JUMP libraries. Any
# OTHER sequence data (454, Sanger, Ion torrent, etc) must be first
# converted into Celera Assembler compatible .frg files (see
# http://wgs-assembler.sourceforge.com)
DATA
PE= RA 260 40 /home/lars/raw_data/19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz /
home/lars/raw_data/19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
15 PE= RB 500 75 /home/lars/raw_data/19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz /
home/lars/raw_data/19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
16 END
17
18 PARAMETERS
19 #this is k-mer size for deBruijn graph values between 25 and 127 are
supported, auto will compute the optimal size based on the read data and GC
content
20 GRAPH_KMER_SIZE = auto
21 #set this to 1 for all Illumina-only assemblies
22 #set this to 1 if you have less than 20x long reads (454, Sanger, Pacbio)
and less than 50x CLONE coverage by Illumina, Sanger or 454 mate pairs
23 #otherwise keep at 0
24 USE_LINKING_MATES = 1
25 #this parameter is useful if you have too many Illumina jumping library
mates. Typically set it to 60 for bacteria and 300 for the other organisms
26 LIMIT_JUMP_COVERAGE = 300
27 #these are the additional parameters to Celera Assembler. do not worry
about performance, number or processors or batch sizes -- these are computed
automatically.
28 #set cgwErrorRate=0.25 for bacteria and 0.1<=cgwErrorRate<=0.15 for other
organisms.
29 CA_PARAMETERS = cgwErrorRate=0.15
30 #minimum count k-mers used in error correction 1 means all k-mers are used.
one can increase to 2 if Illumina coverage >100
31 KMER_COUNT_THRESHOLD = 1
32 #auto-detected number of cpus to use
33 NUM_THREADS = 12
34 #this is mandatory jellyfish hash size -- a safe value is
estimated_genome_size*estimated_coverage
35 JF_SIZE = 16000000000
36 #set this to 1 to use SOAPdenovo contigging/scaffolding module. Assembly
will be worse but will run faster. Useful for very large (>5Gbp) genomes
37 SOAP_ASSEMBLY=0
38 END
39

file:///home/lars/ALL_SCRIPTS_READY/sr_config_RA_RB.txt
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SCRIPT / PROGRAM NAME:
MaSuRCA single-run per configuration script:
timed_MaSuRCA_runs_x1.bash
PURPOSE:
This is a modified version of timed_MaSuRCA_runs.bash for the purpose of executing a single
timed run of MaSuRCA with each of the configuration files present in the working directory.
APPLICATION IN THIS PROJECT:
This script was used to perform timed runs of MaSuRCA with sets of raw data files including
both the PE data and at least some of the other sequencing files included in the project data.
These additional files include the 5kb insert library MP files, all of the MP data files, and all MP
files plus the H9W2 files.
USAGE INFORMATION:
Call this script from within a directory which contains all of the configuration files
(“sr_config_<SPECIFIC_NAME>.txt”) to be used. The number of such configuration files can
be any integer greater than or equal to one. Please note that all configuration files within the
working directory will be used.
Call:
timed_MaSuRCA_runs_x1.bash
(Note: no parameters need be passed with this script call.)
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timed_MaSuRCA_runs_x1.bash
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#!/bin/bash
#*********************************************************************
#*********************************************************************
#**
**
#**
SCRIPT TO CONDUCT REPLICATE TIMED
**
#**
MaSuRCA RUNS ON VARIOUS DATA SETS
**
#**
**
#*********************************************************************
#*********************************************************************
echo "____________________________________________________________"
echo
echo "$0 execution begins "$(date "+%Y/%m/%d_%H:%M:%S")
echo "____________________________________________________________"
echo
# Iterate through all sr_config_<data_set(s)>.txt files:
for i in sr_config*.txt
do
# Extract the short names of the data sets to be used:
data=${i##sr_config_} # Remove "sr_config_" prefix from file name.
data=${data%%.txt} # Remove ".txt" suffix from config file name.
echo $data # Print core (data-identifying) name of config file.
# Execute 5 replicates of timed assembly runs.
for j in 1
do
# Create and move to directory named for the data set and
# replicate run number:
directory=$data"_"$j
echo $directory
echo $(pwd)
mkdir $directory
cd $directory
echo $(pwd)
echo
# Compile assembly script:
call="/home/lars/bin/MaSuRCA-3.2.2/bin/masurca ../$i"
echo $(date "+%Y/%m/%d_%H:%M:%S")
echo $call
$call
echo
# Run MaSuRCA assembly using assembly script from above:
call="/usr/bin/time -v ./assemble.sh"
echo $(date "+%Y/%m/%d_%H:%M:%S")
echo $call
$call
echo
# Return to parent directory:
echo $(pwd)
cd ..
echo $(pwd)
file:///home/lars/ALL_SCRIPTS_READY/timed_MaSuRCA_runs_x1.bash
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echo "-------------------------------------------------------"

done

done

# Pause script execution for 10 minutes to allow the server
# time to cool:
sleep 10m

echo "___________________________________________________________"
echo

echo "$0 execution concluded "$(date "+%Y/%m/%d_%H:%M:%S")
echo "____________________________________________________________"
echo
# ********************************************************************
#
END PROGRAM
# ********************************************************************
exit 0

file:///home/lars/ALL_SCRIPTS_READY/timed_MaSuRCA_runs_x1.bash
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SCRIPT / PROGRAM NAME:
MaSuRCA configuration files:
sr_config_0_pa_pb_sh.txt
sr_config_1_pa_pb_sc.txt
sr_config_2_PE_MP.txt
sr_config_3_PE_MP_BA.txt
PURPOSE:
These are configuration files required by MaSuRCA.
APPLICATION IN THIS PROJECT:
These particular configuration files specify runs of MaSuRCA with the raw data files for this
project.
Configuration file
sr_config_0_pa_pb_sh.txt
sr_config_1_pa_pb_sc.txt
sr_config_2_PE_MP.txt
sr_config_3_PE_MP_BA.tx
t

Data specified
Raw PE and 5kb MP files
Raw PE and MP files
All raw data files

USAGE INFORMATION:
Since these are configuration files rather than scripts, there is no way to execute these files. They
exist solely for the purpose of setting options for MaSuRCA runs.
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# example configuration file

# DATA is specified as type {PE,JUMP,OTHER,PACBIO} and 5 fields:
# 1)two_letter_prefix 2)mean 3)stdev 4)fastq(.gz)_fwd_reads
# 5)fastq(.gz)_rev_reads. The PE reads are always assumed to be
# innies, i.e. --->.<---, and JUMP are assumed to be outties
# <---.--->. If there are any jump libraries that are innies, such as
# longjump, specify them as JUMP and specify NEGATIVE mean. Reverse reads
# are optional for PE libraries and mandatory for JUMP libraries. Any
# OTHER sequence data (454, Sanger, Ion torrent, etc) must be first
# converted into Celera Assembler compatible .frg files (see
# http://wgs-assembler.sourceforge.com)
DATA
PE= pa 260 40 /home/lars/raw_data/19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz /
home/lars/raw_data/19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
15 PE= pb 500 75 /home/lars/raw_data/19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz /
home/lars/raw_data/19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
16 JUMP= sh 5000 750 /home/lars/raw_data/19_91_5kb_CGATGT_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
/home/lars/raw_data/19_91_5kb_CGATGT_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
17 END
18
19 PARAMETERS
20 #this is k-mer size for deBruijn graph values between 25 and 127 are
supported, auto will compute the optimal size based on the read data and GC
content
21 GRAPH_KMER_SIZE = auto
22 #set this to 1 for all Illumina-only assemblies
23 #set this to 1 if you have less than 20x long reads (454, Sanger, Pacbio)
and less than 50x CLONE coverage by Illumina, Sanger or 454 mate pairs
24 #otherwise keep at 0
25 USE_LINKING_MATES = 1
26 #this parameter is useful if you have too many Illumina jumping library
mates. Typically set it to 60 for bacteria and 300 for the other organisms
27 LIMIT_JUMP_COVERAGE = 300
28 #these are the additional parameters to Celera Assembler. do not worry
about performance, number or processors or batch sizes -- these are computed
automatically.
29 #set cgwErrorRate=0.25 for bacteria and 0.1<=cgwErrorRate<=0.15 for other
organisms.
30 CA_PARAMETERS = cgwErrorRate=0.15
31 #minimum count k-mers used in error correction 1 means all k-mers are used.
one can increase to 2 if Illumina coverage >100
32 KMER_COUNT_THRESHOLD = 1
33 #auto-detected number of cpus to use
34 NUM_THREADS = 6
35 #this is mandatory jellyfish hash size -- a safe value is
estimated_genome_size*estimated_coverage
36 JF_SIZE = 37972697280
37 #set this to 1 to use SOAPdenovo contigging/scaffolding module. Assembly
will be worse but will run faster. Useful for very large (>5Gbp) genomes
38 SOAP_ASSEMBLY=0
39 END
40

file:///home/lars/ALL_SCRIPTS_READY/sr_config_0_pa_pb_sh.txt
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# example configuration file

# DATA is specified as type {PE,JUMP,OTHER,PACBIO} and 5 fields:
# 1)two_letter_prefix 2)mean 3)stdev 4)fastq(.gz)_fwd_reads
# 5)fastq(.gz)_rev_reads. The PE reads are always assumed to be
# innies, i.e. --->.<---, and JUMP are assumed to be outties
# <---.--->. If there are any jump libraries that are innies, such as
# longjump, specify them as JUMP and specify NEGATIVE mean. Reverse reads
# are optional for PE libraries and mandatory for JUMP libraries. Any
# OTHER sequence data (454, Sanger, Ion torrent, etc) must be first
# converted into Celera Assembler compatible .frg files (see
# http://wgs-assembler.sourceforge.com)
DATA
PE= pa 260 40 /home/lars/raw_data/19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz /
home/lars/raw_data/19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
15 PE= pb 500 75 /home/lars/raw_data/19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz /
home/lars/raw_data/19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
16 JUMP= sc 5000 750 /home/lars/raw_data/19_91_5kb_CGATGT_L001_R1_001.fastq.gz
/home/lars/raw_data/19_91_5kb_CGATGT_L001_R2_001.fastq.gz
17 END
18
19 PARAMETERS
20 #this is k-mer size for deBruijn graph values between 25 and 127 are
supported, auto will compute the optimal size based on the read data and GC
content
21 GRAPH_KMER_SIZE = auto
22 #set this to 1 for all Illumina-only assemblies
23 #set this to 1 if you have less than 20x long reads (454, Sanger, Pacbio)
and less than 50x CLONE coverage by Illumina, Sanger or 454 mate pairs
24 #otherwise keep at 0
25 USE_LINKING_MATES = 1
26 #this parameter is useful if you have too many Illumina jumping library
mates. Typically set it to 60 for bacteria and 300 for the other organisms
27 LIMIT_JUMP_COVERAGE = 300
28 #these are the additional parameters to Celera Assembler. do not worry
about performance, number or processors or batch sizes -- these are computed
automatically.
29 #set cgwErrorRate=0.25 for bacteria and 0.1<=cgwErrorRate<=0.15 for other
organisms.
30 CA_PARAMETERS = cgwErrorRate=0.15
31 #minimum count k-mers used in error correction 1 means all k-mers are used.
one can increase to 2 if Illumina coverage >100
32 KMER_COUNT_THRESHOLD = 1
33 #auto-detected number of cpus to use
34 NUM_THREADS = 6
35 #this is mandatory jellyfish hash size -- a safe value is
estimated_genome_size*estimated_coverage
36 JF_SIZE = 37972697280
37 #set this to 1 to use SOAPdenovo contigging/scaffolding module. Assembly
will be worse but will run faster. Useful for very large (>5Gbp) genomes
38 SOAP_ASSEMBLY=0
39 END
40

file:///home/lars/ALL_SCRIPTS_READY/sr_config_1_pa_pb_sc.txt
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# example configuration file
# DATA is specified as type {PE,JUMP,OTHER,PACBIO} and 5 fields:
# 1)two_letter_prefix 2)mean 3)stdev 4)fastq(.gz)_fwd_reads
# 5)fastq(.gz)_rev_reads. The PE reads are always assumed to be
# innies, i.e. --->.<---, and JUMP are assumed to be outties
# <---.--->. If there are any jump libraries that are innies, such as
# longjump, specify them as JUMP and specify NEGATIVE mean. Reverse reads
# are optional for PE libraries and mandatory for JUMP libraries. Any
# OTHER sequence data (454, Sanger, Ion torrent, etc) must be first
# converted into Celera Assembler compatible .frg files (see
# http://wgs-assembler.sourceforge.com)
DATA
PE= pa 260 40 /home/lars/raw_data/19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R1_001.fastq /
home/lars/raw_data/19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R2_001.fastq
PE= pb 500 75 /home/lars/raw_data/19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R1_001.fastq /
home/lars/raw_data/19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R2_001.fastq
JUMP= sc 5000 750 /home/lars/raw_data/19_91_5kb_CGATGT_L001_R1_001.fastq /
home/lars/raw_data/19_91_5kb_CGATGT_L001_R2_001.fastq
JUMP= sd 10000 1500 /home/lars/raw_data/19_91_10kb_ACAGTG_L001_R1_001.fastq
/home/lars/raw_data/19_91_10kb_ACAGTG_L001_R2_001.fastq
JUMP= se 20000 3000 /home/lars/raw_data/19_91_20kb_GTGAAA_L001_R1_001.fastq
/home/lars/raw_data/19_91_20kb_GTGAAA_L001_R2_001.fastq
END

19
20
21 PARAMETERS
22 #this is k-mer size for deBruijn graph values between 25 and 127 are
supported, auto will compute the optimal size based on the read data and GC
content
23 GRAPH_KMER_SIZE = auto
24 #set this to 1 for all Illumina-only assemblies
25 #set this to 1 if you have less than 20x long reads (454, Sanger, Pacbio)
and less than 50x CLONE coverage by Illumina, Sanger or 454 mate pairs
26 #otherwise keep at 0
27 USE_LINKING_MATES = 1
28 #this parameter is useful if you have too many Illumina jumping library
mates. Typically set it to 60 for bacteria and 300 for the other organisms
29 LIMIT_JUMP_COVERAGE = 300
30 #these are the additional parameters to Celera Assembler. do not worry
about performance, number or processors or batch sizes -- these are computed
automatically.
31 #set cgwErrorRate=0.25 for bacteria and 0.1<=cgwErrorRate<=0.15 for other
organisms.
32 CA_PARAMETERS = cgwErrorRate=0.15
33 #minimum count k-mers used in error correction 1 means all k-mers are used.
one can increase to 2 if Illumina coverage >100
34 KMER_COUNT_THRESHOLD = 1
35 #auto-detected number of cpus to use
36 NUM_THREADS = 6
37 #this is mandatory jellyfish hash size -- a safe value is
estimated_genome_size*estimated_coverage
38 JF_SIZE = 37972697280
39 #set this to 1 to use SOAPdenovo contigging/scaffolding module. Assembly
will be worse but will run faster. Useful for very large (>5Gbp) genomes
file:///home/lars/ALL_SCRIPTS_READY/sr_config_2_PE_MP.txt
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40 SOAP_ASSEMBLY=0
41 END
42

file:///home/lars/ALL_SCRIPTS_READY/sr_config_2_PE_MP.txt
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# example configuration file
# DATA is specified as type {PE,JUMP,OTHER,PACBIO} and 5 fields:
# 1)two_letter_prefix 2)mean 3)stdev 4)fastq(.gz)_fwd_reads
# 5)fastq(.gz)_rev_reads. The PE reads are always assumed to be
# innies, i.e. --->.<---, and JUMP are assumed to be outties
# <---.--->. If there are any jump libraries that are innies, such as
# longjump, specify them as JUMP and specify NEGATIVE mean. Reverse reads
# are optional for PE libraries and mandatory for JUMP libraries. Any
# OTHER sequence data (454, Sanger, Ion torrent, etc) must be first
# converted into Celera Assembler compatible .frg files (see
# http://wgs-assembler.sourceforge.com)
DATA
PE= pa 260 40 /home/lars/raw_data/19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R1_001.fastq /
home/lars/raw_data/19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R2_001.fastq
PE= pb 500 75 /home/lars/raw_data/19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R1_001.fastq /
home/lars/raw_data/19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R2_001.fastq
JUMP= sc 5000 750 /home/lars/raw_data/19_91_5kb_CGATGT_L001_R1_001.fastq /
home/lars/raw_data/19_91_5kb_CGATGT_L001_R2_001.fastq
JUMP= sd 10000 1500 /home/lars/raw_data/19_91_10kb_ACAGTG_L001_R1_001.fastq
/home/lars/raw_data/19_91_10kb_ACAGTG_L001_R2_001.fastq
JUMP= se 20000 3000 /home/lars/raw_data/19_91_20kb_GTGAAA_L001_R1_001.fastq
/home/lars/raw_data/19_91_20kb_GTGAAA_L001_R2_001.fastq
JUMP= sf 50000 10000 /home/lars/raw_data/
3742_1570_11609_H9W2BADXX_19-91_R1.fastq /home/lars/raw_data/
3742_1570_11609_H9W2BADXX_19-91_R2.fastq
END

20
21
22 PARAMETERS
23 #this is k-mer size for deBruijn graph values between 25 and 127 are
supported, auto will compute the optimal size based on the read data and GC
content
24 GRAPH_KMER_SIZE = auto
25 #set this to 1 for all Illumina-only assemblies
26 #set this to 1 if you have less than 20x long reads (454, Sanger, Pacbio)
and less than 50x CLONE coverage by Illumina, Sanger or 454 mate pairs
27 #otherwise keep at 0
28 USE_LINKING_MATES = 1
29 #this parameter is useful if you have too many Illumina jumping library
mates. Typically set it to 60 for bacteria and 300 for the other organisms
30 LIMIT_JUMP_COVERAGE = 300
31 #these are the additional parameters to Celera Assembler. do not worry
about performance, number or processors or batch sizes -- these are computed
automatically.
32 #set cgwErrorRate=0.25 for bacteria and 0.1<=cgwErrorRate<=0.15 for other
organisms.
33 CA_PARAMETERS = cgwErrorRate=0.15
34 #minimum count k-mers used in error correction 1 means all k-mers are used.
one can increase to 2 if Illumina coverage >100
35 KMER_COUNT_THRESHOLD = 1
36 #auto-detected number of cpus to use
37 NUM_THREADS = 6
38 #this is mandatory jellyfish hash size -- a safe value is
estimated_genome_size*estimated_coverage
file:///home/lars/ALL_SCRIPTS_READY/sr_config_3_PE_MP_BA.txt
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39 JF_SIZE = 37972697280
40 #set this to 1 to use SOAPdenovo contigging/scaffolding module. Assembly
will be worse but will run faster. Useful for very large (>5Gbp) genomes
41 SOAP_ASSEMBLY=0
42 END
43

file:///home/lars/ALL_SCRIPTS_READY/sr_config_3_PE_MP_BA.txt
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SCRIPT / PROGRAM NAME:
ABySS master script:
3B2A_timed_ABySS_runs_x3_B
PURPOSE:
This is a master script which calls individual ABySS run scripts and times their respective
execution times, performing 3 replicates with each such script located within the working
directory. The run scripts called by this script in turn call ABySS themselves. This process was
developed to allow the more detailed Linux timing function “/usr/bin/time -v” to be used with
ABySS.
APPLICATION IN THIS PROJECT:
This script was used to perform triplicate timed runs of ABySS using QC1 (FastX-preprocessed)
sets of data files. These sets of files included the PE data alone, the PE data and MP data files,
and the entire data set.
USAGE INFORMATION:
Call this script from within a working directory which contains all of the ABySS run worker
scripts intended to be run and timed in triplicate. The naming standard for these run-specific
ABySS scripts is:
“abyss_run_<SPECIFIC_RUN_NAME>”
The number of such run scripts can be any integer greater than or equal to one. Please note that
all run scripts within the working directory will be used.
Call:
3B2A_timed_ABySS_runs_x3_B
(Note: no parameters need be passed with this script call.)
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#!/bin/bash
# *******************************************************************
#
STATIC VARIABLES
# *******************************************************************
contiguity="abyss-fac_stats_timed_runs_1_2017-11-19.tsv"
fac="/usr/local/bin/ABySS_nonmpi/bin/abyss-fac"
sep="_______________________________________________________________"
dsh="---------------------------------------------------------------"

# *******************************************************************
#
MAIN PROGRAM
# *******************************************************************
# Clear the terminal:
clear
# Extract all gzipped data files:
gunzip *.fastq.gz
# Create contiguity stats file:
echo -n "" > $contiguity
# Iterate through the set of ABySS run scripts and perform
# the specified timed runs of abyss-pe:
for i in abyss_run_*
do
# Perform 3 replicate timed runs of the ABySS assembly
# specified by this specific ABySS run script:
for j in {1..3}
do
# Header for nohup log:
echo $sep
echo
echo $i" --- replicate # "$j
# Create output directory for results and move to it:
out="output_"$i"-"$j
echo "Output directory = "$out
mkdir $out
cd $out
# Replicate j of timed run i of abyss-pe:
name=$i"-"$j
/usr/bin/time -v ../$i $name
# Collect length statistics regarding unitigs, contigs,
# and scaffolds:
echo $dsh
echo "Lengths summary statistics for $name:"
unitig_file=$name"-unitigs.fa"
contig_file=$name"-contigs.fa"
scaffold_file=$name"-scaffolds.fa"
file:///home/lars/ALL_SCRIPTS_READY/3B2A_timed_ABySS_runs_x3_B
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unitig_out=$unitig_file".lengths.csv"
contig_out=$contig_file".lengths.csv"
scaffold_out=$scaffold_file".lengths.csv"
java ExamineFastaFile $unitig_file $unitig_out &
java ExamineFastaFile $contig_file $contig_out &
java ExamineFastaFile $scaffold_file $scaffold_out
echo $dsh
# Move back to original directory:
cd ..
# Add separator line to contiguity stats file:
echo -e "$name\t-\t-\t-\t-\t-\t-\t-\t-\t-\t-" >> $contiguity
# Construct abyss-fac command:
call_uni=$out"/"$name"-unitigs.fa"
call_con=$out"/"$name"-contigs.fa"
call_sca=$out"/"$name"-scaffolds.fa"
fac_call="$fac $call_uni $call_con $call_sca"
# Send contiguity statistics for results to contiguity
# stats file:
echo $dsh
echo "Contiguity statistics for $name:"
$fac_call >> $contiguity
echo $dsh
# Compress output directory:
tar -zcf $out".tar.gz" $out
rm -r $out

done

done

# Separator line for nohup log:
echo $sep
echo

# *******************************************************************
#
EXIT PROGRAM
# *******************************************************************
exit 0

file:///home/lars/ALL_SCRIPTS_READY/3B2A_timed_ABySS_runs_x3_B
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SCRIPT / PROGRAM NAME:
ABySS worker run scripts:
abyss_run_260-500
abyss_run_260-500-MP
abyss_run_260-500-MP-BADXX
PURPOSE:
These ABySS run worker scripts were created to configure the individual runs of ABySS.
Timing of these runs was achieved by calling them from the master script
“3B2A_timed_ABySS_runs_x3_B” using the “/usr/bin/time -v” timing function of Linux.
APPLICATION IN THIS PROJECT:
These scripts were used to configure and perform the actual runs of ABySS with the following
sets of FastX-preprocessed (QC1) data files:
 PE data files only:
abyss_run_260-500
PE and MP files:
abyss_run_260-500-MP
All data files (PE, MP, and H9W2):
abyss_run_260-500-MP-BADXX
USAGE INFORMATION:
These ABySS run scripts were meant to be worker scripts called by the master script
“3B2A_timed_ABySS_runs_x3_B”. However, if desired they can be called directly as follows:
Example call:
abyss_run_260-500 <RUN_NAME>
(Note: the parameter “RUN_NAME” must be passed. This must be a string variable without
any spaces or tabs within it. This parameter specifies a name for this run of ABySS, which
should be unique within a given set of ABySS runs as well as within the particular working
directory.)
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#!/bin/bash
# ********************************************************************
#
STATIC VARIABLES
# ********************************************************************
name=$1
pe="/usr/local/bin/ABySS_nonmpi/bin/abyss-pe"
k=47
sep="___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___"

# ********************************************************************
#
MAIN PROGRAM
# ********************************************************************
echo "Start: `date`"
echo
echo
# Run ABySS:
$pe k=$k name=$name lib='pe260 pe500' pe260='../
19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq' pe500='../
19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq'
echo
echo
echo "End: `date`"
echo $sep
echo

# ********************************************************************
#
END PROGRAM
# ********************************************************************
exit 0

file:///home/lars/ALL_SCRIPTS_READY/abyss_run_260-500
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#!/bin/bash
# ********************************************************************
#
STATIC VARIABLES
# ********************************************************************
name=$1
pe="/usr/local/bin/ABySS_nonmpi/bin/abyss-pe"
k=47
sep="___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___"

# ********************************************************************
#
MAIN PROGRAM
# ********************************************************************
echo "Start: `date`"
echo
echo
# Run ABySS:
$pe k=$k name=$name lib='pe260 pe500' mp='5kb 10kb 20kb' pe260='../
19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq' pe500='../
19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq' 5kb='../
19_91_5kb_CGATGT_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_5kb_CGATGT_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq' 10kb='../
19_91_10kb_ACAGTG_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_10kb_ACAGTG_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq' 20kb='../
19_91_20kb_GTGAAA_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_20kb_GTGAAA_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq'
echo
echo
echo "End: `date`"
echo $sep
echo

# ********************************************************************
#
END PROGRAM
# ********************************************************************
exit 0
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#!/bin/bash
# ********************************************************************
#
STATIC VARIABLES
# ********************************************************************
name=$1
pe="/usr/local/bin/ABySS_nonmpi/bin/abyss-pe"
k=47
sep="___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___"

# ********************************************************************
#
MAIN PROGRAM
# ********************************************************************
echo "Start: `date`"
echo
echo
# Run ABySS:
$pe k=$k name=$name lib='pe260 pe500' mp='5kb 10kb 20kb BADXX' pe260='../
19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq' pe500='../
19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq' 5kb='../
19_91_5kb_CGATGT_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_5kb_CGATGT_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq' 10kb='../
19_91_10kb_ACAGTG_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_10kb_ACAGTG_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq' 20kb='../
19_91_20kb_GTGAAA_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_20kb_GTGAAA_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq' BADXX='../
3742_1570_11609_H9W2BADXX_19-91_R1_L100_paired.fastq ../
3742_1570_11609_H9W2BADXX_19-91_R2_L100_paired.fastq'
echo
echo
echo "End: `date`"
echo $sep
echo

# ********************************************************************
#
END PROGRAM
# ********************************************************************
exit 0
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SCRIPT / PROGRAM NAME:
Platanus master script:
3D_timed_Platanus_runs_x3
PURPOSE:
The master script created to perform triplicate timed runs of Platanus by calling each of the
Platanus run worker scripts in the working directory three times each. This script uses the
“/usr/bin/time -v” functionality of Linus to obtain detailed timing data for each Platanus run.
APPLICATION IN THIS PROJECT:
This script was used to perform three replicate timed runs of Platanus with each of these sets of
QC1 (FastX-preprocessed) data files:
 PE data files only
PE and MP files
All data files (PE, MP, and H9W2)
USAGE INFORMATION:
Call this script from within a working directory which contains all of the Platanus run worker
scripts intended to be run and timed in triplicate. The naming standard for these run-specific
Platanus scripts is:
“platanus_run_<SPECIFIC_RUN_NAME>”
The number of such run scripts can be any integer greater than or equal to one. Please note that
all run scripts within the working directory will be used.
Call:
3D_timed_Platanus_runs_x3
(Note: no parameters need be passed with this script call.)
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#!/bin/bash
# *******************************************************************
#
STATIC VARIABLES
# *******************************************************************
now=$(date "+%Y-%m-%d")
contiguity="abyss-fac_stats_timed_runs_1_"$now".tsv"
fac="/usr/local/bin/ABySS/bin/abyss-fac"
sep="_______________________________________________________________"
dsh="---------------------------------------------------------------"

# *******************************************************************
#
MAIN PROGRAM
# *******************************************************************
# Clear the terminal:
clear
# Create contiguity stats file:
echo -n "" > $contiguity
# Timed runs of abyss-pe:
for i in platanus_run_*
do
for j in {1..3}
do
# Header for nohup log:
echo $sep
echo
echo $i" --- replicate # "$j
# Create output directory for results and move to it:
out="platanus_out_"$i"-"$j
echo "Output directory = "$out
mkdir $out
cd $out
# Replicate j of timed run i of abyss-pe:
name=$i"-"$j
/usr/bin/time -v ../$i
# Move back to original directory:
cd ..

done

done

# Separator line for nohup log:
echo $sep
echo

# *******************************************************************
file:///home/lars/ALL_SCRIPTS_READY/3D_timed_Platanus_runs_x3
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55 #
EXIT PROGRAM
56 # *******************************************************************
57 exit 0
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SCRIPT / PROGRAM NAME:
Platanus worker run scripts:
platanus_run_A3_single-OP_260-500
platanus_run_A4_single-OP_260-500-MP
platanus_run_A5_single-OP_260-500-MP-BADXX
platanus_run_B4_split-OP_260-500-MP
platanus_run_B5_split-OP_260-500-MP-BADXX
PURPOSE:
These Platanus run worker scripts were created to configure the individual runs of Platanus.
Timing of these runs was achieved by calling them from the master script
“3D_timed_Platanus_runs_x3” using the “/usr/bin/time -v” timing function of Linux.
APPLICATION IN THIS PROJECT:
These scripts were used to configure and perform the actual runs of Platanus with the following
sets of FastX-preprocessed (QC1) data files:
PE data files only:
platanus_run_A3_single-OP_260-500
PE and MP files:
platanus_run_A4_single-OP_260-500-MP
platanus_run_B4_split-OP_260-500-MP
All data files (PE, MP, and H9W2):
platanus_run_A5_single-OP_260-500-MP-BADXX
platanus_run_B5_split-OP_260-500-MP-BADXX
USAGE INFORMATION:
These Platanus run scripts were meant to be worker scripts called by the master script
“3D_timed_Platanus_runs_x3”. However, if desired they can be called directly as follows:
Example call:
platanus_run_A3_single-OP_260-500
(Note: no parameters need be passed with this script call.)
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#!/bin/bash
# ********************************************************************
#
STATIC VARIABLES
# ********************************************************************
pe_in="../19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq"

7
8 all_in="-IP1 ../19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq -IP2 ../
19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq"
9
10
11 # ********************************************************************
12 #
MAIN PROGRAM
13 # ********************************************************************
14 # -------------------------------------------------------------------15 #
K-MER STEP SIZE = 1
16 # -------------------------------------------------------------------17 # Assembly:
18 #
Command and Options:
19 #
platanus --> command to run Platanus
20 #
assemble --> run assembly stage of software
21 #
-t 6 --> parallel threads = 6
22 #
-s 1 --> kmer step size = 1
23 #
-f $pe_in --> input PE fastq data files for contig assembly
24 #
2>asm_log.txt --> redirect stderr output to file "asm_log.txt"
25 platanus assemble -t 6 -s 1 -f $pe_in 2>asm_log.txt
26
27 # - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 28
29 # Scaffolding:
30 #
Command and Options:
31 #
platanus --> command to run Platanus
32 #
scaffold --> run scaffolding stage of software
33 #
-t 6 --> parallel threads = 6
34 #
-c out_contig.fa --> contig file from contig assembly
35 #
-b out_contigBubble.fa --> bubble sequence file from contigs
36 #
$all_in --> input PE and MP fastq files for scaffolding
37 #
2>scf_log.txt --> redirect stderr output to file "scf_log.txt"
38 platanus scaffold -t 6 -c out_contig.fa -b out_contigBubble.fa $all_in
2>scf_log.txt
39
40 # - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 41
42 # Gap closure:
43 #
Command and Options:
44 #
platanus --> command to run Platanus
45 #
gap_close --> run gap_close stage of software
46 #
-t 6 --> parallel threads = 6
47 #
-c out_scaffold.fa --> scaffold file from scaffolding stage
file:///home/lars/ALL_SCRIPTS_READY/platanus_run_A3_single-OP_260-500
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#
$all_in --> input PE and MP fastq files for gap closure
#
2>gap_log.txt --> redirect stderr output to file "gap_log.txt"
platanus gap_close -t 6 -c out_scaffold.fa $all_in 2>gap_log.txt
# ********************************************************************
#
END PROGRAM
# ********************************************************************
exit 0
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platanus_run_A4_single-OP_260-500-MP
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#!/bin/bash
# ********************************************************************
#
STATIC VARIABLES
# ********************************************************************
pe_in="../19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq"

7
8 all_in="-IP1 ../19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq -IP2 ../
19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq -OP3 ../
19_91_5kb_CGATGT_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_5kb_CGATGT_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_10kb_ACAGTG_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_10kb_ACAGTG_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_20kb_GTGAAA_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_20kb_GTGAAA_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq"
9
10
11 # ********************************************************************
12 #
MAIN PROGRAM
13 # ********************************************************************
14 # -------------------------------------------------------------------15 #
K-MER STEP SIZE = 1
16 # -------------------------------------------------------------------17 # Assembly:
18 #
Command and Options:
19 #
platanus --> command to run Platanus
20 #
assemble --> run assembly stage of software
21 #
-t 6 --> parallel threads = 6
22 #
-s 1 --> kmer step size = 1
23 #
-f $pe_in --> input PE fastq data files for contig assembly
24 #
2>asm_log.txt --> redirect stderr output to file "asm_log.txt"
25 platanus assemble -t 6 -s 1 -f $pe_in 2>asm_log.txt
26
27 # - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 28
29 # Scaffolding:
30 #
Command and Options:
31 #
platanus --> command to run Platanus
32 #
scaffold --> run scaffolding stage of software
33 #
-t 6 --> parallel threads = 6
34 #
-c out_contig.fa --> contig file from contig assembly
35 #
-b out_contigBubble.fa --> bubble sequence file from contigs
36 #
$all_in --> input PE and MP fastq files for scaffolding
37 #
2>scf_log.txt --> redirect stderr output to file "scf_log.txt"
38 platanus scaffold -t 6 -c out_contig.fa -b out_contigBubble.fa $all_in
2>scf_log.txt
39
40 # - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 41
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# Gap closure:
#
Command and Options:
#
platanus --> command to run Platanus
#
gap_close --> run gap_close stage of software
#
-t 6 --> parallel threads = 6
#
-c out_scaffold.fa --> scaffold file from scaffolding stage
#
$all_in --> input PE and MP fastq files for gap closure
#
2>gap_log.txt --> redirect stderr output to file "gap_log.txt"
platanus gap_close -t 6 -c out_scaffold.fa $all_in 2>gap_log.txt
# ********************************************************************
#
END PROGRAM
# ********************************************************************
exit 0
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platanus_run_A5_single-OP_260-500-MP-BADXX

1

#!/bin/bash
# ********************************************************************
#
STATIC VARIABLES
# ********************************************************************
pe_in="../19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq"

7
8 all_in="-IP1 ../19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq -IP2 ../
19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq -OP3 ../
19_91_5kb_CGATGT_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_5kb_CGATGT_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_10kb_ACAGTG_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_10kb_ACAGTG_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_20kb_GTGAAA_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_20kb_GTGAAA_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
3742_1570_11609_H9W2BADXX_19-91_R1_L100_paired.fastq ../
3742_1570_11609_H9W2BADXX_19-91_R2_L100_paired.fastq"
9
10
11 # ********************************************************************
12 #
MAIN PROGRAM
13 # ********************************************************************
14 # -------------------------------------------------------------------15 #
K-MER STEP SIZE = 1
16 # -------------------------------------------------------------------17 # Assembly:
18 #
Command and Options:
19 #
platanus --> command to run Platanus
20 #
assemble --> run assembly stage of software
21 #
-t 6 --> parallel threads = 6
22 #
-s 1 --> kmer step size = 1
23 #
-f $pe_in --> input PE fastq data files for contig assembly
24 #
2>asm_log.txt --> redirect stderr output to file "asm_log.txt"
25 platanus assemble -t 6 -s 1 -f $pe_in 2>asm_log.txt
26
27 # - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 28
29 # Scaffolding:
30 #
Command and Options:
31 #
platanus --> command to run Platanus
32 #
scaffold --> run scaffolding stage of software
33 #
-t 6 --> parallel threads = 6
34 #
-c out_contig.fa --> contig file from contig assembly
35 #
-b out_contigBubble.fa --> bubble sequence file from contigs
36 #
$all_in --> input PE and MP fastq files for scaffolding
37 #
2>scf_log.txt --> redirect stderr output to file "scf_log.txt"
38 platanus scaffold -t 6 -c out_contig.fa -b out_contigBubble.fa $all_in
2>scf_log.txt
39
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#

2

# Gap closure:
#
Command and Options:
#
platanus --> command to run Platanus
#
gap_close --> run gap_close stage of software
#
-t 6 --> parallel threads = 6
#
-c out_scaffold.fa --> scaffold file from scaffolding stage
#
$all_in --> input PE and MP fastq files for gap closure
#
2>gap_log.txt --> redirect stderr output to file "gap_log.txt"
platanus gap_close -t 6 -c out_scaffold.fa $all_in 2>gap_log.txt
# ********************************************************************
#
END PROGRAM
# ********************************************************************
exit 0
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#!/bin/bash
# ********************************************************************
#
STATIC VARIABLES
# ********************************************************************
pe_in="../19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq"

7
8 all_in="-IP1 ../19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq -IP2 ../
19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq -OP3 ../
19_91_5kb_CGATGT_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_5kb_CGATGT_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq -OP4 ../
19_91_10kb_ACAGTG_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_10kb_ACAGTG_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq -OP5 ../
19_91_20kb_GTGAAA_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_20kb_GTGAAA_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq"
9
10
11 # ********************************************************************
12 #
MAIN PROGRAM
13 # ********************************************************************
14 # -------------------------------------------------------------------15 #
K-MER STEP SIZE = 1
16 # -------------------------------------------------------------------17 # Assembly:
18 #
Command and Options:
19 #
platanus --> command to run Platanus
20 #
assemble --> run assembly stage of software
21 #
-t 6 --> parallel threads = 6
22 #
-s 1 --> kmer step size = 1
23 #
-f $pe_in --> input PE fastq data files for contig assembly
24 #
2>asm_log.txt --> redirect stderr output to file "asm_log.txt"
25 platanus assemble -t 6 -s 1 -f $pe_in 2>asm_log.txt
26
27 # - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 28
29 # Scaffolding:
30 #
Command and Options:
31 #
platanus --> command to run Platanus
32 #
scaffold --> run scaffolding stage of software
33 #
-t 6 --> parallel threads = 6
34 #
-c out_contig.fa --> contig file from contig assembly
35 #
-b out_contigBubble.fa --> bubble sequence file from contigs
36 #
$all_in --> input PE and MP fastq files for scaffolding
37 #
2>scf_log.txt --> redirect stderr output to file "scf_log.txt"
38 platanus scaffold -t 6 -c out_contig.fa -b out_contigBubble.fa $all_in
2>scf_log.txt
39
40 # - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 41
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# Gap closure:
#
Command and Options:
#
platanus --> command to run Platanus
#
gap_close --> run gap_close stage of software
#
-t 6 --> parallel threads = 6
#
-c out_scaffold.fa --> scaffold file from scaffolding stage
#
$all_in --> input PE and MP fastq files for gap closure
#
2>gap_log.txt --> redirect stderr output to file "gap_log.txt"
platanus gap_close -t 6 -c out_scaffold.fa $all_in 2>gap_log.txt
# ********************************************************************
#
END PROGRAM
# ********************************************************************
exit 0
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platanus_run_B5_split-OP_260-500-MP-BADXX

1

#!/bin/bash
# ********************************************************************
#
STATIC VARIABLES
# ********************************************************************
pe_in="../19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq"

7
8 all_in="-IP1 ../19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq -IP2 ../
19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq -OP3 ../
19_91_5kb_CGATGT_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_5kb_CGATGT_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq -OP4 ../
19_91_10kb_ACAGTG_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_10kb_ACAGTG_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq -OP5 ../
19_91_20kb_GTGAAA_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq ../
19_91_20kb_GTGAAA_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq -OP6 ../
3742_1570_11609_H9W2BADXX_19-91_R1_L100_paired.fastq ../
3742_1570_11609_H9W2BADXX_19-91_R2_L100_paired.fastq"
9
10
11 # ********************************************************************
12 #
MAIN PROGRAM
13 # ********************************************************************
14 # -------------------------------------------------------------------15 #
K-MER STEP SIZE = 1
16 # -------------------------------------------------------------------17 # Assembly:
18 #
Command and Options:
19 #
platanus --> command to run Platanus
20 #
assemble --> run assembly stage of software
21 #
-t 6 --> parallel threads = 6
22 #
-s 1 --> kmer step size = 1
23 #
-f $pe_in --> input PE fastq data files for contig assembly
24 #
2>asm_log.txt --> redirect stderr output to file "asm_log.txt"
25 platanus assemble -t 6 -s 1 -f $pe_in 2>asm_log.txt
26
27 # - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 28
29 # Scaffolding:
30 #
Command and Options:
31 #
platanus --> command to run Platanus
32 #
scaffold --> run scaffolding stage of software
33 #
-t 6 --> parallel threads = 6
34 #
-c out_contig.fa --> contig file from contig assembly
35 #
-b out_contigBubble.fa --> bubble sequence file from contigs
36 #
$all_in --> input PE and MP fastq files for scaffolding
37 #
2>scf_log.txt --> redirect stderr output to file "scf_log.txt"
38 platanus scaffold -t 6 -c out_contig.fa -b out_contigBubble.fa $all_in
2>scf_log.txt
39
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

#

2

# Gap closure:
#
Command and Options:
#
platanus --> command to run Platanus
#
gap_close --> run gap_close stage of software
#
-t 6 --> parallel threads = 6
#
-c out_scaffold.fa --> scaffold file from scaffolding stage
#
$all_in --> input PE and MP fastq files for gap closure
#
2>gap_log.txt --> redirect stderr output to file "gap_log.txt"
platanus gap_close -t 6 -c out_scaffold.fa $all_in 2>gap_log.txt
# ********************************************************************
#
END PROGRAM
# ********************************************************************
exit 0
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SCRIPT / PROGRAM NAME:
SOAPdenovo2 master script:
3E1C_SOAPdenovo2_timed_runs_x3
PURPOSE:
The master script created to perform triplicate timed runs of SOAPdenovo2 by calling the
SOAPdenovo2 run worker script with each of the configuration files in the working directory
three times each. This script uses the “/usr/bin/time -v” functionality of Linus to obtain detailed
timing data for each SOAPdenovo2 run.
APPLICATION IN THIS PROJECT:
This script was used to perform three replicate timed runs of SOAPdenovo2 with each of these
sets of QC1 (FastX-preprocessed) data files:
PE data files only
PE and MP files
All data files (PE, MP, and H9W2)
USAGE INFORMATION:
Call this script from within a working directory which contains the SOAPdenovo2 run worker
script as well as all of the SOAPdenovo2 configuration files for the runs intended to be
performed and timed in triplicate. The naming standard for these run-specific SOAPdenovo2
configuration files is:
“<SPECIFIC_RUN_NAME>.config”
The SOAPdenovo2 run worker script used with this master script must be named:
“run_SOAPdenovo2”
The number of such configuration files can be any integer greater than or equal to one. Please
note that all configuration files within the working directory will be used.
Call:
3E1C_SOAPdenovo2_timed_runs_x3
(Note: no parameters need be passed with this script call.)
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3E1C_SOAPdenovo2_timed_runs_x3

1

#!/bin/bash
# ********************************************************************
#
STATIC VARIABLES
# ********************************************************************
sep="________________________________________________________________"
dsh="----------------------------------------------------------------"

# ********************************************************************
#
MAIN PROGRAM
# ********************************************************************
# Timed runs of abyss-pe:
for i in *.config
do
for j in {1..3}
do
# Header for nohup log:
echo $sep
echo
echo $sep
echo
echo $sep
echo
echo "RUN = "$i" --- replicate # "$j
echo
# Create output directory for results and move to it:
run="${i%.*}"
out="output_"$run"-"$j
echo "OUTPUT DIRECTORY = "$out
echo
mkdir $out
cd $out
# Replicate j of timed run i of abyss-pe:
name=$run"-"$j
# /usr/bin/time -v ../$i $name
call="/usr/bin/time -v ../run_SOAPdenovo2 ../$i $name"
echo "CALL = "$call
$call
echo
echo $i
# Move back to original directory:
cd ..
done

done
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# ********************************************************************
#
END PROGRAM
# ********************************************************************
exit 0
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SCRIPT / PROGRAM NAME:
SOAPdenovo2 worker script:
run_SOAPdenovo2
PURPOSE:
This script serves as the worker script which actually calls SOAPdenovo2 with the
configuration file name and run name provided to it by the master script
“3E1C_SOAPdenovo2_timed_runs_x3”. Timing of these runs was achieved by calling this
script from the master script using the “/usr/bin/time -v” timing function of Linux.

APPLICATION IN THIS PROJECT:
This script was used to perform the timed runs of SOAPdenovo2 with each of these sets of QC1
(FastX-preprocessed) data files:
PE data files only
PE and MP files
All data files (PE, MP, and H9W2)

USAGE INFORMATION:
This SOAPdenovo2 run script was meant to be a worker script called by the master script
“3E1C_SOAPdenovo2_timed_runs_x3”. However, if desired it can be called directly as follows:
Example call:
run_SOAPdenovo2 <CONFIG_FILE_PATH> <RUN_NAME>
(Note: two parameters must be passed. The first of these must be the path to and name of
the SOAPdenovo2 configuration file to be used. The second must be the name to be used for this
run of SOAPdenovo2. This name should be unique among the runs to be performed in this set
and in this working directory.)
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1

#!/bin/bash
soap63="/usr/local/bin/soapdenovo2/SOAPdenovo-63mer"
soap127="/usr/local/bin/soapdenovo2/SOAPdenovo-127mer"
config_file=$1
graph_prefix=$2
echo
echo " ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** "
echo
# Construct command call to run SOAPdenovo2:
call="$soap63 all -s $config_file -p 6 -K 47 -R -o $graph_prefix"
echo "run_SOAPdenovo2 call = "$call
$call
#
#
#
#
#
#

Test
echo
echo
echo
echo
head

output:
"graph_prefix = "$graph_prefix
"config_file = "$config_file
$config_file

echo
echo " ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** "
echo
exit 0
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SCRIPT / PROGRAM NAME:
SOAPdenovo2 configuration files:
3E1C-C_260-500.config
3E1C-D_260-500-MP.config
3E1C-E_260-500-MP-BADXX.config
PURPOSE:
These are the SOAPdenovo2 configuration files required to specify options for assemblies using
sets of the QC1 (FastX-preprocessed) data files.
APPLICATION IN THIS PROJECT:
These configuration files were used to generate assemblies using SOAPdenovo2 with the
following sets of FastX-preprocessed (QC1) data:
 PE data files only:
o 3E1C-C_260-500.config
 PE and MP files:
o 3E1C-D_260-500-MP.config
 All data files (PE, MP, and H9W2):
o 3E1C-E_260-500-MP-BADXX.config
USAGE INFORMATION:
Since these are configuration files rather than scripts, there is no way to execute these files. They
exist solely for the purpose of setting options for SOAPdenovo2 runs.
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********************************************************************
********************************************************************
**
**
**
CONFIG FILE FOR SOAPdenovo2
**
**
260, 500
**
**
2018-01-31
**
**
**
********************************************************************
********************************************************************

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

1

# ********************************************************************
#
EXAMPLE INPUTS:
# ********************************************************************
# Maximal read length:
#
max_rd_len=160
# [LIB]
# Average insert size:
#
avg_ins=260
# If sequence needs to be reversed (0 for P.E. data, 1 for M.P. data):
#
reverse_seq=0
# In which parts the reads are used
# (1=assembly only, 2=scaffolding only, 3=both (1&2),
# 4=gap closure only):
#
asm_flags=3
# The number of nucleotides from each read to actually be used:
#
rd_len_cutoff=160
# In which order are reads used while scaffolding
# (assign a rank to this library):
#
rank=1
# Cutoff of pair number for a reliable connection between contigs or
# scaffolds (at least 3 for P.E. data, at least 5 for M.P. data):
#
pair_num_cutoff=3
# Minimum aligned length to contigs for a reliable read location
# (P.E.: >= 32, M.P.: >= 35):
#
map_len=32
# A pair of fastq files, read 1 file first and read 2 file second:
#
q1=../../19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq
#
q2=../../19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq
# ********************************************************************
#
ACTUAL INPUTS:
# ********************************************************************
max_rd_len=160
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#---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---#
260bp:
#---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---[LIB]
avg_ins=260
reverse_seq=0
asm_flags=3
rd_len_cutoff=160
rank=1
pair_num_cutoff=3
map_len=32
q1=../../19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq
q2=../../19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq
#---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---#
500bp:
#---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---[LIB]
avg_ins=500
reverse_seq=0
asm_flags=3
rd_len_cutoff=160
rank=2
pair_num_cutoff=3
map_len=32
q1=../../19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq
q2=../../19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq
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3E1C-D_260-500-MP.config

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

1

********************************************************************
********************************************************************
**
**
**
CONFIG FILE FOR SOAPdenovo2
**
**
260, 500, 5kb, 10kb, 20kb
**
**
2018-01-31
**
**
**
********************************************************************
********************************************************************

# ********************************************************************
#
EXAMPLE INPUTS:
# ********************************************************************
# Maximal read length:
#
max_rd_len=160
# [LIB]
# Average insert size:
#
avg_ins=260
# If sequence needs to be reversed (0 for P.E. data, 1 for M.P. data):
#
reverse_seq=0
# In which parts the reads are used
# (1=assembly only, 2=scaffolding only, 3=both (1&2),
# 4=gap closure only):
#
asm_flags=3
# The number of nucleotides from each read to actually be used:
#
rd_len_cutoff=160
# In which order are reads used while scaffolding
# (assign a rank to this library):
#
rank=1
# Cutoff of pair number for a reliable connection between contigs or
# scaffolds (at least 3 for P.E. data, at least 5 for M.P. data):
#
pair_num_cutoff=3
# Minimum aligned length to contigs for a reliable read location
# (P.E.: >= 32, M.P.: >= 35):
#
map_len=32
# A pair of fastq files, read 1 file first and read 2 file second:
#
q1=../../19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq
#
q2=../../19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq
# ********************************************************************
#
ACTUAL INPUTS:
# ********************************************************************
max_rd_len=160
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#---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---#
260bp:
#---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---[LIB]
avg_ins=260

2

reverse_seq=0
asm_flags=3
rd_len_cutoff=160
rank=1
pair_num_cutoff=3
map_len=32
q1=../../19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq
q2=../../19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq
#---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---#
500bp:
#---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---[LIB]
avg_ins=500
reverse_seq=0
asm_flags=3
rd_len_cutoff=160
rank=2
pair_num_cutoff=3
map_len=32
q1=../../19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq
q2=../../19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq
#---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---#
5kb:
#---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---[LIB]
avg_ins=5000
reverse_seq=1
asm_flags=2
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rd_len_cutoff=160
rank=3
pair_num_cutoff=5
map_len=35
q1=../../19_91_5kb_CGATGT_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq
q2=../../19_91_5kb_CGATGT_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq
#---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---#
10kb:
#---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---[LIB]
avg_ins=10000
reverse_seq=1
asm_flags=2
rd_len_cutoff=160
rank=4
pair_num_cutoff=5
map_len=35
q1=../../19_91_10kb_ACAGTG_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq
q2=../../19_91_10kb_ACAGTG_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq
#---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---#
20kb:
#---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---[LIB]
avg_ins=20000
reverse_seq=1
asm_flags=2
rd_len_cutoff=160
rank=5
pair_num_cutoff=5
map_len=35
q1=../../19_91_20kb_GTGAAA_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq
q2=../../19_91_20kb_GTGAAA_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq
file:///home/lars/ALL_SCRIPTS_READY/3E1C-D_260-500-MP.config
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3E1C-E_260-500-MP-BADXX.config

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

1

********************************************************************
********************************************************************
**
**
**
CONFIG FILE FOR SOAPdenovo2
**
**
260, 500, 5kb, 10kb, 20kb, BADXX
**
**
2018-01-31
**
**
**
********************************************************************
********************************************************************

# ********************************************************************
#
EXAMPLE INPUTS:
# ********************************************************************
# Maximal read length:
#
max_rd_len=160
# [LIB]
# Average insert size:
#
avg_ins=260
# If sequence needs to be reversed (0 for P.E. data, 1 for M.P. data):
#
reverse_seq=0
# In which parts the reads are used
# (1=assembly only, 2=scaffolding only, 3=both (1&2),
# 4=gap closure only):
#
asm_flags=3
# The number of nucleotides from each read to actually be used:
#
rd_len_cutoff=160
# In which order are reads used while scaffolding
# (assign a rank to this library):
#
rank=1
# Cutoff of pair number for a reliable connection between contigs or
# scaffolds (at least 3 for P.E. data, at least 5 for M.P. data):
#
pair_num_cutoff=3
# Minimum aligned length to contigs for a reliable read location
# (P.E.: >= 32, M.P.: >= 35):
#
map_len=32
# A pair of fastq files, read 1 file first and read 2 file second:
#
q1=../../19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq
#
q2=../../19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq
# ********************************************************************
#
ACTUAL INPUTS:
# ********************************************************************
max_rd_len=201
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#---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---#
260bp:
#---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---[LIB]
avg_ins=260

2

reverse_seq=0
asm_flags=3
rd_len_cutoff=160
rank=1
pair_num_cutoff=3
map_len=32
q1=../../19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq
q2=../../19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq
#---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---#
500bp:
#---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---[LIB]
avg_ins=500
reverse_seq=0
asm_flags=3
rd_len_cutoff=160
rank=2
pair_num_cutoff=3
map_len=32
q1=../../19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq
q2=../../19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq
#---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---#
5kb:
#---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---[LIB]
avg_ins=5000
reverse_seq=1
asm_flags=2
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rd_len_cutoff=160
rank=3
pair_num_cutoff=5
map_len=35
q1=../../19_91_5kb_CGATGT_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq
q2=../../19_91_5kb_CGATGT_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq
#---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---#
10kb:
#---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---[LIB]
avg_ins=10000
reverse_seq=1
asm_flags=2
rd_len_cutoff=160
rank=4
pair_num_cutoff=5
map_len=35
q1=../../19_91_10kb_ACAGTG_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq
q2=../../19_91_10kb_ACAGTG_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq
#---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---#
20kb:
#---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---[LIB]
avg_ins=20000
reverse_seq=1
asm_flags=2
rd_len_cutoff=160
rank=5
pair_num_cutoff=5
map_len=35
q1=../../19_91_20kb_GTGAAA_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq
q2=../../19_91_20kb_GTGAAA_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq
file:///home/lars/ALL_SCRIPTS_READY/3E1C-E_260-500-MP-BADXX.config
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#---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---#
BADXX:
#---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---[LIB]
avg_ins=20000
reverse_seq=1
asm_flags=2
rd_len_cutoff=201
rank=6
pair_num_cutoff=5
map_len=35
q1=../../3742_1570_11609_H9W2BADXX_19-91_R1_L100_paired.fastq
q2=../../3742_1570_11609_H9W2BADXX_19-91_R2_L100_paired.fastq
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SCRIPT / PROGRAM NAME:
FastX adapter trimming and quality trimming script:
QC1_stage_A---run_all_fastx_adapter_trimming_2017-07-03-A
PURPOSE:
This script was created to perform all of the FastX adapter and quality trimming portion of the
QC1 preprocessing pipeline. Adapter sequences established for trimming include all of the
sequences reported as over-represented by FastQC. These include the following:
Over-Represented Sequences Reported by FastQC and Used for Adapter Trimming
Over-Represented
Sequence

Sequence Identity

Sequence

TruSeq6

Illumina TruSeq
Adapter, Index 6

GATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAA
CTCCAGTCACGCCAATATCTCGTAT
GC

TruSeq12

Illumina TruSeq
Adapter, Index 12

GATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAA
CTCCAGTCACCTTGTAATCTCGTAT
GC

NexteraTrans1

Illumina Nextera
Transposase Adapter,
Read 1

TCGTCGGCAGCGTCAGATGTGTAT
AAGAGACAG

NexteraTrans2

Illumina Nextera
Transposase Adapter,
Read 2

GTCTCGTGGGCTCGGAGATGTGTA
TAAGAGACAG

“No Hit 1”

pGEM-3Zf(+)(-)

GGGCGAATTCGAGCTCGGTACCCG
GGGATCCTCTAGAGTCGACCTGCA
GG

“No Hit 2”

pBluescript

TCCCCGCGCGTTGGCCGATTCATT
AATGCAGCTGGCACGACAGGTTTC
CC

Due to the fact that FastX searches for an exact match to the entire adapter sequence provided,
each of the target sequences listed above was provided in a set of forms meant to allow FastX to
find and remove partial adapters or their reverse-complements. For this purpose each overrepresented sequence was presented to FastX as the 5’ half and the 3’ half of both the forward
sequence and its reverse-complement.
This script also performs quality trimming of the 3’ ends of the reads in the data files to the
quality thresholds 13, 16, and 20.
B-54

The number of reads present in each file is calculated and recorded after each step of processing.
APPLICATION IN THIS PROJECT:
This script was used for QC1 adapter trimming and quality trimming.
USAGE INFORMATION:
When called, this script will automatically iterate through and process every fastq file in the
working directory. Furthermore, all of the processing options are hard-coded into the script,
leaving no parameters which need to be provided at run time.
Call:
QC1_stage_A---run_all_fastx_adapter_trimming_2017-07-03-A
(Note: no parameters need be passed with this script call.)
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#!/bin/bash
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

********************************************************************
********************************************************************
**
**
**
SCRIPT FOR EXECUTION OF FastX ON ALL
**
**
FASTQ FILES WITHIN WORKING DIRECTORY
**
**
**
********************************************************************
********************************************************************

# ********************************************************************
#
SET VARIABLES
# ********************************************************************
# Adapter sequences to be removed:
adapters=(
'GGGCGAATTCGAGCTCGGTACCCGG' # NoHit1 5' (A0)
'GGATCCTCTAGAGTCGACCTGCAGG' # NoHit1 3' (A1)
'TCCCCGCGCGTTGGCCGATTCATTA' # NoHit2 5' (A2)
'ATGCAGCTGGCACGACAGGTTTCCC' # NoHit2 3' (A3)
'GATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACT' # TruSeq6 5' (A4)
'CCAGTCACGCCAATATCTCGTATGC' # TruSeq6 3' (A5)
'GATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACT' # TruSeq12 5' (A6)
'CCAGTCACCTTGTAATCTCGTATGC' # TruSeq12 3' (A7)
'ATGTGTATAAGAGACAG' # NexteraTrans1 3' (A8)
'ATGTGTATAAGAGACAG' # NexteraTrans2 3' (A9)
'CCTGCAGGTCGACTCTAGAGGATCC' # Rev-Comp NoHit1 5' (A10)
'CCGGGTACCGAGCTCGAATTCGCCC' # Rev-Comp NoHit1 3' (A11)
'GGGAAACCTGTCGTGCCAGCTGCAT' # Rev-Comp NoHit2 5' (A12)
'TAATGAATCGGCCAACGCGCGGGGA' # Rev-Comp NoHit2 3' (A13)
'CTGTCTCTTATACACAT' # Rev-Comp NexteraTrans1 5' (A14)
'CTGTCTCTTATACACAT' # Rev-Comp NexteraTrans2 5' (A15)
'CGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG' # Rev-Comp NexteraIndex1 3' (A16)
'CTCGGTGGTCGCCGTATCATT' # Rev-Comp NexteraIndex2 3' (A17)
)
quality_thresholds=(
'13'
'16'
'20'
)
# Time-date stamp:
now=$(date "+%Y-%m-%d_%H%M%S")
# Output directories and files:
fastqcDir="fastqc_out_$now"
mkdir $fastqcDir
countsfile="$fastqcDir/fastq_read_counts_$now.csv"
lengthsfile="$fastqcDir/fastq_read_lengths_$now.csv"
fastxOutDir="fastx_output_$now"
mkdir $fastxOutDir
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# ********************************************************************
#
HEADER FOR NOHUP LOG
# ********************************************************************
echo
echo "***************************************************************"
echo "***************************************************************"
echo "Log of $0 execution $now"
echo "***************************************************************"
echo "***************************************************************"
echo
# ********************************************************************
#
MODIFY PATH VARIABLE AS NEEDED
# ********************************************************************
# Save the original PATH value in the variable named oldpath:
echo "Original PATH value:"
echo $PATH
echo
oldpath=$PATH
# Modify the PATH variable to allow execution of packages:
echo "Setting new PATH value..."
export PATH=/home/lars/bin/FastQC:/home/lars/bin/FastX/bin:$PATH
echo "New PATH value:"
echo $PATH
echo
# ********************************************************************
#
SET UP LOG FILES
# ********************************************************************
# Header for log:
echo "__________________________________________________"
echo
echo "Log of FastX Adapter Clipper / Quality Trimmer run `date`:"
echo "__________________________________________________"
echo
# Header for countsfile:
echo "Filename,#Reads" > $countsfile
# Header for lengthsfile:
lengthsArr=("Filename" {1..201})
lengthsStr=$( IFS=$','; echo "${lengthsArr[*]}" )
echo $lengthsStr > $lengthsfile
# ********************************************************************
#
RUN FASTX PROCESSES
# ********************************************************************
for i in *.fastq # Outer (fastq file) for loop - iterate by fastq file
file:///home/lars/ALL_SCRIPTS_READY/QC1_stage_A---run_all_fastx_adapter_trimming_2017-07-03-A
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109 do # Begin outer (fastq file) for loop
110
111
# Set initial value for file name:
112
outfile=$i
113
114
# ****************************************************************
115
#
ITERATE THROUGH LIST OF ADAPTER SEQUENCES
116
#
AND CLIP THEM FROM THE READS OF THIS FILE
117
# ****************************************************************
118
119
# Inner (adapter sequence) for loop - by adapter:
120
for j in ${!adapters[*]}
121
do # Begin inner (adapter sequence) for loop
122
123
adapter=${adapters[j]}
124
adapter_length=${#adapter}
125
align=$((9 * adapter_length / 10))
126
infile=$outfile
127
outfile=${infile%.*}"_A$j.fastq"
128
clip="fastx_clipper -v -Q33"
129
130
call="$clip -a $adapter -M $align -i $infile -o $outfile"
131
echo $call
132
$call
133
134
echo "__________________________________________________"
135
echo
136
137
# -----------------------------------------------------------138
139
# Count reads in this output file:
140
read linecount filename <<< $(wc -l $outfile)
141
echo "$filename,$((linecount / 4))" >> $countsfile
142
143
# -----------------------------------------------------------144
# Compile read lengths distribution for this final output file
145
# and save results as a row in the csv file ($lengthsfile):
146
for i in ${!lengthsArr[*]}
147
do
148
lengthsArr[$i]=0
149
done
150
lengthsArr[0]=$outfile
151
# - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 152
i=0
153
j=0
154
firstID=0
155
while read -r line
156
do
157
((i++))
158
((j++))
159
if [[ $firstID == 0 && $line == @* ]]
160
then
161
firstID=1
162
j=3
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fi
if (( $j % 4 == 0))
then
((lengthsArr[${#line}]++))
fi
done < "$outfile"
# - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - lengthsStr=$( IFS=$','; echo "${lengthsArr[*]}" )
echo $lengthsStr >> $lengthsfile
# -----------------------------------------------------------# Move intermediate files (but NOT original file) to output
# dir:
if [ $j -gt 0 ]
then
mv $infile $fastxOutDir
fi
done # End inner (adapter sequence) for loop
# ****************************************************************
#
QUALITY TRIMMING TO REMOVE BASES WITH PHRED
#
SCORES BELOW Q-VAL FROM THE 3' ENDS OF READS
# ****************************************************************
# Inner (quality trimming) for loop - by q-value:
for k in ${quality_thresholds[*]}
do # Begin inner (quality trimming) for loop
q_val=$k
infile=$outfile
outfile=${infile%.*}"_Q$q_val.fastq"
trim="fastq_quality_trimmer -v -Q33"
call="$trim -t $q_val -i $infile -o $outfile"
echo $call
$call
echo "__________________________________________________"
echo
# -----------------------------------------------------------# Count reads in this output file:
read linecount filename <<< $(wc -l $outfile)
echo "$filename,$((linecount / 4))" >> $countsfile
# -----------------------------------------------------------# Compile read lengths distribution for this final output file
# and save results as a row in the csv file ($lengthsfile):
for i in ${!lengthsArr[*]}
do
lengthsArr[$i]=0
done
lengthsArr[0]=$outfile
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# - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i=0
j=0
firstID=0
while read -r line
do
((i++))
((j++))
if [[ $firstID == 0 && $line == @* ]]
then
firstID=1
j=3
fi
if (( $j % 4 == 0))
then
((lengthsArr[${#line}]++))
fi
done < "$outfile"
# - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - lengthsStr=$( IFS=$','; echo "${lengthsArr[*]}" )
echo $lengthsStr >> $lengthsfile
# -----------------------------------------------------------# Run FastQC on the output file:
fastqc $outfile --outdir=$fastqcDir
# Move intermediate files to output dir:
mv $infile $fastxOutDir
done # End inner (quality trimming) for loop
# ****************************************************************
#
COLLECT STATISTICS AND QUALITY DATA ON THIS FINAL
#
OUTPUT FILE, THEN MOVE TO DESTINATION DIRECTORY
# ****************************************************************
# Move fastx processing output file to fastx output directory:
mv $outfile $fastxOutDir
done # End outer (fastq file) for loop

# ********************************************************************
#
RESTORE ORIGINAL PATH VARIABLE
# ********************************************************************
# Restore the original value of PATH:
echo
echo "Restoring the original PATH value..."
export PATH=$oldpath
echo "Current PATH:"
echo $PATH
echo
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# ********************************************************************
#
END PROGRAM
# ********************************************************************
exit 0

6
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SCRIPT / PROGRAM NAME:
FastX 100nt length filtering script:
QC1_stage_B---run_fastx_100nt_length_filtering_2017-08-09
PURPOSE:
This script was created to use FastX to trim poly-T regions from the reads of fastq files and
length filter those files to a threshold value of 100nt.
APPLICATION IN THIS PROJECT:
This script was used as part of the QC1 (FastX-preprocessing) pipeline. It’s function was
specifically to remove poly-T runs from the data file reads and remove any reads shorter than
100nt. This processing was performed on files that had already been adapter trimmed and
quality trimmed using the script “QC1_stage_A---run_all_fastx_adapter_trimming_2017-07-03A”.
USAGE INFORMATION:
When called, this script will automatically iterate through and process every fastq file in the
working directory. Furthermore, all of the processing options are hard-coded into the script,
leaving no parameters which need to be provided at run time.
Call:
QC1_stage_B---run_fastx_100nt_length_filtering_2017-08-09
(Note: no parameters need be passed with this script call.)
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#!/bin/bash
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

********************************************************************
********************************************************************
**
**
**
SCRIPT FOR FastX 100nt LENGTH FILTERING
**
**
OF ALL FASTQ FILES WITHIN DIRECTORY
**
**
**
********************************************************************
********************************************************************

# ********************************************************************
#
SET VARIABLES
# ********************************************************************
# Time-date stamp:
now=$(date "+%Y-%m-%d_%H-%M-%S")
# Output directories and files:
fastqcDir="fastqc_out_$now"
mkdir $fastqcDir
countsfile="$fastqcDir/fastq_read_counts_$now.csv"
lengthsfile="$fastqcDir/fastq_read_lengths_$now.csv"

# Length-filtering variables:
adapt=TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
T
28 adapt_length=70
29 min_length=100
30 callLF="fastx_clipper -Q33 -a $adapt -M $adapt_length -l $min_length"
31
32
33 # ********************************************************************
34 #
HEADER FOR NOHUP LOG
35 # ********************************************************************
36 echo
37 echo "***************************************************************"
38 echo "***************************************************************"
39 echo "Log of $0 execution $now"
40 echo "***************************************************************"
41 echo "***************************************************************"
42 echo
43
44
45 # ********************************************************************
46 #
MODIFY PATH VARIABLE AS NEEDED
47 # ********************************************************************
48 # Save the original PATH value in the variable named oldpath:
49 echo "Original PATH value:"
50 echo $PATH
51 echo
52 oldpath=$PATH
53
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# Modify the PATH variable to allow execution of packages:
echo "Setting new PATH value..."
export PATH=/home/lars/bin/FastQC:/home/lars/bin/FastX/bin:$PATH
echo "New PATH value:"
echo $PATH
echo
# ********************************************************************
#
SET UP LOG FILES
# ********************************************************************
# Header for log:
echo "__________________________________________________"
echo
echo "Log of FastX Clipper 100nt Length Filtering run."
echo $now
echo "__________________________________________________"
echo
# Header for countsfile:
echo "Filename,#Reads" > $countsfile
# Header for lengthsfile:
lengthsArr=("Filename" {1..201})
lengthsStr=$( IFS=$','; echo "${lengthsArr[*]}" )
echo $lengthsStr > $lengthsfile
# ********************************************************************
#
GUNZIP FASTQ.GZ FILES
# ********************************************************************
echo "_______________________________________________________________"
echo
# Unzip files:
call="gunzip *.fastq.gz"
echo $(date "+%Y-%m-%d_%H-%M-%S")
echo $call
$call
echo "_______________________________________________________________"
echo
# ********************************************************************
#
RUN FASTX PROCESSES
# ********************************************************************
echo "_______________________________________________________________"
echo
for i in *.fastq # fastq file for loop - iterate by fastq file
do # Begin fastq file for loop
echo "_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _"
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echo
# Set value for output file name:
o=${i%.*}"_L"$min_length".fastq"
# Construct and execute fastx_clipper call:
call="$callLF -i $i -o $o"
echo $(date "+%Y-%m-%d_%H-%M-%S")
echo $call
$call
echo "_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _"
echo
done # End fastq file for loop
echo "_______________________________________________________________"
echo
# ********************************************************************
#
FastQC ANALYZE AND COLLECT DATA FOR ALL FASTQ FILES
# ********************************************************************
echo "_______________________________________________________________"
echo
# Run FastQC on all fastq files:
call="fastqc *.fastq"
echo $(date "+%Y-%m-%d_%H-%M-%S")
echo $call
$call
echo "_______________________________________________________________"
echo
echo "_______________________________________________________________"
echo
# Collect data on all fastq files:
for f in *.fastq
do
# ---------------------------------------------------------------# Count reads in input and output files:
read linecount filename <<< $(wc -l $f)
echo "$filename,$((linecount / 4))" >> $countsfile
# ---------------------------------------------------------------# Compile read lengths distribution the output file and save
# results as a row in the csv file ($lengthsfile):
for i in ${!lengthsArr[*]}
do
lengthsArr[$i]=0
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done
lengthsArr[0]=$o
# - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i=0
j=0
firstID=0
while read -r line
do
((i++))
((j++))
if [[ $firstID == 0 && $line == @* ]]
then
firstID=1
j=3
fi
if (( $j % 4 == 0))
then
((lengthsArr[${#line}]++))
fi
done < "$f"
# - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - lengthsStr=$( IFS=$','; echo "${lengthsArr[*]}" )
echo $lengthsStr >> $lengthsfile
done

# ----------------------------------------------------------------

echo "_______________________________________________________________"
echo
# ********************************************************************
#
GZIP ALL FASTQ FILES
# ********************************************************************
echo "_______________________________________________________________"
echo
# Zip all fastq files:
call="gzip *.fastq"
echo $(date "+%Y-%m-%d_%H-%M-%S")
echo $call
$call
echo "_______________________________________________________________"
echo
# ********************************************************************
#
RESTORE ORIGINAL PATH VARIABLE
# ********************************************************************
# Restore the original value of PATH:
echo
echo "Restoring the original PATH value..."
export PATH=$oldpath
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echo "Current PATH:"
echo $PATH
echo
# ********************************************************************
#
END PROGRAM
# ********************************************************************
exit 0
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SCRIPT / PROGRAM NAME:
Post-FastX processing file name condensation script:
QC1_stage_C1---condense_L100_filenames
PURPOSE:
This script was created to remove the process-specific flags added to the file names of FastXprocessed files by the script “QC1_stage_A---run_all_fastx_adapter_trimming_2017-07-03-A”
at the completion of each trimming stage.
APPLICATION IN THIS PROJECT:
This script was used to shorten the extremely long file names that resulted from the accumulation
of trimming process completion flags added during the adapter trimming and quality trimming
stages of QC1.
USAGE INFORMATION:
When called, this script will automatically iterate through and process every gzip-compressed
fastq file in the working directory. Furthermore, all of the processing options are hard-coded into
the script, leaving no parameters which need to be provided at run time.
Call:
QC1_stage_C1---condense_L100_filenames
(Note: no parameters need be passed with this script call.)
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#!/bin/bash
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

********************************************************************
********************************************************************
**
**
**
SCRIPT FOR REMOVING FastX-PROCESSING STAGE LABELS FROM THE
**
** NAMES OF ALL FastX-PREPROCESSED FASTQ FILES IN THE DIRECTORY **
**
**
********************************************************************
********************************************************************

# ********************************************************************
#
MAIN PROGRAM
# ********************************************************************
# Iterate through all gzip-compressed FastX-preprocessed fastq files
# within the current working directory:
for i in *.fastq.gz
do
# Construct a new name for this file without the labels added to
# track the progress of FastX preprocessing:
outfile=${i%%_A0_A1*}"_L100.fastq.gz"

done

# Change the name of this file from the current name to the new
# name created above:
mv $i $outfile

# ********************************************************************
#
END PROGRAM
# ********************************************************************
exit 0
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SCRIPT / PROGRAM NAME:
Post-FastX processing orphaned read removal master script:
QC1_stage_C2---run_RemoveOrphanedReads4
PURPOSE:
This script calls the program “RemoveOrphanedReads4.java” with the pairs of FastX-processed
data files for each library of the sequencing data. This processing is done to remove reads which
have become “orphaned” by the removal of their mate in the other file of a given pair.
APPLICATION IN THIS PROJECT:
This script was used to remove reads which had been orphaned during QC1 FastX preprocessing
by calling “RemoveOrphanedReads4.java” with each library’s pair of preprocessed data files.
USAGE INFORMATION:
Since this script was written specifically for use with the data for this project, the names of the
files to be processed are hard-coded in a pair of arrays named “inR1” and “inR2”. These arrays
can be modified to contain the names of other paired data files if desired, but doing so would
require editing the script using a text editor or BASH-compatible Integrated Development
Environment (IDE) program. If this is done it is important to pair the files by their indices in
their respective arrays. For a given pair of files representing one sequencing library for the data
set in question, the name of the “R1” (“forward” or “read 1”) file for that pair would be stored in
array “inR1”. The other file of that pair, the “R2” file, must be stored in the “inR2” array at the
exact same index position that its mate occupies in the “inR1” array, otherwise these files will
not be passed to “RemoveOrphanedReads4.java” as a pair and the data files will not be
processed correctly.
This script is simply called from within the working directory containing the pairs of FastXprocessed data files specified in the “inR1” and “inR2” arrays. This script will accept files that
are gzip-compressed or not compressed.
The input, output, and all other fastq files in the working directory will be compressed via gzip
when processing is completed.
Call:
QC1_stage_C2---run_RemoveOrphanedReads4
(Note: no parameters need be passed with this script call.)
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#!/bin/bash
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

********************************************************************
********************************************************************
**
**
** SCRIPT FOR EXECUTION OF RemoveOrphanedReads4.java TO REMOVE
**
**
ORPHANED READS FROM FastX-PREPROCESSED FASTQ FILE PAIRS
**
**
**
********************************************************************
********************************************************************

# ********************************************************************
#
SET VARIABLES
# ********************************************************************
# Time-date stamp:
now=$(date "+%Y-%m-%d_%H%M%S")
# Arrays of input files:
inR1=(
"19_91_10kb_ACAGTG_L001_R1_001*.fastq"
"19_91_20kb_GTGAAA_L001_R1_001*.fastq"
"19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R1_001*.fastq"
"19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R1_001*.fastq"
"19_91_5kb_CGATGT_L001_R1_001*.fastq"
"3742_1570_11609_H9W2BADXX_19-91_R1*.fastq"
)
inR2=(
"19_91_10kb_ACAGTG_L001_R2_001*.fastq"
"19_91_20kb_GTGAAA_L001_R2_001*.fastq"
"19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R2_001*.fastq"
"19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R2_001*.fastq"
"19_91_5kb_CGATGT_L001_R2_001*.fastq"
"3742_1570_11609_H9W2BADXX_19-91_R2*.fastq"
)
# Separator line:
sep=$'_____________________________________________________________\n'
# ********************************************************************
#
DEFINE FUNCTIONS
# ********************************************************************
# Function to run RemoveOrphanedReads4.java:
call_RemoveOrphanedReads4 ()
{
echo "Running RemoveOrphanedReads4.java"
echo "Begins: "$(date "+%Y/%m/%d %H:%M:%S")
echo "Input files:"
echo $1
echo $2
echo
call="java RemoveOrphanedReads4 $1 $2"
file:///home/lars/ALL_SCRIPTS_READY/QC1_stage_C2---run_RemoveOrphanedReads4
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echo $call
$call
echo
echo "Concludes: "$(date "+%Y/%m/%d %H:%M:%S")
echo "$sep""$sep"

# ********************************************************************
#
MAIN PROGRAM
# ********************************************************************
# Extract gzipped fastq files:
gunzip *.fastq.gz
echo "$sep""$sep"
# Run RemoveOrphanedReads4.java on all fastq files in this directory:
for i in ${!inR1[@]}
do
call_RemoveOrphanedReads4 "${inR1[i]}" "${inR2[i]}"
done
# Gzip compress all fastq files:
gzip *.fastq
# ********************************************************************
#
END PROGRAM
# ********************************************************************
exit 0
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SCRIPT / PROGRAM NAME:
Post-FastX processing orphaned read removal worker java program:
RemoveOrphanedReads4.java
PURPOSE:
This program was written specifically to ensure that all of the reads in data files presented to
assembler software packages will have mates in the other member of their respective data file
pairs, regardless of the loss of reads resulting from quality control preprocessing.
APPLICATION IN THIS PROJECT:
This program was called by the master script “QC1_stage_C2---run_RemoveOrphanedReads4”
with the pairs of data files from each sequencing library in order to remove reads that had been
“orphaned” in the process of QC1 FastX quality control preprocessing.
USAGE INFORMATION:
This program takes two fastq sequence data files as input. The first portion of the read IDs,
which is shared between R1 and R2 members of each read pair, is used to track the occurrence of
reads within the two files. If such a “common ID portion” is found in both files, the
corresponding reads are labeled as paired. These reads are then recorded in the R1 and R2 paired
reads output files, respectively. Any reads bearing a “common ID portion” which occurs in only
one of the pair of input files is labeled as orphaned. These reads are saved to R1 or R2 orphaned
reads output file, depending upon the input file in which they were found.
The output of this program consists of two files for each member of the input file pair. One of
these output files contains only those reads which have mates in the other member of the input
file pair. This output file will have same name as the input file except that the suffix “.fastq” will
be replaced with “_paired.fastq”. The other output file will contain all of the orphaned reads
found within that input file. This output file will also have the same name as the input file, but
with the suffix “_orphan.fastq” in place of “.fastq”.
Example call:
java RemoveOrphanedReads4 <file_R1.fastq> <file_R2.fastq>
(Note: exactly two parameters must be provided when calling this program. These are the
paths / names of the two members of a pair of sequencing data files in fastq format. These files
must be the “R1” and “R2” members of the paired files of the same sequencing library. Failure
to follow these requirements properly will result either in improper processing of the files or an
error message and early termination of the program.)
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1

/************************************************************
TITLE: RemoveOrphanedReads
AUTHOR: Lars J Olsen
COURSE: Bioinformatics Masters Thesis Project
DATE: 08/16/2017
PURPOSE: To scan fastq sequencing data file pairs and remove
any reads which have been "orphaned" by the removal
of their mates in the other files of the pair.
INPUT: The paths / names of a pair of fastq sequencing
data files which correspond to the "R1" and "R2"
members of the same library must be provided as
arguments when this program is run.
************************************************************/
import
import
import
import

java.util.*;
java.io.*;
java.text.*;
java.nio.*;

public class RemoveOrphanedReads4
{ // Begin class RemoveOrphanedReads.
//-----------------------------------------------------------//

STATIC (GLOBAL) VARIABLES AND OBJECTS

//-----------------------------------------------------------static String fastqR1, fastqR2; // Input file names.
static String outDir = "./RemoveOrphanedReads4_output"; // Output dir.
static String pairedR1out, pairedR2out; // Paired read output files.
static String onlyR1out, onlyR2out; // Orphaned read output files.
static HashMap<String,Boolean> readPresence = new
HashMap<String,Boolean>();
37
static String sep = " _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____";
38
static Calendar cal = Calendar.getInstance();
39
static DateFormat dateForm = new SimpleDateFormat("yyyy/MM/dd
HH:mm:ss");
40
41
42
43 //-----------------------------------------------------------44
45 //
DEFINE METHODS
46
47 //-----------------------------------------------------------48
// ***** USAGE METHOD *****
49
// Method to display usage information in the event that
50
// the arguments required for program execution are not
51
// provided.
52
public static void usage ()
file:///home/lars/ALL_SCRIPTS_READY/RemoveOrphanedReads4.java
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53
{ // Begin method usage.
54
55
System.out.println("\nUsage:\n" +
56
"Use this cammand format to execute this program:\n\n" +
57
"\tjava RemoveOrphanedReads4 " +
58
"inputR1.fastq inputR2.fastq\n\n" +
59
"Input files R1 and R2 must:\n" +
60
"\t1) be in fastq format\n" +
61
"\t2) contain corresponding members of paired-end" +
62
"sequencing data\n\n"
63
);
64
throw new IllegalArgumentException();
65
66
} // End method usage.
67
68 // - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 69
70
// ***** GET READ PRESENCE METHOD *****
71
// Method to scan fastq files and fill HashMap with read
72
// IDs and information regarding pair member ID presence.
73
public static void getReadPresence (
74
String inName
75
) throws Exception
76
{ // Begin method getReadPresence.
77
78
// Variables:
79
String line, commonID;
80
int lineCount = 0;
81
82
// Create new Scanner instance to lines read from file:
83
File inFile = new File (inName);
84
Scanner scan = new Scanner(inFile);
85
86
// Scan reads in from input file:
87
while (scan.hasNext())
88
{ // Begin scan loop.
89
line = scan.nextLine();
90
91
// Select read ID lines from input file and record
92
// occurrences of read IDs in the HashMap "readPresence":
93
if ((lineCount % 4) == 0)
94
{ // Begin "if lineCount is divisible by 4" block.
95
commonID = line.split(" ")[0];
96
97
// Record the occurrence of this common ID portion in
98
// the read ID presence HashMap:
99
if (readPresence.containsKey(commonID))
100
{
101
readPresence.put(commonID, true);
102
}
103
else
104
{
105
readPresence.put(commonID, false);
106
}
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107
108
} // End "if lineCount is divisible by 4" block.
109
110
// Increment line counter:
111
lineCount++;
112
} // End scan loop.
113
114
// Close the input file:
115
scan.close();
116
117
} // End method getReadPresence.
118
119 // - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 120
121
// ***** READ DIVERSION METHOD *****
122
// Method to examine read IDs and divert the associated
123
// reads to the appropriate output file.
124
public static void divertReads (
125
String inName
126
) throws Exception
127
{ // Begin method divertReads.
128
129
// Variables:
130
String pairedOutName, orphanOutName, line, commonID;
131
int lineCount = 0;
132
int readCount = 0;
133
int pairedCount = 0;
134
int orphanCount = 0;
135
boolean paired = false;
136
137
// Create new Scanner instance to lines read from file:
138
File inFile = new File (inName);
139
Scanner scan = new Scanner(inFile);
140
141
// Compose file names for output files:
142
pairedOutName = inName.replace(".fastq", "_paired.fastq");
143
pairedOutName = pairedOutName.replace(".fq", "_paired.fastq");
144
pairedOutName = (outDir + "/" + pairedOutName);
145
orphanOutName = inName.replace(".fastq", "_orphan.fastq");
146
orphanOutName = orphanOutName.replace(".fq", "_orphan.fastq");
147
orphanOutName = (outDir + "/" + orphanOutName);
148
149
// Test output:
150
System.out.println(
151
sep + sep + "\n\n" +
152
"Sorting reads into paired and orphaned output files.\n" +
153
"Begins: " + dateForm.format(cal.getTime()) + "\n\n" +
154
"Input file:\n" + inName + "\n\n" +
155
"Output files:\n" + pairedOutName + "\n" + orphanOutName
156
);
157
158
// Set up buffered file writers for output files:
159
Writer pairedWriter = new BufferedWriter(
160
new OutputStreamWriter(
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new FileOutputStream(pairedOutName),
"utf-8"

)
);
Writer orphanWriter = new BufferedWriter(
new OutputStreamWriter(
new FileOutputStream(orphanOutName),
"utf-8"
)
);
// Scan reads in from input file and divert them to the
// appropriate output files:
while (scan.hasNext())
{ // Begin scan loop.
// Read in the next line from the input file:
line = scan.nextLine();
if ((lineCount % 4) == 0) // Check for read ID line.
{ // Begin if lineCount is divisible by 4.
// Write existing read StringBuilder to appropriate
// file:
// Extract and report the portion of the read ID
// which this read has in common with its paired-end
// partner:
commonID = line.split(" ")[0];
// Set flag representing whether or not this read ID
// is present in both input files (ie, if this read
// is still paired):
paired = readPresence.get(commonID);
// Increment read counters:
readCount++;
if (paired)
{
pairedCount++;
}
else
{
orphanCount++;
}
} // End if lineCount is divisible by 4.
// Write all 4 lines of this read to the appropriate
// BufferedWriter for either paired or orphaned reads:
if (paired)
{
pairedWriter.write(line + "\n");
}
else
{
orphanWriter.write(line + "\n");
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215
}
216
217
// Increment line counter:
218
lineCount++;
219
220
} // End scan loop.
221
222
// Close the input and output files:
223
scan.close();
224
pairedWriter.flush();
225
pairedWriter.close();
226
orphanWriter.flush();
227
orphanWriter.close();
228
229
230
231
// Print out processing statistics:
232
System.out.println(
233
"\nRead sorting completed: " + dateForm.format(cal.getTime()) +
234
"\n\nTotal line count = " + lineCount +
235
"\nTotal read count = " + readCount +
236
"\n\nPaired read tally = " + pairedCount +
237
"\nProportion paired = " + (1.0*pairedCount/readCount) +
238
"\n\nOrphan read tally = " + orphanCount +
239
"\nProportion orphan = " + (1.0*orphanCount/readCount)
240
);
241
242
} // End method divertReads.
243
244
245
246 //-----------------------------------------------------------247
248 //
MAIN PROGRAM METHOD
249
250 //-----------------------------------------------------------251
public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception
252
{ // Begin main method.
253
254
// Parse command line arguments:
255
if (args.length != 2) usage();
256
fastqR1 = args[0];
257
fastqR2 = args[1];
258
259
// Create directory for output files (if it does not
260
// already exist:
261
new File(outDir).mkdirs();
262
263
// Collect data on the presence of each read in either
264
// or both of the fastq files in the pair:
265
getReadPresence(fastqR1);
266
getReadPresence(fastqR2);
267
268
// Use the data regarding presence of the reads in
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269
// these fastq files to assign each read to one of
270
// 3 categories (R1 only = "1", R2 only = "2", or
271
// both R1 and R2 = "3"), then divert that read to
272
// the corresponding output file:
273
divertReads(fastqR1);
274
divertReads(fastqR2);
275
276
// End program execution:
277
System.out.println(
278
"\nProgram execution concluded: " +
279
dateForm.format(cal.getTime()) +
280
"\n" + sep + sep + "\n"
281
);
282
System.exit(0);
283
284
} // End main method.
285
286 } // End class RemoveOrphanedReads.
287
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SCRIPT / PROGRAM NAME:
generate_LC_test_fastq_L.py
PURPOSE:
This Python program was created to generate a pair of simulated fastq files, both R1 and R2, to be used
in tests of the entropy filtering capabilities of BBDuk. Each of these output files contains 4,562
simulated reads, half of which are 160nt in length and the other half of which are 100nt long. All of
these reads are derived from an original pseudo-randomly generated read sequence of 160nt. A copy of
this simulated read is then truncated to 100nt. These comprise the control reads for 160nt and 100nt
lengths, the maximum and minimum for all the data files used in this project except the H9W2 files.
All possible homopolymer, dinucleotide, and trinucleotide repeat sequences are then generated,
following which various numbers of 6nt blocks of these sequences are substituted into copies of the
control reads.
APPLICATION IN THIS PROJECT:
A pair of simulated sequencing data fastq files were produced using this program in order to allow for
exact characterization of what types and lengths of low-complexity regions would be filtered out by
BBDuk’s entropy filter when using reads of both the full and minimum lengths used in this project.
USAGE INFORMATION:
All of the information needed for running this program is hard-coded into it. There are no input files or
values required. Maximum and minimum read lengths are set in the array variable “lengths” at 160nt
and 100nt respectively. The names of the output files created are set as “lowcomplexity_test_R1.fastq” for the R1 and “low-complexity_test_R2.fastq” for the R2 simulated reads.
The possible bases “A”, “C”, “G”, and “T” are preset in the “bases” array. Functions are provided
which create a pseudo-random simulated read of 160nt, trim a copy of that random read to 100nt,
generate all possible homopolymer, dinucleotide, and trinucleotide repeat sequences in lengths of 6nt,
and replace portions of copies of the random read sequences with various-length repeats of these lowcomplexity sequences. These settings can be modified if desired using a text editor or integrated
development environment (IDE) program.
Call:
python generate_LC_test_fastq_L.py
(Note: no parameters need be passed with this program call.)
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#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

1

********************************************************************
********************************************************************
**
**
** PYTHON PROGRAM TO GENERATE SIMULATED FASTQ FILES FOR TESTING **
**
OF LOW COMPLEXITY SEQUENCE FILTERING SOFTWARE FOR HTS DATA
**
**
**
********************************************************************
********************************************************************

# -------------------------------------------------------------------#
IMPORT STATEMENTS
# -------------------------------------------------------------------import sys
import random
# -------------------------------------------------------------------#
INITIALIZE VARIABLES
# -------------------------------------------------------------------bases = ['A', 'C', 'G', 'T']
lengths = [100, 160]
seq = ""
randSeq = ""
seqsLC = [[], [], []]
iD = ""
line3 = "+"
qScore = "I"
for i in range(8):
qScore += qScore
# -------------------------------------------------------------------#
DEFINE FUNCTIONS
# -------------------------------------------------------------------# Function to format a single-digit integer to a 2 digit string:
def formatIntTwoDig(inputInt):
thisInt = str(inputInt)
if len(thisInt) < 2:
return('0' + thisInt)
else:
return(thisInt)
# Function to write simulated HTS reads to a fastq file:
def readWriter(
outFile,
iD,
seq,
ln3,
scores
):
outFile.write(iD + "\n")
outFile.write(seq + "\n")
outFile.write(ln3 + "\n")
outFile.write(scores + "\n")
# Function to generate uniformly-formatted base read IDs:
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def generateBaseID(
baseIns, # The LC sequence inserted, or "NONE".
baseReadLen, # The total read length in nt.
baseMer, # Nt length of one LC repeat (mononuc = 1, dinuc = 2 ...)
baseReps, # Number of repeats of the insert sequence added.
baseModEnd, # End (5' or 3') at which the LC seq was added.
baseThis, # Whether read is control (CON) or experimental (EXP).
baseModRead # Modified read (NONE, R1, R2, BOTH) of this pair.
):
return(
"@Ins=" + str(baseIns) +
" ReadLen=" + str(baseReadLen) +
"_Mer=" + str(baseMer) +
"_Reps=" + str(baseReps) +
" ModEnd=" + str(baseModEnd) +
" This=" + str(baseThis) +
" ModRead=" + str(baseModRead)
)

2

# Function to create simulated HTS reads modified by insertion of
# repeat sequence regions, then output them to a fastq file via
# the "readWriter()" function defined above:
def modReadConstructor(
outFileList,
randomSeq,
insertSeq,
insertMer,
insertCount,
insertEnd,
insertRead,
ln3,
seqScores
):
# Method-local variables:
modSeq = ""
lC = ""
readIDs = []
modRead = ""
# Human-readable indication of which read(s) to modify:
if insertRead == 0:
modRead = "NONE"
elif insertRead == 1:
modRead = "R1"
elif insertRead == 2:
modRead = "R2"
elif insertRead == 3:
modRead = "BOTH"
else:
modRead = "***ERROR***"
# Base ID for unmodified random (control = "CON") read sequence:
randID = generateBaseID(
insertSeq,
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len(randomSeq),
insertMer,
formatIntTwoDig(insertCount),
insertEnd,
"CON",
modRead

)
# Base ID for repeat insert modified (experimental) read sequence:
modID = generateBaseID(
insertSeq,
len(randomSeq),
insertMer,
formatIntTwoDig(insertCount),
insertEnd,
"EXP",
modRead
)
# Generate insert sequence with the specified number of repeats:
for i in range(insertCount):
lC += insertSeq
# Generate sequence modified at specified end:
if insertEnd == "5\'":
modSeq = lC + randSeq[len(lC):len(randomSeq)]
elif insertEnd == "3\'":
modSeq = randSeq[:len(randomSeq) - len(lC)] + lC
else:
modSeq = randomSeq
# Set up list to provide the specified read sequence to
# each output file:
if insertRead == 0:
seqs = [randomSeq, randomSeq]
readIDs = [
randID + " 1:N",
randID + " 2:N"
]
elif insertRead == 1:
seqs = [modSeq, randomSeq]
readIDs = [
modID + " 1:N",
randID + " 2:N"
]
elif insertRead == 2:
seqs = [randomSeq, modSeq]
readIDs = [
randID + " 1:N",
modID + " 2:N"
]
else:
seqs = [modSeq, modSeq]
readIDs = [
modID + " 1:N",
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modID + " 2:N"

# Write reads to output fastq files:
for f in range(len(outFileList)):
readWriter(
outFileList[f],
readIDs[f],
seqs[f],
ln3,
seqScores[:len(randomSeq)]
)
# -------------------------------------------------------------------#
OPEN OUTPUT FILES
# -------------------------------------------------------------------out1 = open('low-complexity_test_R1.fastq','w')
out2 = open('low-complexity_test_R2.fastq','w')
# -------------------------------------------------------------------#
GENERATE DNA SEQUENCES
# -------------------------------------------------------------------# Construct random DNA sequence:
for i in range(160):
randSeq = randSeq + random.choice (bases)
# All possible homopolymer 6nt sequences:
for i in range (len (bases)):
seq = ""
for j in range (6):
seq = seq + bases[i]
seqsLC[0].append (seq)
# All possible 6nt-long dinucleotide repeats:
for i in range (len (bases)):
for j in range (len (bases)):
if i != j:
seq = ""
for n in range (3):
seq = seq + bases[i] + bases[j]
seqsLC[1].append (seq)
# All possible 6nt-long trinucleotide repeats:
for i in range (len (bases)):
for j in range (len (bases)):
for k in range (len (bases)):
if i != j or j != k:
seq = ""
for n in range (2):
seq = seq + bases[i] + bases[j] + bases[k]
seqsLC[2].append (seq)
# -------------------------------------------------------------------#
OUTPUT READS TO FILES
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# -------------------------------------------------------------------# Generate control reads - fully random sequences - of the lengths
# to be used in the low-complexity filtering tests:
for thisLength in lengths:
# Base ID for reads:
baseID = generateBaseID(
"NONE",
thisLength,
0,
formatIntTwoDig(0),
"NONE",
"RandConSeq",
"NONE"
)
# R1:
a = baseID + " 1:N"
b = randSeq[:thisLength]
c = line3
d = qScore[:thisLength]
readWriter (out1, a, b, c, d)
# R2:
a = baseID + " 2:N"
readWriter (out2, a, b, c, d)

5

# Generate experimental reads - containing low-complexity regions # of the lengths to be used in the low-complexity filtering tests:
# Iterate by read length:
for thisLength in lengths:
# Iterate by LC sequence set:
for thisLCset in range(len(seqsLC)):
# Set the type ("mer") of repeat
# (mono-, di-, or tri-nucleotide):
thisMer = thisLCset + 1
# Iterate by specific LC sequence:
for thisLCseq in seqsLC[thisLCset]:
# Iterate by read end (5' or 3') for LC sequence:
for thisEnd in ["5\'", "3\'"]:
# Iterate by which read file
# (0 = none, 1 = R1, 2 = R2, 3 = both)
# receives LC seq:
for thisRead in [1, 2, 3]:
# Iterate by LC sequence repeat count:
for thisCount in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]:
# Construct reads and save them to
# their respective files:
modReadConstructor(
[out1, out2],
randSeq[:thisLength],
thisLCseq,
thisMer,
thisCount,
thisEnd,
thisRead,
file:///home/lars/ALL_SCRIPTS_READY/generate_LC_test_fastq_L.py
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line3,
qScore

# -------------------------------------------------------------------#
CLOSE OUTPUT FILES
# -------------------------------------------------------------------out1.close()
out2.close()
# -------------------------------------------------------------------#
TEST OUTPUT
# -------------------------------------------------------------------print ("\nLow-Complexity Sequences:")
print("Numbers of sequences:")
for i in range(len(seqsLC)):
print(`i` + ": " + `len(seqsLC[i])`)
for i in range (len (seqsLC)):
print ("\nseqsLC[" + `i` + "]:")
for j in seqsLC[i]:
print(j)
print (range (17))
print (range (4, 17, 4))
for i in range (4, 17, 4):
m = 6 * i
print (`i` + " --> " + `m`)
print (lengths)
for i in range (len (lengths)):
print (lengths[i])
print (randSeq[:lengths[i]])
print("qScore length = " + `len(qScore)`)
# -------------------------------------------------------------------#
EXIT PROGRAM
# -------------------------------------------------------------------sys.exit(0)

file:///home/lars/ALL_SCRIPTS_READY/generate_LC_test_fastq_L.py
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SCRIPT / PROGRAM NAME:
BBDuk low-complexity filtering (QC2) first and second stage scripts:
QC2_part_A---bbduk_LC_filter_sequoia_A_2018-06-23.bash
QC2_part_B---bbduk_LC_filter_sequoia_B_2018-07-02.bash
PURPOSE:
These scripts were created to perform low-complexity filtering of the reads in the paired-end data
files of the 260bp and 500bp insert sequencing libraries. This is achieved using the entropy
filtering capability of the BBDuk software package.
APPLICATION IN THIS PROJECT:
This processing was meant to reduce any negative effects of simple repetitive sequences on the
quality of genomic assemblies produced in this project. A variety of entropy thresholds were
utilized in an attempt to optimize this process.
USAGE INFORMATION:
These two scripts are identical except for their hard-coded arrays of entropy values. While
“QC2_part_A---bbduk_LC_filter_sequoia_A_2018-06-23.bash” uses threshold values ranging
from 0.0 through 1.0, in steps of 0.1, the entropy thresholds specified in “QC2_part_B--bbduk_LC_filter_sequoia_B_2018-07-02.bash” run from 0.90 through 1.00 with a 0.01 step size.
The names of the input files to be processed are also hard-coded into these scripts.
Calls:
QC2_part_A---bbduk_LC_filter_sequoia_A_2018-06-23.bash
QC2_part_B---bbduk_LC_filter_sequoia_B_2018-07-02.bash
(Note: no parameters need be passed with these script calls.)
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1

#!/bin/bash
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

********************************************************************
********************************************************************
**
**
**
SCRIPT TO TEST RUN BBDUK FOR LOW-COMPLEXITY FILTERING
**
**
**
********************************************************************
********************************************************************

# -------------------------------------------------------------------#
GLOBAL VARIABLES
# -------------------------------------------------------------------now=$(date "+%Y-%m-%d_%H%M%S")
outdir="1_bbduk_output_$now"
mkdir $outdir
indir="0_unfiltered_files"
infile1="19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq"
infile2="19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq"
infile3="19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq"
infile4="19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq"
infiles=(
"in1=$indir/$infile1 in2=$indir/$infile2"
"in1=$indir/$infile3 in2=$indir/$infile4"
)
size=(
"260bp"
"500bp"
)
core="/home/lars/bin/low_complexity_filters/bbmap/bbduk.sh"
entropy=( 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 )
sep="\n------------------------------------------------------------\n"
# -------------------------------------------------------------------#
MAIN PROGRAM
# -------------------------------------------------------------------# Initial separator line for log output:
echo -e $sep
# For each pair of paired-end input fastq files, iterate through the
# list of entropy values to be tested and run the BBDuk entropy
# filter on them:
for i in ${!infiles[@]} # Input files pair: ${infiles[$i]}
do
for e in ${entropy[@]} # Entropy setting: $e
do
output1="out1=$outdir/${size[$i]}-clean-$e-R1.fastq"
output2="out2=$outdir/${size[$i]}-clean-$e-R2.fastq"
output="$output1 $output2"
call="$core ${infiles[$i]} $output ordered entropy=$e t=6"
file:///home/lars/ALL_SCRIPTS_READY/QC2_part_A---bbduk_LC_filter_sequoia_A_2018-06-23.bash
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done
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done

2

echo $call
$call
echo -e $sep

# -------------------------------------------------------------------#
EXIT PROGRAM
# -------------------------------------------------------------------exit 0
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1

#!/bin/bash
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

********************************************************************
********************************************************************
**
**
**
SCRIPT TO TEST RUN BBDUK FOR LOW-COMPLEXITY FILTERING
**
**
**
********************************************************************
********************************************************************

# -------------------------------------------------------------------#
GLOBAL VARIABLES
# -------------------------------------------------------------------now=$(date "+%Y-%m-%d_%H%M%S")
outdir="1_bbduk_output_$now"
mkdir $outdir
indir="0_unfiltered_files"
infile1="19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq"
infile2="19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq"
infile3="19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R1_001_L100_paired.fastq"
infile4="19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R2_001_L100_paired.fastq"
infiles=(
"in1=$indir/$infile1 in2=$indir/$infile2"
"in1=$indir/$infile3 in2=$indir/$infile4"
)
size=(
"260bp"
"500bp"
)
core="/home/lars/bin/low_complexity_filters/bbmap/bbduk.sh"
entropy=( 0.90 0.91 0.92 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.99 1.00 )
sep="\n------------------------------------------------------------\n"
# -------------------------------------------------------------------#
MAIN PROGRAM
# -------------------------------------------------------------------# Initial separator line for log output:
echo -e $sep
# For each pair of paired-end input fastq files, iterate through the
# list of entropy values to be tested and run the BBDuk entropy
# filter on them:
for i in ${!infiles[@]} # Input files pair: ${infiles[$i]}
do
for e in ${entropy[@]} # Entropy setting: $e
do
output1="out1=$outdir/${size[$i]}-clean-$e-R1.fastq"
output2="out2=$outdir/${size[$i]}-clean-$e-R2.fastq"
output="$output1 $output2"
call="$core ${infiles[$i]} $output ordered entropy=$e t=6"
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done

2

echo $call
$call
echo -e $sep

# -------------------------------------------------------------------#
EXIT PROGRAM
# -------------------------------------------------------------------exit 0
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SCRIPT / PROGRAM NAME:
QC2 data multiple timed test assembly script:
LC-filtered_test_assemblies_ALL.bash
PURPOSE:
This script iterates through a hard-coded set of entropy threshold values and performs timed
assembly runs using this project’s 260bp and 500bp paired-end data files filtered with each of
these thresholds in turn. These assemblies are performed with the ABySS, Platanus, and
SOAPdenovo2 programs.
APPLICATION IN THIS PROJECT:
This script was used to run timed test assemblies with all of the assemblers other than MaSuRCA
using the paired-end data files which had been preprocessed first via FastX (QC1) and then with
BBDuk’s entropy filtering (QC2) to remove low-complexity regions. A sample subset of the
entropy thresholds used with BBDuk was selected for this purpose, due to the enormous amount
of time that would be required to run test assemblies with the entire set of QC2 output files.
USAGE INFORMATION:
All of the entropy thresholds to be sampled for test assemblies are hard-coded into this script.
These values are stored within an array named “entropy_settings” which can be modified using a
text editor or integrated development environment (IDE) program if desired. This script also
contains functions to perform everything needed to run the assemblers ABySS, Platanus, and
SOAPdenovo2. This includes the code needed to generate configuration files and assembly run
worker scripts as needed.
This script must be executed from within the working directory containing the low-complexity
filtered data files to be used for assembly. The output will be a series of genomic assemblies,
each in a sub-directory labeled by entropy threshold value and assembler name. These subdirectories will be located within an output directory created within the working directory in
which this script was called.
Call:
LC-filtered_test_assemblies_ALL.bash
(Note: no parameters need be passed with this script call.)
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1

#!/bin/bash
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

********************************************************************
********************************************************************
**
**
**
SCRIPT TO RUN TEST ASSEMBLIES WITH MULTIPLE
**
**
ASSEMBLER PROGRAMS TO EXAMINE THE EFFECTS
**
**
ON CONTIG LENGTH OF LOW-COMPLEXITY FILTERING
**
**
**
********************************************************************
********************************************************************

# ********************************************************************
#
STATIC VARIABLES
# ********************************************************************
seg="_________________________"
sep="$seg$seg$seg\n"
now=$(date "+%Y-%m-%d")
# Possible entropy settings in LC-filtering batch 1:
# (0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0)
# Possible entropy settings in LC-filtering batch 2:
# (0.90 0.91 0.92 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.99 1.00)
entropy_settings=(
"0.0"
"0.3"
"0.6"
"0.90"
"0.92"
"0.94"
"0.96"
"0.98"
"RAW"
)
# ********************************************************************
#
DEFINE FUNCTIONS
# ********************************************************************
function timed_run_script()
{
# Arguments passed:
local script_name=$1 # The name of the script.
local script_call=${@:2} # The call to be executed in the script.
# Create executable script:
echo '#!/bin/bash' > $script_name
echo $script_call >> $script_name
chmod +x $script_name
# Timed run of script:
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}

2

/usr/bin/time -v ./$script_name

function abyss_run()
{
# Arguments passed:
local name1=$1
#
local file260r1=$2 #
local file260r2=$3 #
local file500r1=$4 #
local file500r2=$5 #

Name to use for
Path/name of R1
Path/name of R2
Path/name of R1
Path/name of R2

this ABySS run.
member of 1st PE
member of 1st PE
member of 2nd PE
member of 2nd PE

file
file
file
file

pair.
pair.
pair.
pair.

# Check arguments passed to this function:
echo "abyss_run() - $name1 - begins `date`"
echo "Number of arguments passed = "$#":"
for a in $@
do
echo $a
done
echo -e $sep
# Function-local variables:
local pe="/usr/local/bin/ABySS_nonmpi/bin/abyss-pe"
local opts="-j 6 k=47 name=$name1"
local p260="'$file260r1 $file260r2'"
local p500="'$file500r1 $file500r2'"
local script="run_abyss.bash"
# Set up command call for assembly run:
local call="$pe $opts lib='pe260 pe500' pe260=$p260 pe500=$p500"
echo $call
#$call

}

# Write this command call to a BASH script and run that script
# with detailed timing performed via "/usr/bin/time -v":
timed_run_script "run_abyss.bash" $call

function platanus_run()
{
# Arguments passed:
local name1=$1
#
local file260r1=$2 #
local file260r2=$3 #
local file500r1=$4 #
local file500r2=$5 #

Name to use for
Path/name of R1
Path/name of R2
Path/name of R1
Path/name of R2

this Platanus
member of 1st
member of 1st
member of 2nd
member of 2nd

run.
PE file
PE file
PE file
PE file

pair.
pair.
pair.
pair.

# Check arguments passed to this function:
echo "platanus_run() - $name1 - begins `date`"
echo "Number of arguments passed = "$#":"
for a in $@
do
echo $a
done
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3

109
echo -e $sep
110
111
# Function-local variables:
112
local pe_in="$file260r1 $file260r2 $file500r1 $file500r2"
113
local asm_opts="-t 6 -s 1 -k 60"
114
115
# Assembly:
116
#
Command and Options:
117
#
platanus --> command to run Platanus
118
#
assemble --> run assembly stage of software
119
#
-f $pe_in --> input PE fastq files for contig assembly
120
# Set up command call for assembly run:
121
local call="platanus assemble $asm_opts -f $pe_in"
122
echo $call
123
#$call
124
125
# Write this command call to a BASH script and run that script
126
# with detailed timing performed via "/usr/bin/time -v":
127
timed_run_script "run_platanus.bash" $call
128 }
129
130 function soapdenovo2_config_maker()
131 {
132
# Arguments passed:
133
local conf_name=$1 # Name of config file to be created.
134
local file260r1=$2 # Path/name of R1 member of 1st PE file pair.
135
local file260r2=$3 # Path/name of R2 member of 1st PE file pair.
136
local file500r1=$4 # Path/name of R1 member of 2nd PE file pair.
137
local file500r2=$5 # Path/name of R2 member of 2nd PE file pair.
138
139
# Check arguments passed to this function:
140
echo "soapdenovo2_config_maker() - $conf_name - begins `date`"
141
echo "Number of arguments passed = "$#":"
142
for a in $@
143
do
144
echo $a
145
done
146
echo -e $sep
147
148
# Function-local variables:
149
local oStr="" # Output string for writing to config file.
150
151
# Create SOAPdenovo2 config file:
152
153
# Config file header:
154
oStr=$oStr"#===================================================="
155
oStr=$oStr"\n# Config for SOAPdenovo2 test of LC-filtered data\n"
156
oStr=$oStr"#===================================================="
157
oStr=$oStr"\nmax_rd_len=160\n\n"
158
159
# 260 bp insert data files:
160
oStr=$oStr"#===================================================="
161
oStr=$oStr"\n# 260bp insert data files\n"
162
oStr=$oStr"#===================================================="
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163
oStr=$oStr"\n[LIB]\n"
164
oStr=$oStr"avg_ins=260\n"
165
oStr=$oStr"reverse_seq=0\n"
166
oStr=$oStr"asm_flags=3\n"
167
oStr=$oStr"rd_len_cutoff=160\n"
168
oStr=$oStr"rank=1\n"
169
oStr=$oStr"pair_num_cutoff=3\n"
170
oStr=$oStr"map_len=32\n"
171
oStr=$oStr"q1=$file260r1\n"
172
oStr=$oStr"q2=$file260r2\n\n"
173
174
# 500 bp insert data files:
175
oStr=$oStr"#===================================================="
176
oStr=$oStr"\n# 500bp insert data files\n"
177
oStr=$oStr"#===================================================="
178
oStr=$oStr"\n[LIB]\n"
179
oStr=$oStr"avg_ins=500\n"
180
oStr=$oStr"reverse_seq=0\n"
181
oStr=$oStr"asm_flags=3\n"
182
oStr=$oStr"rd_len_cutoff=160\n"
183
oStr=$oStr"rank=2\n"
184
oStr=$oStr"pair_num_cutoff=3\n"
185
oStr=$oStr"map_len=32\n"
186
oStr=$oStr"q1=$file500r1\n"
187
oStr=$oStr"q2=$file500r2\n"
188
189
# Write output string to config file:
190
echo -e $oStr > $conf_name
191 }
192
193 function soapdenovo2_run()
194 {
195
# Arguments passed:
196
local name1=$1
# Name to use for this SOAPdenovo2 run.
197
local config_file=$2
# Path/name of config file for this run.
198
local prefix=$3 # Label to apply as prefix to graphs.
199
200
# Check arguments passed to this function:
201
echo "soapdenovo2_run() - $name1 - begins `date`"
202
echo "Number of arguments passed = "$#":"
203
for a in $@
204
do
205
echo $a
206
done
207
echo -e $sep
208
209
# Function-local variables:
210
local soap63="/usr/local/bin/soapdenovo2/SOAPdenovo-63mer"
211
local soap127="/usr/local/bin/soapdenovo2/SOAPdenovo-127mer"
212
213
# Set up command call for assembly run:
214
local call="$soap127 all -s $config_file -p 6 -K 47 -R -o $prefix"
215
echo $call
216
#$call
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5

# Write this command call to a BASH script and run that script
# with detailed timing performed via "/usr/bin/time -v":
timed_run_script "run_soapdenovo2.bash" $call

# ********************************************************************
#
MAIN PROGRAM
# ********************************************************************
# Header for nohup log:
echo -e $sep
echo "Assembler runs to test results of LC filtering of paired-end"
echo "read data files via BBDuk on genomic assembly contig length"
echo -e $sep
# Create an output directory and move to it:
out_dir=${0%%.*}"_"$now
mkdir $out_dir
cd $out_dir
# Iterate through the list of entropy settings:
for e in ${entropy_settings[@]}
do
# Display entropy setting being examined:
echo -e $sep
echo "LC-filtering entropy setting = "$e
# Common-use loop-local variables:
echo -e $sep
f260r1="../../260bp-clean-$e-R1.fastq"
f260r2="../../260bp-clean-$e-R2.fastq"
f500r1="../../500bp-clean-$e-R1.fastq"
f500r2="../../500bp-clean-$e-R2.fastq"
pair260="$f260r1 $f260r2"
pair500="$f500r1 $f500r2"
echo "$pair260 $pair500"
# ABySS run:
echo -e $sep
name="LC-"$e"-ABySS"
mkdir $name
cd $name
abyss_run $name $f260r1 $f260r2 $f500r1 $f500r2
cd ..
# Platanus run:
echo -e $sep
name="LC-"$e"-Platanus"
mkdir $name
cd $name
platanus_run $name $f260r1 $f260r2 $f500r1 $f500r2
cd ..
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# SOAPdenovo2 run:
echo -e $sep
name="LC-"$e"-SOAPdenovo2"
config=$name".config"
mkdir $name
cd $name
soapdenovo2_config_maker $config $f260r1 $f260r2 $f500r1 $f500r2
soapdenovo2_run $name $config $name
cd ..
done

echo -e $sep

# ********************************************************************
#
END PROGRAM
# ********************************************************************
exit 0
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SCRIPT / PROGRAM NAME:
Pre-QC3 (QuorUM error-correction) file renaming script:
QC3_stage_A---rename_raw_data.bash
PURPOSE:
This script was created to re-name copies of the raw 260bp and 500bp library paired-end (PE)
data files.
APPLICATION IN THIS PROJECT:
This script was used to re-name copies of the raw PE data files prior to error-correction with
QuorUM.
USAGE INFORMATION:
This simple script merely replaces the names of raw PE data files as follows:
• 19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R1_001.fastq → 260_raw_R1.fastq
• 19_91_260bp_GCCAAT_L001_R2_001.fastq → 260_raw_R2.fastq
• 19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R1_001.fastq → 500_raw_R1.fastq
• 19_91_500bp_CTTGTA_L001_R2_001.fastq → 500_raw_R2.fastq
All of the information needed is hard-coded into the script, which need only be called from
within a working directory containing copies of the raw PE data files.
Call:
QC3_stage_A---rename_raw_data.bash
(Note: no parameters need be passed with this script call.)
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#!/bin/bash
# Rename raw data files in preparation for QuorUM error-correction:
for i in 260 500
do
echo $i
mv *$i*R1*.fastq $i"_raw_R1.fastq"
mv *$i*R2*.fastq $i"_raw_R2.fastq"
echo "-------------------------"
done
exit 0
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SCRIPT / PROGRAM NAME:
QC3 (QuorUM error-correction) processing run script:
QC3_stage_B---run_quorum_260bpR1-R2_500bpR1-R2.bash
PURPOSE:
This script was created to perform QuorUM error-correction on raw Illumina sequencing data
files in a pair wise manner. These pairs of files correspond to the “R1” and “R2” files for each
sequencing library. The files are provided to QuorUM in these pairs in order to facilitate the
program’s ability to keep reads in the data files associated with their mates in the other file of the
pair.
APPLICATION IN THIS PROJECT:
This script was used for QuorUM error-correction processing of the 260bp and 500bp inset
library paired-end (PE) raw data files.
USAGE INFORMATION:
This script runs QuorUM for error-correction, providing two data files as parameters for each
run. The files provided for each run are the members of the pair of data files for a particular
sequencing library. The insert length values, 260 and 500, for these libraries are hard-coded into
the main program for loop of the script. This script need simply be run in a working directory
containing copies of the 260bp and 500bp insert library PE data files which have been renamed
by the script “QC3_stage_A---rename_raw_data.bash”. The script will also generate name
prefixes for the QuorUM output files based on the insert lengths of the sequencing libraries being
processed.
Call:
QC3_stage_B---run_quorum_260bpR1-R2_500bpR1-R2.bash
(Note: no parameters need be passed with this script call.)
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#!/bin/bash
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

********************************************************************
********************************************************************
**
**
**
SCRIPT TO PERFORM QUORUM ERROR-CORRECTION
**
**
ON RAW PAIRED FASTQ SEQUENCING DATA FILES
**
**
**
********************************************************************
********************************************************************

# ********************************************************************
#
STATIC VARIABLES
# ********************************************************************
# Separator line for log file(s):
seg="_________________________"
sep="$seg$seg$seg\n"
# Date / time stamp:
now=$(date "+%Y-%m-%d")
# ********************************************************************
#
DEFINE FUNCTIONS
# ********************************************************************
function test_funct()
{
echo $1
}
function run_quorum_paired_reads()
{
# Argument passed:
local ins_bp=$1
# The length of the sequence insert in bp.
# Function-local variables:
local core="/home/lars/bin/MaSuRCA-3.2.2/bin/quorum"
local opts1="--threads 6 --prefix "$ins_bp"bp_quorum_out"
local opts2="--paired-files"
local input_files=$ins_bp"_raw_R1.fastq "$ins_bp"_raw_R2.fastq"
local call="$core $opts1 $opts2 $input_files"
# Test output:
echo "Insert size (bp) = $ins_bp"
echo "Input file pair = $input_files"
echo "Call = $call"
# QuorUM execution:
$call

}

# Spacer for nohup log:
echo -e $sep
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# ********************************************************************
#
MAIN PROGRAM
# ********************************************************************
# Header for nohup log:
echo -e $sep
echo "Running QuorUM error correction of Illumina paired fastq files."
echo -e $sep
# Error correct each pair of raw input files using QuorUM:
for i in 260 500
do
run_quorum_paired_reads $i
done
# ********************************************************************
#
END PROGRAM
# ********************************************************************
exit 0
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SCRIPT / PROGRAM NAME:
QC3 data multiple timed test assembly script:
QuorUM_corrected_test_assemblies_A.bash
PURPOSE:
This script was created to perform timed assembly runs using QuorUM error-corrected copies of
paired-end (PE) data files with ABySS, Platanus, and SOAPdenovo2.
APPLICATION IN THIS PROJECT:
This script was used to run a set of timed test assemblies with all of the assemblers examined in
this project other than MaSuRCA. The data used for these assemblies consisted of the QuorUM
error-corrected copies of the raw 260bp and 500bp insert library PE data files.
USAGE INFORMATION:
The names of, and relative paths to the input files are hard-coded into this script as the variables
“quorum260r1”, “quorum260r2”, “quorum500r1”, and “quorum500r2”. These values can be
modified using a text editor or integrated development environment (IDE) program. This script
also contains functions to perform everything needed to run the assemblers ABySS, Platanus,
and SOAPdenovo2. This includes the code needed to generate configuration files and assembly
run worker scripts as needed.
This script must be executed from within the working directory containing the QuorUM errorcorrected data files to be used for assembly. The output will be a series of genomic assemblies,
each in a sub-directory labeled with “QuorUM” and the assembler name. These sub-directories
will be located within an output directory created within the working directory in which this
script was called.
Call:
QuorUM_corrected_test_assemblies_A.bash
(Note: no parameters need be passed with this script call.)
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1

#!/bin/bash
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

********************************************************************
********************************************************************
**
**
**
SCRIPT TO RUN TEST ASSEMBLIES WITH MULTIPLE
**
**
ASSEMBLER PROGRAMS TO EXAMINE THE EFFECTS
**
**
ON CONTIG LENGTH OF QuorUM ERROR-CORRECTION
**
**
**
********************************************************************
********************************************************************

# ********************************************************************
#
STATIC VARIABLES
# ********************************************************************
seg="_________________________"
sep="$seg$seg$seg\n"
now=$(date "+%Y-%m-%d")
# QuorUM error-corrected input files:
quorum260r1="../../260bp_quorum_out_1.fa"
quorum260r2="../../260bp_quorum_out_2.fa"
quorum500r1="../../500bp_quorum_out_1.fa"
quorum500r2="../../500bp_quorum_out_2.fa"
quorum_files="$quorum260r1 $quorum260r2 $quorum500r1 $quorum500r2"
# ********************************************************************
#
DEFINE FUNCTIONS
# ********************************************************************
function timed_run_script()
{
# Arguments passed:
local script_name=$1 # The name of the script.
local script_call=${@:2} # The call to be executed in the script.
# Create executable script:
echo '#!/bin/bash' > $script_name
echo $script_call >> $script_name
chmod +x $script_name

}

# Timed run of script:
/usr/bin/time -v ./$script_name

function abyss_run()
{
# Arguments passed:
local name1=$1
#
local file260r1=$2 #
local file260r2=$3 #
local file500r1=$4 #
local file500r2=$5 #

Name to use for
Path/name of R1
Path/name of R2
Path/name of R1
Path/name of R2

this ABySS run.
member of 1st PE
member of 1st PE
member of 2nd PE
member of 2nd PE

file
file
file
file

pair.
pair.
pair.
pair.
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55
56
# Check arguments passed to this function:
57
echo "abyss_run() - $name1 - begins `date`"
58
echo "Number of arguments passed = "$#":"
59
for a in $@
60
do
61
echo $a
62
done
63
echo -e $sep
64
65
# Function-local variables:
66
local pe="/usr/local/bin/ABySS_nonmpi/bin/abyss-pe"
67
local opts="-j 6 k=47 name=$name1"
68
local p260="'$file260r1 $file260r2'"
69
local p500="'$file500r1 $file500r2'"
70
local script="run_abyss.bash"
71
72
# Set up command call for assembly run:
73
local call="$pe $opts lib='pe260 pe500' pe260=$p260 pe500=$p500"
74
echo $call
75
#$call
76
77
# Write this command call to a BASH script and run that script
78
# with detailed timing performed via "/usr/bin/time -v":
79
timed_run_script "run_abyss.bash" $call
80 }
81
82 function platanus_run()
83 {
84
# Arguments passed:
85
local name1=$1
# Name to use for this Platanus run.
86
local file260r1=$2 # Path/name of R1 member of 1st PE file pair.
87
local file260r2=$3 # Path/name of R2 member of 1st PE file pair.
88
local file500r1=$4 # Path/name of R1 member of 2nd PE file pair.
89
local file500r2=$5 # Path/name of R2 member of 2nd PE file pair.
90
91
# Check arguments passed to this function:
92
echo "platanus_run() - $name1 - begins `date`"
93
echo "Number of arguments passed = "$#":"
94
for a in $@
95
do
96
echo $a
97
done
98
echo -e $sep
99
100
# Function-local variables:
101
local pe_in="$file260r1 $file260r2 $file500r1 $file500r2"
102
local asm_opts="-t 6 -s 1 -k 60"
103
104
# Assembly:
105
#
Command and Options:
106
#
platanus --> command to run Platanus
107
#
assemble --> run assembly stage of software
108
#
-f $pe_in --> input PE fastq data files for contigs
file:///home/lars/ALL_SCRIPTS_READY/QuorUM_corrected_test_assemblies_A.bash
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109
# Set up command call for assembly run:
110
local call="platanus assemble $asm_opts -f $pe_in"
111
echo $call
112
#$call
113
114
# Write this command call to a BASH script and run that script
115
# with detailed timing performed via "/usr/bin/time -v":
116
timed_run_script "run_platanus.bash" $call
117 }
118
119 function soapdenovo2_config_generator()
120 {
121
# Arguments passed:
122
local conf_name=$1 # Name of config file to be created.
123
local file260r1=$2 # Path/name of R1 member of 1st PE file pair.
124
local file260r2=$3 # Path/name of R2 member of 1st PE file pair.
125
local file500r1=$4 # Path/name of R1 member of 2nd PE file pair.
126
local file500r2=$5 # Path/name of R2 member of 2nd PE file pair.
127
128
# Check arguments passed to this function:
129
echo "soapdenovo2_config_generator() - $conf_name - begins `date`"
130
echo "Number of arguments passed = "$#":"
131
for a in $@
132
do
133
echo $a
134
done
135
echo -e $sep
136
137
# Function-local variables:
138
local oStr=""
139
140
# Create SOAPdenovo2 config file:
141
142
# Config file header:
143
oStr=$oStr"#===================================================="
144
oStr=$oStr"\n# Config for SOAPdenovo2 test of QuorUM E-C data\n"
145
oStr=$oStr"#===================================================="
146
oStr=$oStr"\nmax_rd_len=160\n\n"
147
148
# 260 bp insert data files:
149
oStr=$oStr"#===================================================="
150
oStr=$oStr"\n# 260bp insert data files\n"
151
oStr=$oStr"#===================================================="
152
oStr=$oStr"\n[LIB]\n"
153
oStr=$oStr"avg_ins=260\n"
154
oStr=$oStr"reverse_seq=0\n"
155
oStr=$oStr"asm_flags=3\n"
156
oStr=$oStr"rd_len_cutoff=160\n"
157
oStr=$oStr"rank=1\n"
158
oStr=$oStr"pair_num_cutoff=3\n"
159
oStr=$oStr"map_len=32\n"
160
oStr=$oStr"q1=$file260r1\n"
161
oStr=$oStr"q2=$file260r2\n\n"
162
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# 500 bp insert data files:
oStr=$oStr"#===================================================="
oStr=$oStr"\n# 500bp insert data files\n"
oStr=$oStr"#===================================================="
oStr=$oStr"\n[LIB]\n"
oStr=$oStr"avg_ins=500\n"
oStr=$oStr"reverse_seq=0\n"
oStr=$oStr"asm_flags=3\n"
oStr=$oStr"rd_len_cutoff=160\n"
oStr=$oStr"rank=2\n"
oStr=$oStr"pair_num_cutoff=3\n"
oStr=$oStr"map_len=32\n"
oStr=$oStr"q1=$file500r1\n"
oStr=$oStr"q2=$file500r2\n"

}

# Write output string to config file:
echo -e $oStr > $conf_name

function soapdenovo2_run()
{
# Arguments passed:
local name1=$1
# Name to use for this SOAPdenovo2 run.
local config_file=$2
# Path/name of config file for this run.
local prefix=$3 # Label to apply as prefix to graphs.
# Check arguments passed to this function:
echo "soapdenovo2_run() - $name1 - begins `date`"
echo "Number of arguments passed = "$#":"
for a in $@
do
echo $a
done
echo -e $sep
# Function-local variables:
local soap63="/usr/local/bin/soapdenovo2/SOAPdenovo-63mer"
local soap127="/usr/local/bin/soapdenovo2/SOAPdenovo-127mer"
# Set up command call for assembly run:
local call="$soap127 all -s $config_file -p 6 -K 47 -R -o $prefix"
echo $call
#$call

}

# Write this command call to a BASH script and run that script
# with detailed timing performed via "/usr/bin/time -v":
timed_run_script "run_soapdenovo2.bash" $call

# ********************************************************************
#
MAIN PROGRAM
# ********************************************************************
# Header for nohup log:
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-e $sep
"Assembler runs to test results of error correction of paired-end"
"read data files via QuorUM on genomic assembly contig length"
"`date`"
-e $sep

# Create an output directory and move to it:
out_dir=${0%%.*}"_"$now
mkdir $out_dir
cd $out_dir
# Report input files being examined:
echo -e "$sep\nInput files for test assemblies:"
echo -e "$quorum260r1\n$quorum260r2\n$quorum500r1\n$quorum500r2\n$sep"
# ABySS run:
echo -e $sep
name="QuorUM-ABySS"
mkdir $name
cd $name
abyss_run $name $quorum_files
cd ..
# Platanus run:
echo -e $sep
name="QuorUM-Platanus"
mkdir $name
cd $name
platanus_run $name $quorum_files
cd ..
# SOAPdenovo2 run:
echo -e $sep
name="QuorUM-SOAPdenovo2"
config=$name".config"
mkdir $name
cd $name
soapdenovo2_config_generator $config $quorum_files
soapdenovo2_run $name $config $name
cd ..
# Tail for nohup log:
cd ..
echo -e $sep
echo "QuorUM output test assembly runs concluded"
echo "`date`"
echo -e $sep
# ********************************************************************
#
END PROGRAM
# ********************************************************************
exit 0
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SCRIPT / PROGRAM NAME:
QC4 (BBDuk trimming and filtering of QuorUM output) processing run script:
QC4---bbduk_processing_of_quorum_output_H.bash
PURPOSE:
This script was created use BBDuk to perform multiple forms of quality control preprocessing on
paired end (PE) data files which had already been error-corrected using QuorUM. This
processing includes k-mer based adapter trimming, low-complexity filtering, and length filtering
of the reads. Quality trimming and quality filtering were also intended to be part of this quality
control pipeline, but due to the fact that QuorUM outputs files in fasta rather than fastq format,
no quality data would have been available for BBDuk to examine.
APPLICATION IN THIS PROJECT:
This script was used to perform BBDuk’s k-met adapter trimming, low-complexity filtering, and
length filtering on the reads of the QuorUM error-corrected copies of the 260bp and 500bp insert
library PE data files.
USAGE INFORMATION:
The names of the QuorUM output files to be processed are hard-coded into this script in the
variables “inputfile1”, “inputfile2”, “inputfile3”, and “inputfile4”. The adapter sequence
reference file to be used is also hard-coded within the script in the function-local variable
“kmer_ref” of the function “kmer_adapt_trim”. The values to which these variables are set can
be modified if desired using a text editor or integrated development environment (IDE) program.
If the number of files to be processed is also to be changed the array “inputfiles” must also be
modified to accommodate this change. Note that files are provided to BBDuk for processing in
the “R1” – “R2” pairs associated with each sequencing library. If modifications are made to this
script these library-based file pairings should be preserved. BBDuk is designed to handle the
read pairs of paired end and mate paired data such that removal of any read also results in the
removal of its mate. The “ordered” option is used in calling BBDuk within this script in order to
ensure that this functionality is used as well as to maintain the order of reads within the files such
that pairs of associated reads occur in the same positions within their respective files. These
features prevent the occurrence of orphaned reads and mis-ordered reads without the need for
another processing step.
Call:
QC4---bbduk_processing_of_quorum_output_H.bash
(Note: no parameters need be passed with this script call.)
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#!/bin/bash
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

********************************************************************
********************************************************************
**
**
** SCRIPT TO RUN BBDUK FOR ADAPTER TRIMMING, QUALITY TRIMMING,
**
** QUALITY FILTERING, AND LOW-COMPLEXITY FILTERING OF QUORUM**
**
CORRECTED RAW DATA FILES.
**
**
**
********************************************************************
********************************************************************

# -------------------------------------------------------------------#
GLOBAL VARIABLES
# -------------------------------------------------------------------# Time-date stamp:
now=$(date "+%Y-%m-%d_%H%M%S")
path_BB="/home/lars/bin/low_complexity_filters/bbmap"
bbduk=$path_BB"/bbduk.sh"
common_opts="ordered t=1"
inputfile1="260bp_quorum_out_1.fa"
inputfile2="260bp_quorum_out_2.fa"
inputfile3="500bp_quorum_out_1.fa"
inputfile4="500bp_quorum_out_2.fa"
inputfiles=(
"$inputfile1 $inputfile2"
"$inputfile3 $inputfile4"
)
insert=(
"260bp"
"500bp"
)
sepln="____________________________________________________________\n"
sep="\n------------------------------------------------------------\n"
dsh="\n - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - \n"
# -------------------------------------------------------------------#
DEFINE FUNCTIONS
# -------------------------------------------------------------------function kmer_adapt_trim()
{
# Parameters passed:
local infile1=$1
# R1 input file.
local infile2=$2
# R2 input file.
local outfile1=$3
# R1 output file.
local outfile2=$4
# R2 output file.
local stats=$5
# Kmer statistics output file name.
# Function-local variables:
local input="in1=$infile1 in2=$infile2"
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local output="out1=$outfile1 out2=$outfile2"
local kmer_ref="ref="$path_BB"/resources/adaptersLJO.fa" # Custom ref.
local kmer_opts="ktrim=r k=23 hdist=1 mink=11 hdist2=0 tpe tbo
stats="$stats
local spec_opts="$kmer_ref $kmer_opts"
local call="$bbduk $input $output $common_opts $spec_opts"

}

# Function operations:
echo -e "kmer_adapt_trim call:\n"
echo -e $call
$call

function trim_and_filt()
{
# Parameters passed:
local infile1=$1
#
local infile2=$2
#
local outfile1=$3
#
local outfile2=$4
#

R1
R2
R1
R2

input file.
input file.
output file.
output file.

# Function-local variables:
local input="in1=$infile1 in2=$infile2"
local output="out1=$outfile1 out2=$outfile2"
local qtrim_opts="qtrim=rl trimq=10 minlen=100"
local qfilt_opts="maq=10"
local entro_opts="entropy=0.8"
local spec_opts="$qtrim_opts $qfilt_opts $entro_opts"
local call="$bbduk $input $output $common_opts $spec_opts"

}

# Function operations:
echo -e "trim_and_filt call:\n"
echo -e $call
$call

# -------------------------------------------------------------------#
MAIN PROGRAM
# -------------------------------------------------------------------# Initial separator line for log output:
echo -e $sepln
echo -e "$0 execution begins:\n\t`date`"
# For each pair of paired-end input fastq files, conduct kmer-based
# adapter trimming followed by quality trimming, size filtering,
# quality filtering, and entropy filtering:
for i in ${!inputfiles[@]} # Input files pair: ${infiles[$i]}
do
# - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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108
# Set up input path/file list:
109
initial=(${inputfiles[$i]})
110
111
# Set up output path/file list:
112
intermed=()
113
for f in ${inputfiles[$i]}
114
do
115
intermed+=(${f%.*}"_BBDuk_intermed.fa")
116
done
117
118
# Test output:
119
echo -e $dsh
120
echo -e "inputfiles index = "$i
121
echo -e "Insert size = "${insert[$i]}
122
echo
123
echo -e "Kmer adapter trimming input files:\n"
124
for f in ${initial[@]}; do echo $f; done
125
echo -e $dsh
126
echo -e "Kmer adapter trimming output files:\n"
127
for f in ${intermed[@]}; do echo $f; done
128
echo -e $dsh
129
130
# Apply BBDuk kmer-based adapter trimming to QuorUM error131
# corrected raw data files:
132
statsfile=${insert[$i]}"_stats.txt"
133
echo -e "Kmer adapter trimming stats file:\n\t"$statsfile"\n"
134
kmer_adapt_trim ${initial[@]} ${intermed[@]} $statsfile
135
136
# - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 137
138
# Set up output path/file list:
139
final=()
140
for f in ${intermed[@]}
141
do
142
final+=(${f%_BBDuk_intermed.fa}"_BBDuk_final.fa")
143
done
144
145
# Test output:
146
echo -e $dsh
147
echo -e "Quality trimming / filtering output files:\n"
148
for f in ${final[@]}; do echo $f; done
149
echo -e $dsh
150
151
# Apply BBDuk quality trimming, length filtering, quality
152
# filtering, and entropy filtering to BBDuk adapter-trimmed files:
153
trim_and_filt ${intermed[@]} ${final[@]}
154
155
# - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 156
157
# Line to distinguish between loop cycles in the log output:
158
echo -e $sepln
159
160 done # End of i loop (iterate through input file pairs).
161
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163
164
165
166
167

# -------------------------------------------------------------------#
EXIT PROGRAM
# -------------------------------------------------------------------echo -e "$0 execution ends:\n\t`date`"
exit 0

4
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SCRIPT / PROGRAM NAME:
Adapters reference file for QC4 BBDuk k-mer based adapter trimming:
adaptersLJO.fa
PURPOSE:
This is a reference file for use with BBDuk’s k-mer based adapter trimming function. This file
contains a list of adapter sequences to be removed from the reads of data files being processed.
APPLICATION IN THIS PROJECT:
This file was used to guide adapter removal from QuorUM error-corrected copies of the paired
end (PE) data files, and so was modified for use with the data of this project. The specific
changes were the addition of two adapter sequences, NexteraTrans1 and NexteraTrans2, which
were reported as “over-represented sequences” by FastQC.
USAGE INFORMATION:
This is an adapter reference file for use by BBDuk and is essentially just a list of adapter
sequences. Thus it is not a program, script, or other executable file and cannot itself be called.
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>Reverse_adapter
AGATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCACATCACGATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>TruSeq_Universal_Adapter
AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCT
>pcr_dimer
AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTAGATCGGAAGAGCGGTT
CAGCAGGAATGCCGAGACCGATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>PCR_Primers
AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTCAAGCAGAAGACGGCAT
ACGAGCTCTTCCGATCT
>TruSeq_Adapter_Index_1_6
GATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCACATCACGATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>TruSeq_Adapter_Index_2
GATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCACCGATGTATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>TruSeq_Adapter_Index_3
GATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCACTTAGGCATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>TruSeq_Adapter_Index_4
GATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCACTGACCAATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>TruSeq_Adapter_Index_5
GATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCACACAGTGATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>TruSeq_Adapter_Index_6
GATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCACGCCAATATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>TruSeq_Adapter_Index_7
GATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCACCAGATCATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>TruSeq_Adapter_Index_8
GATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCACACTTGAATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>TruSeq_Adapter_Index_9
GATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCACGATCAGATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>TruSeq_Adapter_Index_10
GATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCACTAGCTTATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>TruSeq_Adapter_Index_11
GATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCACGGCTACATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>TruSeq_Adapter_Index_12
GATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCACCTTGTAATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>TruSeq_Adapter_Index_13
GATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCACAGTCAACAATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>TruSeq_Adapter_Index_14
GATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCACAGTTCCGTATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>TruSeq_Adapter_Index_15
GATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCACATGTCAGAATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>TruSeq_Adapter_Index_16
GATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCACCCGTCCCGATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>TruSeq_Adapter_Index_18_7
GATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCACGTCCGCACATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>TruSeq_Adapter_Index_19
GATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCACGTGAAACGATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>TruSeq_Adapter_Index_20
GATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCACGTGGCCTTATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>TruSeq_Adapter_Index_21
GATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCACGTTTCGGAATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>TruSeq_Adapter_Index_22
GATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCACCGTACGTAATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>TruSeq_Adapter_Index_23
GATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCACGAGTGGATATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
file:///home/lars/ALL_SCRIPTS_READY/adaptersLJO.fa
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>TruSeq_Adapter_Index_25
GATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCACACTGATATATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>TruSeq_Adapter_Index_27
GATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCACATTCCTTTATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>I5_Nextera_Transposase_1
CTGTCTCTTATACACATCTGACGCTGCCGACGA
>I7_Nextera_Transposase_1
CTGTCTCTTATACACATCTCCGAGCCCACGAGAC
>I5_Nextera_Transposase_2
CTGTCTCTTATACACATCTCTGATGGCGCGAGGGAGGC
>I7_Nextera_Transposase_2
CTGTCTCTTATACACATCTCTGAGCGGGCTGGCAAGGC
>I5_Primer_Nextera_XT_and_Nextera_Enrichment_[N/S/E]501
GACGCTGCCGACGAGCGATCTAGTGTAGATCTCGGTGGTCGCCGTATCATT
>I5_Primer_Nextera_XT_and_Nextera_Enrichment_[N/S/E]502
GACGCTGCCGACGAATAGAGAGGTGTAGATCTCGGTGGTCGCCGTATCATT
>I5_Primer_Nextera_XT_and_Nextera_Enrichment_[N/S/E]503
GACGCTGCCGACGAAGAGGATAGTGTAGATCTCGGTGGTCGCCGTATCATT
>I5_Primer_Nextera_XT_and_Nextera_Enrichment_[N/S/E]504
GACGCTGCCGACGATCTACTCTGTGTAGATCTCGGTGGTCGCCGTATCATT
>I5_Primer_Nextera_XT_and_Nextera_Enrichment_[N/S/E]505
GACGCTGCCGACGACTCCTTACGTGTAGATCTCGGTGGTCGCCGTATCATT
>I5_Primer_Nextera_XT_and_Nextera_Enrichment_[N/S/E]506
GACGCTGCCGACGATATGCAGTGTGTAGATCTCGGTGGTCGCCGTATCATT
>I5_Primer_Nextera_XT_and_Nextera_Enrichment_[N/S/E]507
GACGCTGCCGACGATACTCCTTGTGTAGATCTCGGTGGTCGCCGTATCATT
>I5_Primer_Nextera_XT_and_Nextera_Enrichment_[N/S/E]508
GACGCTGCCGACGAAGGCTTAGGTGTAGATCTCGGTGGTCGCCGTATCATT
>I5_Primer_Nextera_XT_and_Nextera_Enrichment_[N/S/E]517
GACGCTGCCGACGATCTTACGCGTGTAGATCTCGGTGGTCGCCGTATCATT
>I7_Primer_Nextera_XT_and_Nextera_Enrichment_N701
CCGAGCCCACGAGACTAAGGCGAATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>I7_Primer_Nextera_XT_and_Nextera_Enrichment_N702
CCGAGCCCACGAGACCGTACTAGATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>I7_Primer_Nextera_XT_and_Nextera_Enrichment_N703
CCGAGCCCACGAGACAGGCAGAAATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>I7_Primer_Nextera_XT_and_Nextera_Enrichment_N704
CCGAGCCCACGAGACTCCTGAGCATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>I7_Primer_Nextera_XT_and_Nextera_Enrichment_N705
CCGAGCCCACGAGACGGACTCCTATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>I7_Primer_Nextera_XT_and_Nextera_Enrichment_N706
CCGAGCCCACGAGACTAGGCATGATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>I7_Primer_Nextera_XT_and_Nextera_Enrichment_N707
CCGAGCCCACGAGACCTCTCTACATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>I7_Primer_Nextera_XT_and_Nextera_Enrichment_N708
CCGAGCCCACGAGACCAGAGAGGATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>I7_Primer_Nextera_XT_and_Nextera_Enrichment_N709
CCGAGCCCACGAGACGCTACGCTATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>I7_Primer_Nextera_XT_and_Nextera_Enrichment_N710
CCGAGCCCACGAGACCGAGGCTGATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>I7_Primer_Nextera_XT_and_Nextera_Enrichment_N711
CCGAGCCCACGAGACAAGAGGCAATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>I7_Primer_Nextera_XT_and_Nextera_Enrichment_N712
CCGAGCCCACGAGACGTAGAGGAATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
file:///home/lars/ALL_SCRIPTS_READY/adaptersLJO.fa
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>I5_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_S502
GACGCTGCCGACGAATAGAGAGGTGTAGATCTCGGTGGTCGCCGTATCATT
>I5_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_S503
GACGCTGCCGACGAAGAGGATAGTGTAGATCTCGGTGGTCGCCGTATCATT
>I5_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_S505
GACGCTGCCGACGACTCCTTACGTGTAGATCTCGGTGGTCGCCGTATCATT
>I5_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_S506
GACGCTGCCGACGATATGCAGTGTGTAGATCTCGGTGGTCGCCGTATCATT
>I5_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_S507
GACGCTGCCGACGATACTCCTTGTGTAGATCTCGGTGGTCGCCGTATCATT
>I5_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_S508
GACGCTGCCGACGAAGGCTTAGGTGTAGATCTCGGTGGTCGCCGTATCATT
>I5_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_S510
GACGCTGCCGACGAATTAGACGGTGTAGATCTCGGTGGTCGCCGTATCATT
>I5_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_S511
GACGCTGCCGACGACGGAGAGAGTGTAGATCTCGGTGGTCGCCGTATCATT
>I5_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_S513
GACGCTGCCGACGACTAGTCGAGTGTAGATCTCGGTGGTCGCCGTATCATT
>I5_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_S515
GACGCTGCCGACGAAGCTAGAAGTGTAGATCTCGGTGGTCGCCGTATCATT
>I5_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_S516
GACGCTGCCGACGAACTCTAGGGTGTAGATCTCGGTGGTCGCCGTATCATT
>I5_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_S517
GACGCTGCCGACGATCTTACGCGTGTAGATCTCGGTGGTCGCCGTATCATT
>I5_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_S518
GACGCTGCCGACGACTTAATAGGTGTAGATCTCGGTGGTCGCCGTATCATT
>I5_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_S520
GACGCTGCCGACGAATAGCCTTGTGTAGATCTCGGTGGTCGCCGTATCATT
>I5_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_S521
GACGCTGCCGACGATAAGGCTCGTGTAGATCTCGGTGGTCGCCGTATCATT
>I5_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_S522
GACGCTGCCGACGATCGCATAAGTGTAGATCTCGGTGGTCGCCGTATCATT
>I7_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_N701
CCGAGCCCACGAGACTAAGGCGAATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>I7_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_N702
CCGAGCCCACGAGACCGTACTAGATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>I7_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_N703
CCGAGCCCACGAGACAGGCAGAAATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>I7_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_N704
CCGAGCCCACGAGACTCCTGAGCATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>I7_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_N705
CCGAGCCCACGAGACGGACTCCTATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>I7_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_N706
CCGAGCCCACGAGACTAGGCATGATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>I7_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_N707
CCGAGCCCACGAGACCTCTCTACATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>I7_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_N710
CCGAGCCCACGAGACCGAGGCTGATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>I7_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_N711
CCGAGCCCACGAGACAAGAGGCAATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>I7_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_N712
CCGAGCCCACGAGACGTAGAGGAATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>I7_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_N714
CCGAGCCCACGAGACGCTCATGAATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
file:///home/lars/ALL_SCRIPTS_READY/adaptersLJO.fa
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>I7_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_N715
CCGAGCCCACGAGACATCTCAGGATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>I7_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_N716
CCGAGCCCACGAGACACTCGCTAATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>I7_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_N718
CCGAGCCCACGAGACGGAGCTACATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>I7_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_N719
CCGAGCCCACGAGACGCGTAGTAATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>I7_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_N720
CCGAGCCCACGAGACCGGAGCCTATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>I7_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_N721
CCGAGCCCACGAGACTACGCTGCATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>I7_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_N722
CCGAGCCCACGAGACATGCGCAGATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>I7_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_N723
CCGAGCCCACGAGACTAGCGCTCATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>I7_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_N724
CCGAGCCCACGAGACACTGAGCGATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>I7_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_N726
CCGAGCCCACGAGACCCTAAGACATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>I7_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_N727
CCGAGCCCACGAGACCGATCAGTATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>I7_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_N728
CCGAGCCCACGAGACTGCAGCTAATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>I7_Primer_Nextera_XT_Index_Kit_v2_N729
CCGAGCCCACGAGACTCGACGTCATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>I5_Adapter_Nextera
CTGATGGCGCGAGGGAGGCGTGTAGATCTCGGTGGTCGCCGTATCATT
>I7_Adapter_Nextera_No_Barcode
CTGAGCGGGCTGGCAAGGCAGACCGATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>Nextera_LMP_Read1_External_Adapter
GATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCAC
>Nextera_LMP_Read2_External_Adapter
GATCGGAAGAGCGTCGTGTAGGGAAAGAGTGT
>RNA_Adapter_(RA5)_part_#_15013205
GATCGTCGGACTGTAGAACTCTGAAC
>RNA_Adapter_(RA3)_part_#_15013207
CCTTGGCACCCGAGAATTCCA
>Stop_Oligo_(STP)_8
CCACGGGAACGTGGTGGAATTC
>RNA_RT_Primer_(RTP)_part_#_15013981
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGC
>RNA_PCR_Primer_(RP1)_part_#_15013198
TCGGACTGTAGAACTCTGAACGTGTAGATCTCGGTGGTCGCCGTATCATT
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_1_(RPI1)_2,9
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACATCACGATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_2_(RPI2)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACCGATGTATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_3_(RPI3)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACTTAGGCATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_4_(RPI4)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACTGACCAATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_5_(RPI5)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACACAGTGATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
file:///home/lars/ALL_SCRIPTS_READY/adaptersLJO.fa
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>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_6_(RPI6)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACGCCAATATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_7_(RPI7)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACCAGATCATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_8_(RPI8)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACACTTGAATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_9_(RPI9)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACGATCAGATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_10_(RPI10)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACTAGCTTATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_11_(RPI11)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACGGCTACATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_12_(RPI12)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACCTTGTAATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_13_(RPI13)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACAGTCAAATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_14_(RPI14)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACAGTTCCATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_15_(RPI15)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACATGTCAATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_16_(RPI16)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACCCGTCCATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_17_(RPI17)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACGTAGAGATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_18_(RPI18)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACGTCCGCATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_19_(RPI19)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACGTGAAAATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_20_(RPI20)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACGTGGCCATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_21_(RPI21)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACGTTTCGATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_22_(RPI22)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACCGTACGATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_23_(RPI23)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACGAGTGGATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_24_(RPI24)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACGGTAGCATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_25_(RPI25)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACACTGATATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_26_(RPI26)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACATGAGCATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_27_(RPI27)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACATTCCTATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_28_(RPI28)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACCAAAAGATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_29_(RPI29)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACCAACTAATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_30_(RPI30)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACCACCGGATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_31_(RPI31)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACCACGATATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_32_(RPI32)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACCACTCAATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
file:///home/lars/ALL_SCRIPTS_READY/adaptersLJO.fa
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>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_33_(RPI33)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACCAGGCGATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_34_(RPI34)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACCATGGCATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_35_(RPI35)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACCATTTTATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_36_(RPI36)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACCCAACAATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_37_(RPI37)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACCGGAATATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_38_(RPI38)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACCTAGCTATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_39_(RPI39)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACCTATACATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_40_(RPI40)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACCTCAGAATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_41_(RPI41)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACGACGACATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_42_(RPI42)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACTAATCGATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_43_(RPI43)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACTACAGCATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_44_(RPI44)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACTATAATATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_45_(RPI45)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACTCATTCATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_46_(RPI46)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACTCCCGAATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_47_(RPI47)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACTCGAAGATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>RNA_PCR_Primer_Index_48_(RPI48)
TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGGAACTCCAGTCACTCGGCAATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
>PhiX_read1_adapter
AGATCGGAAGAGCGGTTCAGCAGGAATGCCGAGACCGATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTGAAA
>PhiX_read2_adapter
AGATCGGAAGAGCGTCGTGTAGGGAAAGAGTGTAGATCTCGGTGGTCGCCGTATCATTAAAAAA
>Bisulfite_R1
AGATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAAC
>Bisulfite_R2
AGATCGGAAGAGCGTCGTGTAGGGA
>NexteraTrans1
TCGTCGGCAGCGTCAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAG
>NexteraTrans2
GTCTCGTGGGCTCGGAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAG
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SCRIPT / PROGRAM NAME:
QC4 data multiple timed test assembly script:
QuorUM-BBDuk_test_assemblies_A.bash
PURPOSE:
This script was created to perform timed assembly runs with ABySS, Platanus, and
SOAPdenovo2 with copies of paired-end (PE) data files which had been through the following
quality control preprocessing:
 QC3: QuorUM error-correction
 QC3.5: QuorUM error-correction and BBDuk k-mer based adapter trimming
 QC4: QuorUM error-correction and BBDuk k-mer based adapter trimming, entropy
filtering, and length filtering.
APPLICATION IN THIS PROJECT:
This script was used to run a set of timed test assemblies with all of the assemblers examined in
this project other than MaSuRCA. The data used for these assemblies consisted of the QC3,
QC3.5, and QC4 preprocessed copies of the raw 260bp and 500bp insert library PE data files.
USAGE INFORMATION:
The names of files in the various stages of processing conducted as part of pipelines QC3 and
QC4 are hard-coded in a set of variables as follows:
 QC3 QuorUM output (“initial”) files:
o a260r1
o a260r2
o a500r1
o a500r2
 “QC3.5” BBDuk k-mer based adapter trimming output (“intermed”) files:
o b260r1
o b260r2
o b500r1
o b500r2
 QC4 BBDuk entropy and length filtering output (“final”) files:
o c260r1
o c260r2
o c500r1
o c500r2
These values can be modified using a text editor or integrated development environment (IDE)
program. This script also contains functions to perform everything needed to run the assemblers
B-122

ABySS, Platanus, and SOAPdenovo2. This includes the code needed to generate configuration
files and assembly run worker scripts as needed.
This script must be executed from within the working directory containing the QC3, QC3.5, and
QC4 data files to be used for assembly. The output will be a series of genomic assemblies, each
in a sub-directory labeled with the assembler name and “initial”, “intermed”, or “final”. These
sub-directories will be located within an output directory created within the working directory in
which this script was called.
Call:
QuorUM-BBDuk_test_assemblies_A.bash
(Note: no parameters need be passed with this script call.)
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#!/bin/bash
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

********************************************************************
********************************************************************
**
**
**
SCRIPT TO RUN TEST ASSEMBLIES WITH MULTIPLE
**
**
ASSEMBLER PROGRAMS TO EXAMINE THE EFFECTS
**
**
ON CONTIG LENGTH OF QuorUM ERROR-CORRECTION
**
**
**
********************************************************************
********************************************************************

# ********************************************************************
#
STATIC VARIABLES
# ********************************************************************
seg="_________________________"
sep="$seg$seg$seg\n"
now=$(date "+%Y-%m-%d_%H%M%S")
# Number of parallel processing threads to be run:
thr=2
# QuorUM-correction only (QC3):
a260r1="../../260bp_quorum_out_1.fa"
a260r2="../../260bp_quorum_out_2.fa"
a500r1="../../500bp_quorum_out_1.fa"
a500r2="../../500bp_quorum_out_2.fa"
# Quorum-BBDuk intermediate files (QC3.5):
b260r1="../../260bp_quorum_out_1_BBDuk_intermed.fa"
b260r2="../../260bp_quorum_out_2_BBDuk_intermed.fa"
b500r1="../../500bp_quorum_out_1_BBDuk_intermed.fa"
b500r2="../../500bp_quorum_out_2_BBDuk_intermed.fa"
# Quorum-BBDuk final files (QC4):
c260r1="../../260bp_quorum_out_1_BBDuk_final.fa"
c260r2="../../260bp_quorum_out_2_BBDuk_final.fa"
c500r1="../../500bp_quorum_out_1_BBDuk_final.fa"
c500r2="../../500bp_quorum_out_2_BBDuk_final.fa"
# Array of input file sets:
input_files=(
"initial;$a260r1;$a260r2;$a500r1;$a500r2"
"intermed;$b260r1;$b260r2;$b500r1;$b500r2"
"final;$c260r1;$c260r2;$c500r1;$c500r2"
)
# ********************************************************************
#
DEFINE FUNCTIONS
# ********************************************************************
function timed_run_script()
{
# Arguments passed:
local script_name=$1 # The name of the script.
local script_call=${@:2} # The call to be executed in the script.
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# Create executable script:
echo '#!/bin/bash' > $script_name
echo $script_call >> $script_name
chmod +x $script_name

}

# Timed run of script:
/usr/bin/time -v ./$script_name

function abyss_run()
{
# Arguments passed:
local name1=$1
#
local file260r1=$2 #
local file260r2=$3 #
local file500r1=$4 #
local file500r2=$5 #

Name to use for
Path/name of R1
Path/name of R2
Path/name of R1
Path/name of R2

this ABySS run.
member of 1st PE
member of 1st PE
member of 2nd PE
member of 2nd PE

file
file
file
file

pair.
pair.
pair.
pair.

# Check arguments passed to this function:
echo "abyss_run() - $name1 - begins `date`"
echo "Number of arguments passed = "$#":"
for a in $@
do
echo $a
done
echo -e $sep
# Function-local variables:
local pe="/usr/local/bin/ABySS_nonmpi/bin/abyss-pe"
local opts="-j $thr k=47 name=$name1"
local p260="'$file260r1 $file260r2'"
local p500="'$file500r1 $file500r2'"
local script="run_abyss.bash"
# Set up command call for assembly run:
local call="$pe $opts lib='pe260 pe500' pe260=$p260 pe500=$p500"
echo $call
#$call

}

# Write this command call to a BASH script and run that script
# with detailed timing performed via "/usr/bin/time -v":
timed_run_script "run_abyss.bash" $call

function platanus_run()
{
# Arguments passed:
local name1=$1
#
local file260r1=$2 #
local file260r2=$3 #
local file500r1=$4 #
local file500r2=$5 #

Name to use for
Path/name of R1
Path/name of R2
Path/name of R1
Path/name of R2

this Platanus
member of 1st
member of 1st
member of 2nd
member of 2nd

run.
PE file
PE file
PE file
PE file

pair.
pair.
pair.
pair.
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109
# Check arguments passed to this function:
110
echo "platanus_run() - $name1 - begins `date`"
111
echo "Number of arguments passed = "$#":"
112
for a in $@
113
do
114
echo $a
115
done
116
echo -e $sep
117
118
# Function-local variables:
119
local pe_in="$file260r1 $file260r2 $file500r1 $file500r2"
120
local asm_opts="-t $thr -s 1 -k 60"
121
122
# Assembly:
123
#
Command and Options:
124
#
platanus --> command to run Platanus
125
#
assemble --> run assembly stage of software
126
#
-f $pe_in --> input PE fastq data files for contigs
127
# Set up command call for assembly run:
128
local call="platanus assemble $asm_opts -f $pe_in"
129
echo $call
130
#$call
131
132
# Write this command call to a BASH script and run that script
133
# with detailed timing performed via "/usr/bin/time -v":
134
timed_run_script "run_platanus.bash" $call
135 }
136
137 function soapdenovo2_config_generator()
138 {
139
# Arguments passed:
140
local conf_name=$1 # Name of config file to be created.
141
local file260r1=$2 # Path/name of R1 member of 1st PE file pair.
142
local file260r2=$3 # Path/name of R2 member of 1st PE file pair.
143
local file500r1=$4 # Path/name of R1 member of 2nd PE file pair.
144
local file500r2=$5 # Path/name of R2 member of 2nd PE file pair.
145
146
# Check arguments passed to this function:
147
echo "soapdenovo2_config_generator() - $conf_name - begins `date`"
148
echo "Number of arguments passed = "$#":"
149
for a in $@
150
do
151
echo $a
152
done
153
echo -e $sep
154
155
# Function-local variables:
156
local oStr=""
157
158
# Create SOAPdenovo2 config file:
159
160
# Config file header:
161
oStr=$oStr"#===================================================="
162
oStr=$oStr"\n# Config for SOAPdenovo2 test of QuorUM E-C data\n"
file:///home/lars/ALL_SCRIPTS_READY/QuorUM-BBDuk_test_assemblies_A.bash
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163
oStr=$oStr"#===================================================="
164
oStr=$oStr"\nmax_rd_len=160\n\n"
165
166
# 260 bp insert data files:
167
oStr=$oStr"#===================================================="
168
oStr=$oStr"\n# 260bp insert data files\n"
169
oStr=$oStr"#===================================================="
170
oStr=$oStr"\n[LIB]\n"
171
oStr=$oStr"avg_ins=260\n"
172
oStr=$oStr"reverse_seq=0\n"
173
oStr=$oStr"asm_flags=3\n"
174
oStr=$oStr"rd_len_cutoff=160\n"
175
oStr=$oStr"rank=1\n"
176
oStr=$oStr"pair_num_cutoff=3\n"
177
oStr=$oStr"map_len=32\n"
178
oStr=$oStr"q1=$file260r1\n"
179
oStr=$oStr"q2=$file260r2\n\n"
180
181
# 500 bp insert data files:
182
oStr=$oStr"#===================================================="
183
oStr=$oStr"\n# 500bp insert data files\n"
184
oStr=$oStr"#===================================================="
185
oStr=$oStr"\n[LIB]\n"
186
oStr=$oStr"avg_ins=500\n"
187
oStr=$oStr"reverse_seq=0\n"
188
oStr=$oStr"asm_flags=3\n"
189
oStr=$oStr"rd_len_cutoff=160\n"
190
oStr=$oStr"rank=2\n"
191
oStr=$oStr"pair_num_cutoff=3\n"
192
oStr=$oStr"map_len=32\n"
193
oStr=$oStr"q1=$file500r1\n"
194
oStr=$oStr"q2=$file500r2\n"
195
196
# Write output string to config file:
197
echo -e $oStr > $conf_name
198 }
199
200 function soapdenovo2_run()
201 {
202
# Arguments passed:
203
local name1=$1
# Name to use for this SOAPdenovo2 run.
204
local confile=$2
# Path/name of config file for this run.
205
local prefix=$3 # Label to apply as prefix to graphs.
206
207
# Check arguments passed to this function:
208
echo "soapdenovo2_run() - $name1 - begins `date`"
209
echo "Number of arguments passed = "$#":"
210
for a in $@
211
do
212
echo $a
213
done
214
echo -e $sep
215
216
# Function-local variables:
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local soap63="/usr/local/bin/soapdenovo2/SOAPdenovo-63mer"
local soap127="/usr/local/bin/soapdenovo2/SOAPdenovo-127mer"
# Set up command call for assembly run:
local call="$soap63 all -s $confile -p $thr -K 47 -R -o $prefix"
echo $call
$call

}

# Write this command call to a BASH script and run that script
# with detailed timing performed via "/usr/bin/time -v":
timed_run_script "run_soapdenovo2.bash" $call

function test_output_file_list()
{
# Output number of arguments:
echo "--------------------------------------------------"
echo -e "Details of file list being examined:\n"
echo -e "Number of args passed: "$#

}

# Output each argument on a separate line:
echo -e "\nArgs passed (1 per line):"
for arg in $@
do
echo $arg
done
echo "--------------------------------------------------"

# ********************************************************************
#
MAIN PROGRAM
# ********************************************************************
# Header for nohup log:
echo -e $sep
echo "Assembler runs to test results of error correction of paired-"
echo "end read data files via QuorUM on genomic assembly contig"
echo "length."
echo "`date`"
echo -e $sep
# Create an output directory and move to it:
out_dir=${0%%.*}"_"$now
mkdir $out_dir
cd $out_dir
# ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----for i in ${input_files[@]}
do
# Extract and report list of input files being examined:
files=${i//;/ }
test_output_file_list $files
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# ABySS run:
echo -e $sep
this_files="abyss_quorum-bbduk_"$files
name=${this_files%% *}
mkdir $name
cd $name
abyss_run $this_files
cd ..
# Platanus run:
echo -e $sep
this_files="platanus_quorum-bbduk_"$files
name=${this_files%% *}
mkdir $name
cd $name
platanus_run $this_files
cd ..
# SOAPdenovo2 run:
echo -e $sep
this_files="soapdenovo2_quorum-bbduk_"$files
name=${this_files%% *}
config=$name".config"
soap_input_files=${this_files#* }
mkdir $name
cd $name
soapdenovo2_config_generator $config $soap_input_files
soapdenovo2_run $name $config $name
cd ..
done
# ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----# Tail for nohup log:
cd ..
echo -e $sep
echo "QuorUM output test assembly runs concluded"
echo "`date`"
echo -e $sep
# ********************************************************************
#
END PROGRAM
# ********************************************************************
exit 0
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SCRIPT / PROGRAM NAME:
Script to obtain contiguity statistics, including NG50, for completed genomic assemblies:
get_assembly_stats_NG50.bash
PURPOSE:
This script was created to collect contiguity statistics on all genomic assembly output files specified by
the user. The names of the files to be examined must be provided as parameters when this script is
called. Both the capabilities of abyss-fac (Simpson et al., 2009) and a function within this script are
used. The script-specific function collects such data as sequence count, minimum length, mean length,
maximum length, and length sum for the contigs or scaffolds of the files being examined. Abyss-fac is
used to provide values including NG50, N50, N20, and N80.
APPLICATION IN THIS PROJECT:
This script was used to collect the final sets of contiguity statistics for all of the genomic assemblies
produced in this project.
USAGE INFORMATION:
At least one assembly output file in fasta format must be provided as input when this script is called.
The output of this script will be in two files, "assembly_stats_with_NG50---$now.csv" for the script’s
own function’s output and "abyss-fac_stats_$now.tsv" for abyss-fac’s output. Note that“$now” is the
date the script was run in year-month-day format.
Call:
get_assembly_stats_NG50.bash <LIST_OF_FASTA_FILES_TO_EXAMINE>
(Note: completed assembly file(s) in fasta format must be provided as an argument when calling
this script. The file(s) are shown here by “<LIST_OF_FASTA_FILES_TO_EXAMINE>”. This can
consist of a single file, a series of files as individual arguments separated by single spaces, or a list of
files created for instance by globbing.)
Example calls:
With one file:
get_assembly_stats_NG50.bash MyAssembly.fasta
With multiple individual files:
get_assembly_stats_NG50.bash Asm1.fasta Asm2.fasta [...]
With globbing:
get_assembly_stats_NG50.bash *.fasta
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#!/bin/bash
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

********************************************************************
********************************************************************
*
*
* BASH SCRIPT TO COMPILE CONTIGUITY STATS FOR GENOMIC ASSEMBLIES *
*
*
********************************************************************
********************************************************************

# ********************************************************************
#
STATIC VARIABLES
# ********************************************************************
seg="_______________"
sep=$seg$seg$seg$seg$seg"\n"
fasta_files=()
fastq_files=()
# Set output csv file name:
now=$(date "+%Y-%m-%d")
comm_name=$0
prog_name=${comm_name#*/}
prog_name=${prog_name%.*}
work_dir=$(pwd)
dir_name=${work_dir##*/}
output_csv="assembly_stats_with_NG50---$now.csv"
abyss_fac_stats="abyss-fac_stats_$now.tsv"
# ********************************************************************
#
DEFINE FUNCTIONS
# ********************************************************************
function usage()
{
echo "*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***"
echo
echo "ERROR:"
echo "Script $0 must be called with one or more"
echo "genomic assembly output fasta files as arguments."
echo
echo "EXAMPLE:"
echo "$0 my_contigs.fasta my_scaffolds.fasta"
echo
echo "*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***"
exit 1
}
# -------------------------------------------------------------------function use_abyss_fac()
{
# ------------------------------------# :
Argument(s) passed:
:
file:///home/lars/ALL_SCRIPTS_READY/get_assembly_stats_NG50.bash
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# ------------------------------------local fasta_files="$@"
# ------------------------------------# :
Function-local variable(s):
:
# ------------------------------------local fac="/usr/local/bin/ABySS_nonmpi/bin/abyss-fac"
local gSize="--genome-size=500000000"

}

# ------------------------------------# :
Function operations:
:
# ------------------------------------local fac_call="$fac $gSize $fasta_files > $abyss_fac_stats"
echo $fac_call
$fac_call

# -------------------------------------------------------------------function get_fasta_stats()
{
# ------------------------------------# :
Argument(s) passed:
:
# ------------------------------------local this_fasta_file=$1
# ------------------------------------# :
Function-local variable(s):
:
# ------------------------------------local min_len=0
local ave_len=0
local max_len=0
local seq_len=0
local len_sum=0
local seq_num=0
local out_row=""
local file_name=${this_fasta_file//,/-} # Remove commas.
# ------------------------------------# :
Function operations:
:
# ------------------------------------# Examine this file, line-by-line:
while read -r line || [[ -n "$line" ]] # Read file and get stats.
do # Begin read file loop.
if [ ${line:0:1} == '>' ]
then # If this is a read ID.
if [ $seq_num -eq 1 ]
then # This is the first sequence length recorded.
# Use the length value for the first sequence to
# initialize length maximum, minimum, and sum vars:
min_len=$seq_len
max_len=$seq_len
len_sum=$seq_len
elif [ $seq_num -gt 1 ]
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then # Sequence length records after the first.
# Update length max and min as needed:
if [ $seq_len -gt $max_len ]
then
max_len=$seq_len
fi

3

if [ $seq_len -lt $min_len ]
then
min_len=$seq_len
fi
# Add this sequence length to the length sum value:
(( len_sum+=seq_len ))

fi
# Reset the length variable for the new sequence:
seq_len=0
# Increment the count of sequences in the file:
((seq_num++))
else # This is a line of read DNA sequence.
# Keep a running total of the lengths of all lines of
# sequence data for this read:
((seq_len+=${#line}))
fi
done < "$this_fasta_file" # End read file loop.

# Process stats for the final sequence examined:
if [ $seq_num -eq 1 ]
then # This is the first sequence length recorded.
# Use the length value for the first sequence to initialize
# the length maximum, minimum, and sum variables:
min_len=$seq_len
max_len=$seq_len
len_sum=$seq_len
elif [ $seq_num -gt 1 ]
then # Sequence length records after the first.
# Update length max and min as needed:
if [ $seq_len -gt $max_len ]
then
max_len=$seq_len
fi

fi

if [ $seq_len -lt $min_len ]
then
min_len=$seq_len
fi
# Add this sequence length to the length sum value:
(( len_sum+=seq_len ))

# Calculate mean sequence length:
((ave_len=len_sum/seq_num))
# Compile output row of results as a comma-delimited string:
out_row="$file_name,$seq_num,$min_len,$ave_len,$max_len,$len_sum"
# Output results to the summary stats csv file:
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echo $out_row >> $output_csv

# ********************************************************************
#
MAIN PROGRAM
# ********************************************************************
# Check that at least one fasta file has been passed as an argument:
if [ $# -lt 1 ]
then
usage
fi
# -------------------------------------------------------------------# Run abyss-fac on all files passed as an argument to this program:
use_abyss_fac "$@"
# -------------------------------------------------------------------# Output header line for sequence file stats report:
header1="file_name,sequence count,min_length,"
header2="mean_length,max_length,length_sum"
csv_header="$header1$header2"
echo $csv_header > $output_csv
# Examine fasta files passed as arguments:
echo -e $sep
for f in $@
do
# Report file being examined:
echo "$f - `date`"
# Get basic stats:
get_fasta_stats $f
done

echo -e $sep

# ********************************************************************
#
END PROGRAM
# ********************************************************************
exit 0
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